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CHAPTER 1 

DEFINING THE TERMS, DEFINING THE TIMES: 
EVANGELICAL THEATRE IN THE UNITED STATES 

BETWEEN 1974 AND 2004 
 

Between 1974 and 2004, evangelical Christians in the United States participated 

in theatre in ways that previous generations of conservative Protestant Americans had 

not. The evangelical theatre phenomenon included many activities such as elaborately 

staged indoor and outdoor Passion plays and Hell Houses; various church drama 

ministries that gave laity (all of those people in the church who are not part of the clerisy) 

an active role in church services; several networks of conferences, drama newsletters, 

publishing houses, and workshops to spread theatre interests among people; touring 

drama groups and resident theatre companies; theatre programs in higher education; and 

solo performances of Jesus and other characters from the Bible.  The people involved in 

the evangelical theatre phenomenon certainly represented a variety of individual cultural, 

political, and personal religious beliefs (not to mention regional differences); but their 

participation in theatre helped them to forge their place in the larger evangelical 

collective and bridge denominational differences though shared theatre interests. This 

dissertation identifies theoretical and critical models that best explain how theatre shaped 

evangelical identity between 1974 and 2004.  

There are many ways to study evangelical theatre, too many for one dissertation. 

Therefore, I have chosen to limit my investigation to case studies in publishing houses, 

networking conferences, megachurch drama, theatre programs in evangelical higher 

education, and monodramatic performances of Jesus. The case studies in publishing 

houses, networking conferences, and higher education theatre programs consider ways in 
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which evangelicals forged their imagined community through theatre making. These 

important organizations provided support for evangelical theatre people during the period 

my study covers. They helped link mutual interests, create friendships, and give 

evangelical theatre people a sense that other born-agains in the United States shared a 

passion for theatre. The case studies in megachurch drama and Jesus monodramas 

examine highly visible exemplars in evangelical theatre performance. These particular 

case studies were not only highly visible to other evangelicals, but to non-evangelical 

audiences and critics. They represented the success born-agains achieved in putting their 

theatre performances before non-evangelical audiences during the thirty years my study 

considers.     

Three sets of introductory questions organize the present chapter. First, who are 

American evangelicals? What do they believe? How are they organized? What do they 

want for the United States and the global community? Next, according to the literature 

review, what have scholars said about the evangelical theatre phenomenon? What did 

those who participated in the phenomenon have to say about it and what about those 

outsiders who have observed and analyzed it? Similarly, how does additional research 

about other aspects of American evangelicalism contribute to studies about evangelical 

theatre? Finally, why a study about evangelical theatre and what makes the dates 1974 to 

2004 relevant to the phenomenon? Like so many other Christians before them, American 

evangelicals have been active users and producers of media and technology for religious 

purposes and proselytizing efforts (Frykholm 34), but how evangelicals specifically used 

theatre to express, define, and challenge their collective identity between 1974 and 2004 

is a separate, focused area of inquiry.  
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Defining American Evangelicalism 

American evangelicalism has been, and continues to be, an ecumenical movement 

(or an initiative promoting religious unity) among primarily conservative Protestants with 

a broad goal of establishing cohesion. According to some survey estimates, there are 

between thirty-five and seventy million evangelicals in the United States (Eskridge). 

While these figures are helpful in understanding the scope of evangelicalism, the 

numerical differences between surveys are noticeably problematic because the criteria 

used to identify evangelicals vary so much (Noll 29). Sociologist Christian Smith also 

cautions that reliance on surveys alone may lead scholars to ignore the “complexity, 

ambivalence, multivocality, and other messy inconsistencies that exist in the 

‘worldviews’ of real people” (Christian America 12).1 Instead of limiting evangelicalism 

to survey data, it is better to define American evangelicalism by its “worldview.” Indeed, 

many evangelical intellectuals and leaders prefer to use that term when describing the 

evangelical system of belief. A “worldview,” James Olthuis proposes: 

[Is] a framework or set of fundamental beliefs through which we view the 

world and our calling and future in it. This vision may be so internalized 

that it goes largely unquestioned; it may be greatly refined through 

cultural-historical development; it may not be explicitly developed into a 

systematic conception of life; it may not be theoretically deepened into a 

philosophy; it may not even be codified into creedal form. Nevertheless, 

                                                 
1 Smith posits: “[Surveys] are not passive detectors and conveyors of objective, preexistent information. 
Rather, they actively formulate consumable information through their own presuppositions, theoretical 
agendas, vocabularies, question wordings, question ordering, answer categories, and so on. Surveys, in 
other words, help to construct culture and public discourse, not simply measure and report on them” 
(Smith, Christian America 10). 
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this vision is a channel for the ultimate beliefs which give direction and 

meaning to life. (155) 

Worldviews not only shape an individual’s “ultimate beliefs,” but also are “communal in 

scope and structure” (156). Olthuis asserts:  

Since a worldview gives the terms of reference by which the world and 

our place in it can be structured and illumined, a worldview binds its 

adherents together into community. Allegiance to a common vision 

promotes the integration of individuals into a group. Ironically, at times 

communality of vision not only binds people together, but provides them 

with the tools and vocabulary to push with more sophistication their own 

internal differences. (156) 

More than a population figure in the United States—undoubtedly more important to 

political scientists than theatre theorists—evangelicalism includes, according to historian 

Mark Noll, “a consistent pattern of convictions and attitudes” (13). These convictions and 

attitudes are complex and certainly vary among individuals. British historian David 

Bebbington, however, offers four useful, fundamental characteristics of evangelicalism.  

Bebbington’s “quadrilateral of priorities” includes conversionism, crucicentrism, 

Biblicism, and activism (3).  

People are not born as evangelicals, but evangelicals claim to be “born-again” at 

their conversion. The term born-again refers to a conversation Jesus had with a religious 

leader in Chapter 3 of John’s Gospel. In that story, Jesus insisted to Nicodemus that in 

order to see God, a person must be “born-again” (New King James Version, John 3.3).  In 

the United States, born-again Christianity is synonymous with evangelicalism. Both 
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terms, however, have taken on political and cultural meanings that have far surpassed 

their religious origins. Because born-again evangelicals emphasize the importance of 

spiritual re-birth, their proselytizing efforts to make converts continue to be controversial 

and unpopular with many in the mainstream. Alan Wolfe acknowledges:  

[Rare] is the American who has not been exposed to individuals anxious to 

witness [one evangelical euphemism for proselytizing], with little or no 

provocation, their faith in the Lord. And because the name of the Lord is 

so frequently invoked, the question of where to draw the line between 

freedom of public religion and freedom from public religion has become 

as contested as the legal controversy in the 1940s over whether Jehovah’s 

Witnesses could be compelled to salute the flag. (185-86) 

According to the evangelical worldview of conversionism, people must experience 

“salvation” from their sins. Evangelicals believe that all humans are born morally and 

spiritually corrupted. The result of this corruption is that people enter the world at enmity 

with God, each other, and even nature itself (Noll 62). This teaching is sometimes 

referred to as “original sin,” which the theologian J.I. Packer describes as sin “derived 

from our origin” (i.e. the fall of Adam and Eve from the Genesis narrative in the Hebrew 

Scriptures) (83). Humanity’s original sin implies that people have been hardwired with a 

fundamental flaw that manifests their “total depravity.” This hardwiring, however, was 

never God’s intention. Rather, humans chose it. Total depravity, Packer postulates, 

“[means] no part of us is untouched by sin, and therefore no action of ours is as good as it 

should be, and consequently nothing in us or about us ever appears meritorious in God’s 

eyes. We cannot earn God’s favor, no matter what we do; unless grace saves us, we are 
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lost” (83-84). The promise that a personal conversion saves people from the 

consequences of sin explains why evangelicals are so eager to evangelize—a preferred 

evangelical euphemism for proselytizing—their neighbors. Indeed, most born-again 

evangelicals believe that Jesus mandated evangelism,2 so it is not surprising that many 

born-agains have a strong missionizing approach to life that informs their professional 

and personal activities. Evangelicals evangelize not just to make converts, but, more 

importantly, to obey Jesus.    

Evangelicals insist that people, because of their original sin and total depravity, 

experience separation from God in two ways: an immediate separation from him in the 

present life and an impending everlasting damnation to be experienced in the afterlife. 

Immediate separation from God means that humans must continually suffer the 

consequences of their own depravity. Since people are spiritually dead to God, they can 

never earn his favor or find collective peace with each other.  Thus, humans continually 

bring upon each other the evils of war, crime, malice, and injustice. Eternal damnation 

refers to Hell, which evangelicals believe is an everlasting place of punishment that 

people experience after death if they have never been forgiven of their sins by Jesus. 

Although evangelicals recognize that humans are capable of acts of charity and love, 

theologians such as Packer argue that these virtues are not enough to compensate for sin’s 

consequences. In contrast to utopian ideals that suggest humans are capable of making a 

brighter future through education and justice, evangelicals see people as hopelessly lost 

and view the human condition as dire without the divine intervention of Jesus.  

                                                 
2 According to Matthew’s Gospel (28.16-20), before he ascended back to heaven, Jesus gave his disciples 
the “Great Commission” to make other disciples in his name. Subsequently, nearly every Christian leader 
and institution has used this passage from the Bible to motivate believers into proselytizing friends, 
families, and neighbors.  
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In tension with this fatalistic perspective on humanity, crucicentrism emphasizes 

the advocacy of Jesus.  Evangelical beliefs about Jesus are complex and certainly vary 

from believer to believer as well as from church to church. In general, most subscribe (or 

hold beliefs similar) to those articulated in the fourth-century Apostle’s Creed. The two 

important beliefs of this creed can best be summarized as follows: 1) belief in the divinity 

of Jesus of Nazareth, and 2) identification with an imagined universal church, sometimes 

metaphorically referred to in the New Testament as the “Body of Christ” (Enns 111). 

Evangelicals believe that once they are born-again to Jesus Christ, God joins them to a 

universal church—or spiritual body—that includes past believers as well as future ones. 

Evangelicals also argue that sin can only be paid for by blood and that Jesus is the perfect 

sacrifice for all of humanity’s transgressions. The Israelites of the Old Testament (the 

evangelical term for the Hebrew Scriptures) maintained their fellowship with God 

through ritual sacrifices of animals offered at Moses’ tabernacle and, later, at King 

Solomon’s temple. In contrast, the believers who settled the New Testament canon (a 

term for the Christian Scriptures) considered Jesus to be both a sacrificial lamb and high 

priest.  Instead of offering the blood of bulls and goats, Jesus gave himself up to be 

sacrificed for people. Because born-agains believe that Jesus was both God and man, they 

argue that his death on the cross, burial, and bodily resurrection satisfied God’s justice 

and provided humans with a way to substitute their damnation for divine righteousness. 

Belief in the deity of Jesus also implies that he led a perfect life (i.e. was born without sin 

and never committed a sinful act or invited a sinful thought into his mind) and was 

worthy of being sacrificed on humanity’s behalf. Since Jesus was a man, his death was 

more effective than the blood of lambs and bulls.  Thus, the end game for evangelicals is 
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personal salvation through a process called “regeneration.” Through regeneration, the old 

self is said to be replaced with a new self by vicariously participating in Jesus’ 

crucifixion and bodily resurrection from the dead (Enns 109-110; Livingston 257-262, 

315-354; Packer 157). These beliefs, evangelicals insist, are clearly discovered through a 

correct interpretation of the Bible, God’s holy book of revelation.  

Evangelical views about the Bible are strongly rooted in early twentieth century 

Protestant fundamentalism. This is why some scholars such as Amy Frykholm refer to 

evangelicals as the “inheritors of fundamentalism” (22), while others, such as Simon 

Coleman and Daniel Williams, do not delineate between evangelicals and 

fundamentalists when describing the political mobilization of conservative Protestantism 

(Coleman 659; D. Williams 2-6). On the one hand, there is a historical difference 

between evangelicalism and fundamentalism that warrants consideration (Noll 15-26). 

On the other hand, that difference is sometimes not so apparent and often blurred.  

At the turn of the twentieth century, Protestant Christianity in America split 

between a conservative and liberal interpretation of Christian orthodoxy. Conservative 

Protestants became known as fundamentalists and resisted many aspects of modern life 

and thinking, particularly Darwinism, humanism, and industrialization. Fundamentalists 

also took a unified position on social issues such as Prohibition (Noll 16). On the other 

end of the spectrum were mainline (or liberal) Protestants.3 Christian Smith argues that 

Protestant liberalism developed when “liberal theology, [German] higher criticism, and 

                                                 
3 Scholars sometimes use the terms “mainline” and “liberal” interchangeably. There are, however, 
potentially conflicting ideas conjured by conflating these terms. From a twentieth century perspective, 
mainline distinguishes liberal Protestants from fundamentalists. From a larger historical perspective, 
however, mainline also refers to the European origins of all American Protestants, origins that were neither 
theologically conservative nor liberal. Likewise, the term evangelical and Protestant are sometimes used 
interchangeably in European Christian history (Noll 1-13). 
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an increased skepticism about supernaturalism began to question the old orthodox 

verities” (Smith, Christian America 5). Fundamentalists, in contrast, held strongly to 

what George Marsden refers to as Biblicism, which is the belief in the inerrancy of the 

Bible (i.e. the teaching that the Christian Bible was infallible, without historical, 

grammatical, and doctrinal error) and authority of the Christian Scriptures 

(Fundamentalism 244). Fundamentalists were particularly resistant to the modernist idea 

that the Bible was “the product of human hands and hearts, not directly of God” 

(Meacham 138). Instead, they insisted on a literal hermeneutic to interpreting the Bible 

(Marsden, Fundamentalism 244). Darwin’s ideas about evolution, for example, were a 

threat to fundamental beliefs such as creationism, which is the teaching that God 

(according to the Genesis account) made the universe in seven literal days.  If the Bible’s 

creation myth was not literally true, fundamentalists contended, how could New 

Testament accounts of Jesus’ miracles or his claims to deity be reliable (Meacham 136-

40)? Therefore, if Jesus was not God, how could he save people from Hell?  

At stake for fundamentalists was not only the salvation of society, but also a 

preservation of “true” Christianity from apostasy. One of the important distinctions 

between evangelicalism and fundamentalism is the practice of separatism, what Larry 

Eskridge describes as “a particularly aggressive style related to the conviction that the 

separation from cultural decadence and apostate (read liberal) churches are telling marks 

of faithfulness to Christ” (Eskridge). Likewise, Nancy Ammerman notes: 

Fundamentalists insist on uniformity of belief within the ranks and on 

separation from others whose beliefs and lives are suspect. The 

fundamentalist, then, is very likely to belong to a church with strict rules 
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for its own membership and for its cooperative relations with others. It is 

likely to be an “independent” church, since so many of the [Protestant] 

denominations are seen as infected with apostasy and compromise. (63) 

Although born-agains have fundamentalist tendencies that inform their doctrinal beliefs, 

they have been far more successful at political mobilization and cultural participation 

than fundamentalists because of their rejection of separatism. Thus, it is at least 

historically fitting to keep evangelicals separated from fundamentalists, but it is not 

necessary to divorce them entirely from each other.  

Despite evangelicalism’s relationship with historical fundamentalism, Mark Noll 

confirms that evangelicals still value Biblicism; “reliance” on the Scripture, however, 

“differs widely” among them (24). For example, modern evangelicals do not all agree on 

the inerrancy of the Bible, but many are vocal about displaying the Bible’s Ten 

Commandments in public buildings—schools and courthouses. Evangelicals also differ in 

their understanding of the Bible’s teaching on gender roles, but born-agains generally 

agree that women hold a special place of influence and leadership in the life of the 

church.  Some believe in the theory of evolution and that the creation account in Genesis 

is fiction, but nearly every born-again believes Jesus performed the miracles recorded in 

the New Testament and rose from the dead. Evangelicals have become educated about 

the historical issues and facts surrounding the origins of the Bible but are no less 

convinced the Bible is a true book of divine revelation and historically accurate. In sum, 

evangelical Biblicism is more than just devotion to a sacred book; it is an intellectual 

assent to the notion that God’s entire plan for humanity has been exclusively revealed in 

the Bible. In other words, born-agains believe it is possible to know the will of God.  
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An important part of God’s plan for humanity, according to evangelicals, involves 

Jesus’ followers being active participants in culture. Indeed, Jesus spoke about many 

aspects of culture: marriage, parenthood, work, civic duty, taxes, and wealth, to name a 

few. Conversionism, crucicentrism, and Biblicism are best demonstrated by evangelical 

activism. In its historical context, evangelical activism owes much to both Protestant 

fundamentalism and liberalism. Early twentieth century Protestant liberals became 

increasingly less interested in biblical veracity than fundamentalists were but equally 

concerned with the rapid changes in society brought on by expansionism and 

industrialization.  To address these changes, their intellectual leaders defined Christian 

ethics according to the “Social Gospel.” While fundamentalists fought Darwin, Social 

Gospelers took on such issues as public health, education, and labor reforms for children 

and union workers. Although the movement seemed to fade after the Second World War, 

leaders returned to Social Gospel ideals during the Civil Rights Movements of the 

1960s.4 Fundamentalists—remaining doctrinally conservative, though no less politically 

active—objected that the end game of the Social Gospel to save the world through reform 

would lead to a surrendering of religious authority (Smith, Christian America 6). 

Fundamentalists insisted that people’s souls and not just their circumstances needed 

salvation. As the division between conservative and liberal Christianity expanded, 

fundamentalists attempted to wrestle back orthodoxy by declaring an “all-out war against 

secularists, modernists, and liberals” (7). Nevertheless, after the 1920s, the fallout from 

                                                 
4 See Ronald C. White and C. Howard Hopkins, The Social Gospel: Religion and Reform in Changing 
America (Philadelphia: Temple UP, 1976).   
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the Scopes Trial,5 repeal of the Prohibition laws, and failure to oust liberal thinkers from 

many traditionally conservative churches, missionary organizations, and seminaries 

ended fundamentalism’s efforts to achieve religious, political, national, and cultural 

reform—at least for a time. This seemingly tactical withdrawal from the public sphere by 

fundamentalism was short lived (Coleman 659; Eskridge; Noll 18; D. Williams 2-6).   

During the Second World War, a younger generation of conservative Protestants 

began to fuse certain aspects of fundamentalism with intellectualism when they 

established the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) in 1943 (Noll 19; Smith, 

American Evangelicalism 9; J. Turner 4; D. Williams 3-4).  As the NAE grew, postwar 

conservative Protestants were successful in forging a new identity that was different from 

their fundamentalist predecessors by focusing their energies on the nation’s youth—the 

Baby Boomers—through various parachurch ministries such as Youth for Christ, 

Navigators, Campus Crusade for Christ, the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association, and 

Young Life (Eskridge). Parachurch organizations are a distinctive characteristic of 

American evangelicalism. According to John Turner, parachurch organization exists 

“alongside” the “institutional church” (3).6 Evangelical leaders were able to establish 

many of these youth-oriented parachurch ministries in state universities during the 1950s 

and 1960s. During this time, many evangelical colleges also became more visible (Noll 

17). These institutions, Thomas Askew believes, “convinced parents that their children 

                                                 
5 The trial was an infamous media-driven court case in Dayton, Tennessee, over the teaching of Darwinism 
in public schools. 
 
6 Turner theorizes that parachurch organizations are the “impetus for cultural adaption and innovative 
evangelistic techniques …. Since parachurch organizations are normally dependent upon only their donors 
and the charismatic leadership of their founders, they alter their policies and strategies more quickly than 
denominations, which typically have thicker layers of decision making and bureaucracy.  Because they 
cross denominational lines and transcend individual megachurches, parachurch organizations shape much 
of modern evangelicalism’s character and public agenda” (3).   
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could receive intellectual grooming and credentialing for professions without eschewing 

moral and spiritual nurture” (145). As I will further explore in Chapter Four, the growing 

interest in evangelical higher education played a particularly important role in the 

evangelical theatre phenomenon. Parachurch programing also played an important role 

during the evangelical theatre phenomenon. For example, some evangelicals developed 

parachurch theatre ministries (e.g. the California-based touring troupe, the Jeremiah 

People) and resident companies (e.g. the Houston-based A.D. Players) that were not 

directly supported by church denominations but still part of the larger evangelical 

community.   

America’s history includes many examples of how political, religious, and social 

movements rely heavily on the effective use of media.  Radio became a particularly 

important venue for the expansion of the postwar evangelical worldview. As Noll argues, 

the “innovative but informal networks of communication have sustained the transnational 

character of evangelicalism and give it much of its distinctive shape” (American 

Evangelical 15). Indeed, it is often argued that the NAE developed in reaction to the 

religious broadcasting laws recommended by the Federal Council of Churches (a liberal 

Protestant organization). Eskridge reports that the Council “had persuaded the CBS and 

NBC radio networks not to sell time to religious broadcasters, but to allot free time to 

‘recognized’ faith communities. Since evangelicals were [initially] unorganized—and 

therefore ‘unrecognized’—the new radio policy posed a serious threat to evangelical 

broadcasting.”  In response, the NAE formed the National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) 

in 1944. After the Federal Communications Commission ruled in 1960 that television 

stations could count paid religious programming toward their quota of public-service 
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broadcast time, “evangelicals flooded the religious television market” (Senkbeil 39). As a 

result, by the 1970s:  

Audiences for Christian television shows grew noticeably … in April 

1978, 28 percent of the public claimed to watch religious broadcasts, as 

opposed to only 12 percent in 1963…. By the end of the decade, 

evangelicals had moved outward from the “parallel institutions” that had 

long been part of their subculture, reaching new audiences while also 

increasing the media consumption of previous converts. (McAlister, Epic 

171)7 

In addition to radio, print also played a crucial role in galvanizing evangelicals.  

In 1956, Carl Henry of Fuller Theological Seminary began Christianity Today 

(still in publication), an important and well-known magazine devoted to evangelical 

issues and activism. Earlier, in 1950, the Christian Booksellers Association (or CBA) 

became incorporated (with 219 charter members). Colleen McDannell acknowledges that 

the CBA was established to “keep track of the burgeoning [independently-owned] 

bookstores and suppliers [and] professionalize the business by providing guidance on 

how to set up stores, manage inventory and personnel, and educate costumers” (246-247). 

Crucially, in the 1970s, the CBA joined bookstores and suppliers with “distributors who 

provided a link between the wholesale producer and the retail consumer” (247). While in 

                                                 
7There is little question that broadcasting played a crucial role in forging evangelical partisanship. As 
Donald Swift traces: “Conservative Protestants’ long experience with radio and television ministries was 
useful preparation for increased political involvement. Fundamentalist and evangelical Protestants 
dominated religious broadcasting by the late 1960s. By the early 1980s, fundamentalists and evangelicals 
owned forty television and thirteen hundred radio stations; in 1989, there were 336 television ministries, 
which usually appeared weekly and were designed to evangelize and attract followers. The ministers and 
performers were usually telegenic, and their programs were professionally produced and entertaining as 
well as instructional” (268). 
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September, 1950, forty-eight publishers and distributors and one hundred and two 

bookstore representatives attended the first CBA convention in Chicago (Borden 71), by 

2001, over 13,000 participants were at the Atlanta convention (Peyser 48). In Chapter 

Two, I give consideration to the role that evangelical publishing houses played in the 

theatre phenomenon.  

By the 1970s, born-agains emerged as a potent coalition of churches, seminaries, 

publishing houses, and parachurch ministries. This coalition is sometimes referred to as 

the “neo-evangelicals” (Marsden, Religion 218). While Neo-evangelicals—or simply 

evangelicals in current terms—initially lacked political efficacy during the early and mid-

1970s (D. Williams 6-7), the movement had nonetheless “established an institutional 

infrastructure of impressive magnitude and strength” (Smith, American Evangelicalism 

13). Although evangelicals were galvanized by their churches, media organizations, and 

parachurch institutions, they still lacked mainstream appeal.  This changed when 

evangelicals embraced the West-Coast Jesus People movement of the late 1960s and 

early 1970s (Borden 73; Giagnoni 45-46; Guffin 265-67; McDannell 247; Shires 1-3, 

243), and when the presidency of Jimmy Carter introduced born-again politics (D. 

Williams 133).  

The Jesus People were part of a revivalist movement that developed from the 

“disillusionment … of the hippie counterculture” (Guffin 202). This movement emerged 

in response to the “perceived irrelevance of religion [in mainline/liberal Protestant 

churches]” (206), as well as the “rugged individualism of American culture … the 

anomie of capitalistic societies and the bureaucratic organization of denominational 

churches” (Giagnoni 58). In stark contrast to these “establishments,” Jesus People, 
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McDannell clarifies, “combined Protestant piety with the spirit of the 1960s 

counterculture [and] sought to experience the reality of Jesus outside of an 

institutionalized church structure” (247). The Jesus People were converted hippies who 

presented Jesus to the mainstream via Christian lyrics set to rock songs, modern slang, 

and other propaganda such as newspapers and apocalyptic-themed books about heaven 

and hell. To these born-again hippies, Jesus represented the quintessential 

disestablishment figure and humanity’s greatest revolutionary. As a movement rooted in 

both the religious traditions of late-nineteenth-century revivalism and 1960s rock culture, 

the Jesus People, Silvia Giagnoni discerns, felt paradoxically “ostracized by the Church 

[writ large] and persecuted by society alike, just like those early Christians (and Jesus 

Christ himself)” (49). Thus, by stressing the importance of “renewed sense of 

community” (58), the youthful movement, she posits, offered disenfranchised converts a 

faith of conscious that affirmed a sense of “genuine self-expression and human 

relationship” with activist sensibilities (58). Thanks in no small part to the rock and roll 

culture (and its theatricality), Jesus became more popular than ever in American history.8  

While born-again hippies were not initially accepted by most evangelical church 

leaders, many important postwar evangelicals such as Billy Graham, Francis Schaeffer, 

and Carl Henry embraced (at least rhetorically) the movement’s potential for infusing 

contemporary evangelicalism with a much needed expression of zealous spirituality and 

renewed commitment to evangelism. The merger between the Jesus People (some of 

whom had also grown up in evangelical and fundamentalist Protestant homes, not just 

                                                 
8 Among Jesus People musicians, Larry Norman was arguably the most influential. Some of his most 
popular song titles included “No More LSD for Me,” “Why Should the Devil Have All the Good Music,” 
“Jesus Freak,” “The Rock that Doesn’t Roll,” “One Way,” and the apocalyptic song “I Wish We’d All 
Been Ready.”  
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mainline families) and Graham-Schaeffer-Henry leaders marked a significant cultural 

shift that, according to David Shires, “took confrontationalism and activism and pitted 

them against all established and mainstream institutions and practices of American 

society” (248). Shires contends that the success of this union happened because Baby 

Boomers “respected intellectual discourse, golden rule ethics, rebellious activism, and 

individual expressionism” (253). Importantly, the new synergy between the Jesus People 

and “establishment” evangelicals came at the same time as the decline of mainline 

Protestant hegemony. Thus, by integrating the mainstream appeal of the Jesus People into 

a conservative theological understanding of the Bible and Christian orthodoxy, the 

cultural ascendency of American evangelical Christianity was established.  

The political ascendency of American evangelicalism followed a different—

though concurrent—trajectory. When Time magazine declared 1976 to be the “Year of 

the Evangelical” with the presidential election of Jimmy Carter, American evangelical 

activism became a recognized voice in the country’s political discourse and it has yet to 

be quieted. Daniel Williams argues that the “Evangelical’s political mobilization in the 

late 1970s was the culmination of a decade-long struggle to come to terms with the 

diminished influence of a Protestant-based moral code in the nation” (133).  Although 

Carter brought attention to born-again politics (and politicians), “His view of religion 

centered on personal piety, not public morality” (133).  In contrast, many conservative 

evangelicals wanted abortion repealed, school prayer returned, and other laws passed that 

would make the country a Christian nation (5-7). Moreover, Williams maintains: 

The last two years of the Carter administration marked the beginning of a 

new era. Evangelicals who had previously been content to exercise their 
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political influence merely by voting for conservative candidates or waging 

single-issue moral campaigns realized that they could change the nation’s 

government by forming a comprehensive political movement allied with 

the New Right. Their religious groups were now larger and more 

influential than most mainline Protestant denominations. Evangelicals 

operated massive television, education, and publishing empires. They 

were beginning to gain access to prominent political figures. (159) 

Among these influential figures was Ronald Reagan (187). Although a fuller historical 

account of the relationships evangelicals forged with the Republican party is beyond the 

scope of this study,9 it is clear to most people that with the presidential reelection of 

George W. Bush in 2004, there were few in the world unaware of the characteristics and 

rhetoric of born-again politics. 

A Literature Review of Evangelical Theatre and Political Culture 

Although the evangelical theatre phenomenon flourished between 1974 and 2004, 

in contrast to evangelical political and cultural activism, it managed to remain outside the 

spotlight of mainstream academia for some time.  Until recently, theatre scholars and 

professionals had little to say about it (Chansky 121). Literature about evangelical theatre 

can be divided into three categories: texts by people who were or are part of it (i.e. 

evangelical theatre artists, scholars, or aficionados), texts by scholars or theatre 

professionals who have or are researching the phenomenon, and ancillary studies about 

the American evangelical (sub)culture. Evangelical writing about theatre and drama can 

further be divided between scholarly analysis and “how-to” books. Typically, in the 

                                                 
9 Daniel Williams’ God’s Own Party, Bruce Schulman and Julian Zeilizer’s Rightward Bound, and Thomas 
Frank’s What’s the Matter with Kansas? 
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former, the author makes a strong case either legitimizing theatre, or legitimizing those 

evangelicals who participate in theatre. Writings such as these include the dissertations of 

Diane Marie Trotter (1995, evangelicalism viewed as a form of cultural performance), 

Peter Senkbeil (1995, a historical account of professional theatres in North America run 

by evangelicals), Stan Denman (1998, an analysis of the theatre program at Abilene 

University, Texas), and Hedi Petak (2006, an account of how evangelicals have used 

theatre in church worship practices). Todd Johnson and Dale Savidge’s book, Performing 

the Sacred, also deals with evangelical theatre practice from a theological analysis.  

A common theme among these writers is the antitheatrical prejudice that 

evangelical theatre people must address within their church communities.  For centuries, 

the antitheatrical prejudice has held theatre people morally, religiously, and politically 

suspect (Barish 1-2). This attitude seems to have first stemmed from Plato’s objections in 

The Republic (ca. 380 BCE) that the mimetic arts, comprising forms of poetry and 

including theatre, were inferior to philosophy because of their distortion of “reality and 

truth” (Johnson and Savidge 31). As Jonas Barish writes: “In Plato … we find a 

characteristic conflict: a haunting acknowledgement of the potency of the theatre leading 

to an all the more stinging repudiation of it” (5). Actors were a particular threat to Plato’s 

ideals because imitation is not only deceptive, but also “formative” (Barish 21; Johnson 

and Savidge 32). In turn, distorted imitations would lead audiences, Plato feared, to 

experience false emotions at the expense of their rational thinking, thus dulling the 

crowd’s sense of reality. In contrast to Plato’s resistance to mimesis (imitation), Aristotle 

(Poetics, ca. 335 BCE) and Horace (Ars Poetica, ca. 18 BCE) defended theatre’s 

aesthetic and educational value and foregrounded the importance (or value) of mimesis 
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(or imitation). They argued that such emotional experiences were a source of pleasure—

or catharsis—a “purgation of unhealthy emotions (pity and fear) through the audiences’ 

vicarious experience of the suffering of the tragic hero” (Johnson and Savidge 34). As 

Barish explains, Aristotle argued that mimesis “trains our responses, provides a lightning 

rod for potentially damaging feelings that clamor for expression” (28). Aristotle’s ideas 

also provided the foundation for the neoclassical ideals about theatre that dominated 

Western thinking for centuries: the theory that theatre should both please and teach.  

Likewise, the Church—meaning Christendom as it has existed for centuries—has 

a long history of antitheatrical prejudice. The evangelical theatre phenomenon was not 

exempt from this. Although participants in the phenomenon quelled many fears about 

performance among evangelicals by appealing the ministry value of theatre, they also 

demonstrated that live performance is one of the most powerful means of expressing 

collective emotion and articulating communal identification. Thus, it is not surprising that 

evangelical writers—such as Denman, Senkbeil, Savidge and Johnson, Trotter, and 

Petak—defend theatre by arguing for its instructional value and its ability to help 

strengthen the collective.   

Other writing about evangelical theatre focuses less on theoretical models for 

understanding and more on practical instruction or information. For example, Dale Rott’s 

“Intersections Between Theatre and the Church in the United States: 1930-1990” 

provides a broad overview that includes some history about theatre programs in 

evangelical higher education, evangelical repertory companies, Passion dramas, and 

evangelical touring troupes (sometimes also referred to as drama ministry groups). While 

Rott’s survey is useful as an encyclopedic source, he is not concerned with the theoretical 
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or sociological reasons for the existence and proliferation of evangelical Christian theatre 

between 1930 and 1990. Nonetheless, his examination is useful and he notes, “It would 

take numerous volumes to write a comprehensive history of the relationship between the 

church and theatre from 1930 to 1990” (38). This dissertation seeks to contribute to a 

more comprehensive history for some of those years and beyond.  

Diane Trotter charges that those evangelicals who write how-to drama manuals 

rarely focus on theoretical questions and typically write “from a prescriptive approach 

designed to assist other Christians in forming their own church or professional drama 

team” (23). In most instances, little attention is given to critical or historical issues, 

because, as Trotter writes: “The assumed reader … has little theatrical experience beyond 

school or amateur community theatre, is not an academic, and was raised in a church that 

typically held drama suspect” (24). Such how-to works also include script books, for 

example, which are collections of short sketches that churches or youth ministries can 

perform without paying royalties to the publisher. In general, these sorts of resources are 

widely available to evangelical churches through Christian publishing houses, religious 

drama websites, or networking conferences.  While there are few theoretical works that 

address evangelical theatre, there are endless how-to manuals and script books.  

Among many evangelicals, the best-known how-to book that attempts to address 

the theoretical aspect of the evangelical theatre phenomenon is Steve Pederson’s Drama 

Ministry (1999). In 1987, Pederson—a Ph.D. from the University of Iowa—began 

leading the drama program at Willow Creek Community. Willow Creek (located in a 

suburb northwest of Chicago) is one of the largest megachurches in the United States. 

The leaders of Willow Creek have been using “seeker dramas” since they started the 
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church in 1975. These dramas, both comedic and serious, generally run six to eight 

minutes, involve contemporary scenarios typically dealing with domestic issues or other 

topical matters, and serve as set-ups for the preacher’s sermon. In Chapter Three, I 

examine Pederson’s drama team and Willow Creek’s seeker sketches in more detail. 

There are many differing opinions about Willow Creek among evangelicals. Some 

criticize the church for modeling its worship services after popular entertainment forms, 

but others praise its leaders for their innovative approaches to increasing church 

attendance among Baby Boomers (Pritchard 9-10). Nonetheless, there is little question 

that the people of Willow Creek revolutionized the way many American churches 

organized themselves, hired their ministers, conducted their proselytizing ministries, and 

organized Sunday morning church services: preaching, singing, and other rituals. One of 

Pederson’s major contributions to evangelical church drama has been his popularization 

of the sketch drama, or seeker drama. For Pederson, the philosophy behind these sketches 

is to “create identification with an audience, to expose a problem, to present a ‘slice of 

life’ in which the audience could readily see themselves” (Drama Ministry 25). 

Pederson’s book gives churches ideas for introducing drama into their services as well as 

a crash course in basic directing and sketch writing. In addition, the book includes an 

instructional CD-ROM and an extensive appendix with several resources for actors, 

directors, and writers.  

Nancy Beach, the director of programming at Willow Creek, oversees Pederson’s 

drama ministry. Her book, An Hour on Sunday: Creating Moments of Transformation 

and Wonder provides additional insight into why the leaders of Willow Creek chose to 

use an “arts ministry” (17) to draw people to their church. Beach writes:  
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Our God longs to use the gathering time in communities of faith for some 

of his greatest work in human hearts. We can’t blame God for the 

mediocrity and lack of awe in our church services. He has not changed. He 

is always ready to pour out his supernatural, anointing power. But too 

often we have not done our part. We are called to carefully craft services 

that are packed with potential for God to do his might work. (22)  

Beach views the arts as a “mirror” (30), a means of personal introspection. She notes, 

“God can use works of art to help you and me look deep inside, to see our longings more 

clearly, and even to change the way we look at ourselves” (29). Indeed, Beach and 

Pederson’s approach to drama represents a sophisticated appreciation of culture and 

cultural forms of entertainment.  

Although the writings of those such as Beach, Pederson, Trotter, Savidge, and 

Johnson provide readers with an insider perspective on the evangelical theatre 

phenomenon, non-evangelical theatre professionals and scholars also began taking notice 

of evangelical theatre at the beginning of the twenty-first century. For example, theatre 

professionals such as Laura Collins-Hughes and Mark Blankenship have considered 

evangelical ideology and its place on the American stage. Collins-Hughes observes: 

[Plays with Christian themes, such as John Patrick Shanley’s Doubt or 

Keith Bunin’s The Busy World Is Hushed] tend to question or indict faith 

rather than affirm it. In the great American shouting match that plays out 

on television and radio, in print media and books, and even in much-

maligned Hollywood (The Chronicles of Narnia, Mel Gibson’s The 

Passion of the Christ), the conservative Christian voice insists on being 
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heard on its own terms. But listen for that voice in the theatre and, almost 

always, you will hear only silence. (32) 

That silence was temporarily broken in 2007, when the Civilians, a New York-based 

troupe, staged workshop productions of This Beautiful City in Colorado Springs and New 

York. The Civilians’ specialty, Blankenship explains, “is a kind of interview-based 

documentary cabaret” (36). Beautiful City is an original musical based on company 

interviews with evangelicals, similar to Moisés Kaufman and the Tectonic Theatre 

Project’s work on The Laramie Project. Blankenship observes that during the workshops 

in Colorado Springs some evangelicals were suspicious of the Civilians while some non-

evangelicals were put off by the attention given to born-agains. Indeed, when a reading of 

the play came to New York, audience reactions were mixed, with some laughing aloud at 

the expressions of faith. Blankenship summarizes: 

I think the show’s compassion is partly what caused anger among liberal 

audiences in [Colorado] Springs and provoked laughter at the New York 

reading. But in This Beautiful City, extreme believers sound more complex 

and human than they do in TV soundbites, and for lefties like me, this 

makes it harder to dismiss [them] as a monolithic opponent to my political 

views. (79) 

At the least, Blankenship hopes that Beautiful City will become an “important new voice” 

in the country’s continuing religious debates (79).  

Blankenship’s article considers how one group of secular theatre professionals 

staged evangelicalism with dignity; other scholars, however, have considered dramas 

staged by (and for) evangelicals. In recent studies, for example, scholars such as John 
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Fletcher, Dorothy Chansky, Kevin Wetmore and Rachel Rusch have given attention to 

hell houses and North American outdoor passion plays.10 Their studies have provided 

important thoughts about the philosophical attitudes that steered evangelical theatre 

between 1974 and 2004. Additionally, they have called into question the ideologies that 

helped shape American evangelical identity. More to the point, they consider how the 

imagined evangelical identity is perceived and received via theatre performance by those 

outside the evangelical fold. Because so much scholarship has been written about passion 

plays and hell houses, in the subsequent chapters I will reference these useful studies but 

not explore those two evangelical theatre forms in greater detail. Instead, I want to draw 

attention to other types of evangelical theatre and aspects of the phenomenon that have 

not been given due examination or critical analysis. 

Scholars have also taken an interest in learning more about evangelical political 

activism and the evangelical material culture. The diversity of topics—from the rise of 

the religious New Right to the ubiquity of born-again merchandising—are helpful 

ancillary studies to theatre because they demonstrate how evangelical identity was and 

continues to be both a conscious and unconscious blurring of religious, political, cultural, 

and American values. These studies also provide a better understanding of the historical 

background of the evangelical theatre phenomenon.  
                                                 
10 Hell houses, originally called Scaremares, were first developed in the 1970s by Jerry Falwell’s Thomas 
Road Baptist Church (Virginian). During the 1980s, other churches referred to them as Judgment Houses; 
in the 1990s, however, Trinity Church in Cedar Hill (Texas) took credit for inventing the (latest) genre. 
Despite historical questions about the origin of the hell house, there is little question that Keenan Roberts 
(of New Destiny Christian Center in Thornton, Colorado) has been one of the most important promoters of 
the spectacle, marketing the event to churches throughout the United States with production kits that sell 
for nearly three-hundred dollars (Fletcher 314). Church youth groups (ministries to teenagers) typically 
stage hell houses. The productions involve a walking tour through the church building to a series of 
gruesome vignettes: botched abortions, drunk-driving accidents, gay teens dying of AIDS. Hell houses hit 
the cultural radar with George Ratliff’s 2001 documentary Hell House (Pellegrini 913) and again in 2004, 
when Maggie Rowe and Jill Soloway staged a hell house (from Robert’s kit) with comedians Bill Maher 
(as a demon guide) and Andy Richter (as Jesus) in the guise of an LA-based theatre group called “The 
Youth Group” (Fletcher 319).   
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One of the most often quoted authorities on the subject of evangelical culture is 

Mark Noll. As America society continues to become more religiously pluralistic, Noll 

argues, evangelicalism will “continue to fragment” (283). On the other hand, Noll 

hypothesizes that some evangelicals will welcome this as “a chance to shore up the inner 

life of the church” (283); while others, he continues, will “combat it as the loss of a 

treasured inheritance, and some may retreat back into inner realms of personal piety” 

(283). Although the future of evangelicalism in the United States remains uncertain, what 

is clear is that scholars of many academic disciplines must recognize that born-agains 

significantly shaped the twentieth century and will continue to shape the twenty-first 

century.    

Among those who do recognize this, Marie Griffith, Michael Lindsay, Jon 

Meacham, James Morone, Jeffery Sheler, David Van Beima, Alan Wolfe, Daniel 

Williams, and Michael Oren have all examined evangelicalism’s prominent place in 

conservative politics. While their work informs what I have come to understand about 

evangelical political activism, their generous analysis of born-again Christianity stands in 

contrast to Thomas Frank’s What’s the Matter with Kansas? How Conservatives Won the 

Heart of America. Frank’s book is a scathing analysis of what he terms “the Great 

Backlash” (5). The backlash, Frank charges, came in response to the “partying and 

protests of the late sixties” (5) by merging Christianity with big business and politics. As 

a result of this merger, the backlash has won over America’s working class citizens—

particularly in Midwestern cities—only to impoverish them and chip away at their civil 

liberties. Frank contends: 
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While earlier forms of [political] conservatism emphasized fiscal sobriety, 

the backlash mobilizes voters with explosive social issues—summoning 

public outrage over everything from busing to un-Christian art—which it 

then marries to pro-business economic policies. Cultural anger is 

marshaled to achieve economic ends. And it is these economic 

achievements—not the forgettable skirmishes of the never-ending culture 

wars—that are the movement’s greatest monuments. (5)  

In short, backlash leaders, Frank asserts, “systematically downplay the politics of 

economics” with promises of returning America to “Old-fashioned values” (6). The 

irony, Frank argues, is that cultural issues are never solved and immediately “take a 

backseat to the needs of money once the elections are won” (6). Frank substantiates his 

arguments by observing: “Abortion is never halted, Affirmative action is never abolished. 

The culture industry [i.e. Hollywood] is never forced to clean up its act” (6). Likewise, 

the backlash may “never bring prayer back to the schools, but it has rescued all manner of 

right-wing economic nostrums from history’s dustbin” (8).  Although Frank seemingly 

romanticizes the twentieth century economic reforms of the sixties and thirties (8), it is 

unclear if he thinks evangelicals hijacked politicians or vice versa. Regardless, his 

arguments draw valid attention to the precarious relationship evangelicals have developed 

with American politics.  

Conversely, scholars such as Stephen Prothero, Colleen McDannell, Marc Peyser, 

and Lorraine Ali have explored the commercialization of evangelicalism vis-à-vis 

religious merchandising and entertainment. The importance of religious material culture, 

McDannell explains, suggests that Americans: 
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want to see, hear, and touch God. It is not enough for Christians to go to 

church, lead a righteous life, and hope for an eventual place in heaven. 

People build religion into the landscape, they make and buy pious images 

for their homes, and they wear special reminders of their faith next to their 

bodies. Religion is more than a type of knowledge learned through reading 

holy books and listening to holy men. The physical expressions of religion 

are not exotic or eccentric elements that can be relegated to a particular 

community or a specific period of time. Throughout American history, 

Christians have explored the meaning of the divine, the nature of death, 

the power of healing, and the experience of the body by interacting with a 

created world of images and shapes. (1) 

In literary studies, Amy Frykholm and Michael Standaert have closely analyzed the 

broadening influence of evangelical fiction novels, most notably, the Left Behind series 

by Tim LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins. The Left Behind series fictionalizes the evangelical 

belief in the end of the world through the apocalyptic event known as Armageddon. In 

these novels, the national roles of Israel and the United States take prominence as global 

disasters, supernatural powers, and societal upheavals systematically destroy humanity. 

Although LaHaye and Jenkins wrote these books as fiction, the novels are examples of 

the mainstream appeal of evangelical activism. Moreover, they may be written as fiction, 

but for many evangelicals, they fictionalize an already accepted view of reality.11  

Another important scholar who warrants serious consideration is Melani 

McAlister. Not only is McAlister a prolific writer and lecturer about evangelical culture 

                                                 
11 That reality will begin with the event known as the Rapture, which is an unknown event where living 
Christians will be removed from the world and brought to Jesus.  
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in the United States, more importantly, she has drawn attention to what she refers to as 

the “parallel world of entertainment” (“Empire” 31). McAlister’s parallel world describes 

how “evangelicals are now feverishly adopting [many of the forms of popular culture] to 

create a parallel world of entertainment, a consumer’s paradise of their own” (31). Noll 

describes McAlister’s parallel concept in another way. He argues that evangelicals have 

become a ubiquitous social group because of their “persistent mixing of innovation and 

tradition” (15). Perhaps influenced by McAlister, Frank also describes how conservatism 

provides a “parallel universe, furnished with all the same attractive pseudospiritual goods 

as the mainstream: authenticity, rebellion, the nobility of victimhood, even individuality” 

(242). Although I agree that the evangelical parallel world exists and warrants critique, I 

disagree that it is a unique phenomenon within Christianity. As Hans Rookmaaker’s 

Modern Art and the Death of a Culture demonstrates, Western Christianity (especially 

Catholicism) has always participated in and adapted art, culture, and entertainment for 

religious purposes (228-229). In various historical periods, Christianity defined the status 

quo and culture conformed to it, while at other times, especially during the evangelical 

theatre phenomenon, Christianity has borrowed liberally from secular society.  Because 

fundamentalists seemingly retreated from society during the early twentieth century, 

evangelicalism had to parallel mainstream in order to become part of it. Thus, the 

evangelical parallel world may be the most recent form of Christian consumerism in the 

United States, but it is hardly novel.       

Although my primary focus in this study will be evangelicalism in the continental 

United States, it is important to also acknowledge what Melani McAlister identifies as 

“evangelical internationalism” (“What is Your Heart” 870). McAlister notes: “There is, 
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of course, a long and checkered history of Christian internationalism of the missionary 

sort. But perhaps the key difference in the current moment is that US evangelical 

internationalism increasingly constitutes Christians outside the US as part of ‘us’” (870). 

Because of this, McAlister goes on to posit that:  

[It] is no longer possible to understand US evangelical politics or culture 

without understanding its border-spanning investment … [and] these 

investments, which have profound consequences for social relations both 

within and beyond the US, are constituted in significant ways through 

cultural products and cultural practices. (871)    

When evangelicals engage in such “global visions” (870), they are primarily doing so as 

American-evangelicals, and it is often difficult for them to separate their broadly 

imagined spiritual community from their narrowly experienced national identify. Indeed, 

this hyphenation between national and religious identity is at the core of both McAlister’s 

and my argument. Thus, I view her perspective on “transnationalism” (887) vis-à-vis 

evangelicalism as providing yet another layer to understanding evangelical activism. 

Furthermore, as my succeeding chapters demonstrate, I find the association between 

material culture and theatrical performance particularly appropriate, considering the 

emphasis both put on visual images and the body. 

Recent studies about evangelical politics have suggested that the current 

conservative political landscape ubiquitous to American society began to take shape 

during the 1970s, as opposed to previous notions that President Ronald Reagan was 

primarily responsible for organizing the evangelical Right during the 1980s. As 

Historians Bruce Schulman and Julian Zelizer repudiate, the “seventies constituted a 
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turning point” for evangelical political activism (Rightward Bound 4). During this 

decade, born-again politics first gained traction with President Jimmy Carter. While 

Carter provided evangelicals with a self-proclaimed politician of like-minded faith—

Carter was in fact the first presidential candidate to refer to himself as being a born-again 

evangelical Christian—the merger of his religious beliefs and party politics alienated 

politically conservative evangelicals (Lindsay 884; D. Williams 184-85). Schulman and 

Zelizer point to the major contributors that brought evangelicals into the New Right’s 

fold: 

[During the 70s] the New Right found its secret to success; it constructed 

its organizational infrastructure—the political-action committees, the 

volunteer operations, the radio talk shows, the think tanks, and the direct-

mail network. The movement developed a post-Vietnam foreign-policy 

agenda that would define America’s position through the end of the cold 

war and establish the foundation for the war against terrorism.… 

Mobilizing previously quiescent evangelical Christians, the conservative 

movement also framed a new domestic agenda around cultural issues that 

would attract millions of voters into a reconstructed Republican Party…. 

The conservative movement of the 70s would become the motive force 

driving American politics for the next three decades. (B9) 

The few key names of the New Right included such people as the Reverend Jerry Falwell 

(a one-time fundamentalist Baptist preacher who became increasingly “evangelical” in 

his views and participation in born-again political activism), LaHaye, and James Dobson, 

the head of Focus on the Family, a popular evangelical networking organization that 
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promotes traditional gender roles and takes on political and cultural issues in the United 

States (Noll 23).   

Although evangelical politics has been, according to Schulman and Zelizer, an 

“incomplete revolution,” it has nevertheless “entrenched itself with a vigor that even  the 

most committed New Right activists would not have imagined in the 1970s. Looking 

much different than the famous Age of Aquarius, conservative institutions now crisscross 

the American landscape” (Rightward Bound 290). Similarly, Schulman and Zelizer note 

that “the continued expansion of evangelical Christianity testifies to the economic vitality 

and cultural influence of conservative values” (291). Because the evangelical theatre 

phenomenon also began during the 1970s, questions about its origin warrant 

consideration. In many ways, the theatre phenomenon both contributed to the political 

ascendency of evangelicalism and reflected back the “family values” policies born-agains 

advocated.  Thus, studies about evangelical cultural and political history are useful in 

demonstrating that many factors—not just theatre—played an important role in 

galvanizing born-agains between the years 1974 and 2004. Not only do these studies 

provide a useful historical context for theatre research, they also help to better understand 

the American evangelical.  

Toward Models of Understanding Evangelical Theatre and Activism  

Can evangelical theatre be considered a form of activist theatre? In post 9/11 

United States, evangelical activism has become an especially polarizing topic, evoking 

strong feelings from scholars and journalists, believers and non-believers, American 

citizens and global neighbors. In recent years, political discourse has often become 

divided, as Jon Meacham argues, between “some Americans [who] believe the country 
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has strayed too far from God,” and “others [who] fear that zealots (from the White House 

to the school board) are waging holy war on American liberty” (4). The battles over 

church and state separation have grown even stronger in the twenty-first century. Marie 

Griffith suggests: 

There is at the very least a tension between the valorization of secularism, 

when comparisons to Islam are at hand, and the simultaneous call for more 

religion in the public sphere, where U.S. politics is concerned. Different 

interests are at stake in different conflicts, so that what appears to be an 

infringement of religious rights to one party in a particular [court] case 

may look like crucial protections from religion to another. Our enduring 

disagreements, in any case, indicate a more general public confusion about 

what “separation of church and state” actually means—as a constitutional 

doctrine, a public value, or a protection of minority rights. (529) 

Meacham echoes Griffith’s observations, adding:  

The wall [of separation between church and state] Jefferson referred to is 

designed to divide church from state, not religion from politics. Church 

and state are specific things: the former signifies institutions for believers 

to congregate and worship in the private sphere, the latter the collective 

milieu of civic and political and legal arrangements in which we live while 

in the public sphere. (19) 

Although my study about evangelicalism is not a political analysis per se, it is difficult 

(and would be, I think, intellectually irresponsible) to ignore the relationship between 

theatre and politics. A study about the synthesis between activism and theatre 
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performance is one means of explaining how evangelicals created an imagined 

community that could not be ignored and continues to gain attention.  

The concept of an imagined political community comes from Benedict 

Anderson’s well-known ideas about national consciousness. National consciousness, and 

thus nations, are politically imagined communities, Anderson contends, “because the 

members of even the smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet 

them, or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their communion” 

(6). People imagine nations, Anderson hypothesizes, in three aspects: limited, sovereign, 

and a community. They are imagined by limited boundaries because: “No nation 

imagines itself conterminous with mankind” (7). They are imagined as sovereign in that 

they “dream of being free, and, if under God, directly so” (7). And they are imagined as a 

community in that “the nation is always conceived as a deep, horizontal comradeship” 

even when it is clear that the perceived fraternity is undermined by racism and prejudice 

(7).  Anderson’s concept should not be thought of as suggesting that imagined 

communities (or nations) are fabricated or false. Rather, it points to the way(s) in which 

community is constructed—or imagined—and how collective consciousness is not only 

created but also trafficked and sustained. Imagined communities are constructed by many 

means, and although Anderson’s ideas do not address it, theatre is one of them.  

The years 1974 and 2004 are fitting bookends in evangelical theatre history. 

Valdir Steuernagel reports that during the 1970s, “Sociologically, it could be said that 

evangelicals broke their isolation because they had grown and were too numerous, they 

had entered the world of higher education and knew too much, and by conquering a 

higher economic status, they had too much. Growth, knowledge and wealth are 
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antagonistic to isolation” (71). Evangelicals, at least symbolically, broke their isolationist 

tendencies with the drafting of the Lausanne Covenant in July 1974.12  At Lausanne, 

Switzerland, Billy Graham, who had established himself as a pivotal evangelical leader 

during the 1950s and 60s, organized other evangelical leaders to draft a document that 

would articulate the shared agenda of evangelicals across the globe (Noll 18). The 

Lausanne document was a manifesto that drew attention to two important calls to action: 

evangelism and activism (150). Although the purpose of the congress was to mobilize 

evangelicals globally (there were one hundred and fifty nations represented by nearly 

twenty-five hundred participants), there is little question that the efficacy of the 

conference and covenant was felt most strongly in the United States where evangelicals 

were still, at that time, political and cultural outsiders. “Lausanne,” Steuernagel argues, 

“has become one of the most representative points of reference of contemporary 

evangelicalism within, but also, especially outside of the evangelical community” (132). 

Steuernagel maintains that the document has meant for evangelicals what Vatican II 

meant for Roman Catholics (132).13  

Rather than thinking about Lausanne as an exact originating moment for 

evangelical theatre, I am considering the role it played in hailing a new generation of 

evangelicals (and by extension evangelical theatre artists). The first Lausanne meeting 

was a watershed for evangelical cultural engagement. The leaders involved in the 

                                                 
12 Noll divides the twentieth-century history of American evangelicals into “four general periods: (a) into 
the 1920s, (b) from the Great Depression through the Second World War, (c) from after the war until about 
1970, and (d) from about 1970 to the present” (American Evangelical 15). More precisely, Noll isolates the 
boundaries of the third period (after the war until 1970) as 1949 to 1974 (18). He too views the Lausanne 
Covenant as a fitting starting point for understanding the current landscape of evangelicalism.  
 
13 It is also fitting that in 1974, Graham’s estranged son Franklin, also became a born-again Christian 
(Niebuhr). Franklin, like many of the young Jesus People, represented a new generation of born-again 
leaders that helped take the mantle of post-war evangelicalism to the mainstream.  
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congress urged each other to become more active in all aspects of culture, especially 

popular media and politics. For the next thirty years, born-agains took this challenge to 

task and became a ubiquitous presence in nearly all areas of American culture and 

political discourse. Indeed, in 2004, Lausanne leaders held another assembly in Pattaya, 

Thailand to address the new cultural and political landscapes of the twenty-first century. 

Among the thirty-one topics discussed at this forum—including such matters as the HIV 

pandemic, terrorism, the ever-expanding global market, urban poverty, and bioethics—

leaders from the congress gave attention to the visual and performing arts in a forum 

entitled “Redeeming the Arts.” The principal writers of the “Redeeming the Arts” 

document, also referred to as the Lausanne Occasional Paper No. 46, were Colin 

Harbinson, a former dean at Belhaven University, an evangelical college in Mississippi; 

James Tughan, a Canadian-based artist and art professor; John Franklin, a Toronto-based 

seminary professor; and Phyllis Novak, the Artistic Director and Founder of Sketch, a 

Toronto-based charity that provides art education and training to homeless youth. 

Through their work on the Occasional Paper No. 46, the group of forty participants 

(including the principal writers) offered strategies for integrating faith, evangelism, and 

art, and provided an extensive list of publication and networking resources for 

evangelical artists and educators.  That same year, two other major events, the re-election 

of George W. Bush and Mel Gibson’s The Passion of the Christ (a film, incidentally, 

infused with more Catholic tradition than evangelical) put American evangelicals on the 

global radar. In other words, in 1974, evangelicals agreed to introduce their imagined 

community to the mainstream; by 2004, they were no longer strangers. During these 

years, evangelical theatre flourished.  
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Between 1974 and 2004 American evangelicals clearly believed they were 

interchangeably linked to two important and yet complexly imagined communities: one 

spiritual and the other national. In their spiritual community, centered on the person of 

Jesus of Nazareth, they imagined themselves to be a certain type of Christian: born-again 

believers with a mandate to evangelize others. People were lost without Jesus, thought 

evangelicals, who also believed they had the answer. Within their national community, 

they imagined themselves to be a certain type of American citizen: social (and thus 

predominantly though not exclusively political) conservatives trying to make the United 

States a more Christian nation (D. Williams 9). Society was lost without Jesus and 

evangelicals believed they needed to remedy this via legislation and cultural activism 

(Meacham 17). The tension between these two identities was that while it was clear to 

most of them how they felt about their conversion to Jesus, it was far less clear how to 

make the United States a more Christian nation (Budziszewski 15). As Christian Smith 

argues, “‘Christian America’ is not a single concept around which evangelicals can rally 

in unison. It has different meanings—or combinations of meanings—for different 

evangelicals, some of which are incongruous with others” (Christian America 36). Thus, 

between 1974 and 2004, evangelical identity involved a continual negotiation between 

competing but often inseparable religious and socio-political ideologies. These ideologies 

played out in many venues and the stage was one of them. In the words of Peter Brook, 

“theatre is like a magnifying glass, and also like a reducing lens” (98). Through the 

magnifying glass and reducing lens of theatre, many evangelical ideologies become 

clearer, though no less complex.  
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It is interesting to consider that theatre became popular among evangelicals, 

particularly since it was in competition with other, and perhaps more popular media such 

as religious television, radio broadcasting, digital technology, film, video, and Christian 

Contemporary Music.14 Jill Dolan’s questions about the cultural staying power of 

performance are especially relevant to any study about evangelical theatre. She asks: 

Why do people come together to watch other people labor on stage, when 

culture solicits their attention with myriad other forms of representation 

and opportunities for social gathering? Why do people continue to seek 

the liveness, the present-tenseness that performance and theatre offer? Is 

the desire to be there, in the moment, an expression of a utopian impulse? 

(455) 

Media has a strong influence upon the evangelicals under consideration in this 

dissertation. As Todd Johnson observes, “in our post-printing press, post-telegraph era, 

we now see the world through the lens of our media” (79). This shift, Johnson continues, 

has moved society away from “word—either spoken or printed” and replaced it with the 

transmission of image, thus supplanting “information” with “entertainment” (79). Within 

a global society now dominated by image, however, Johnson suggests that theatre 

remains viable among evangelicals because of its close relationship with worship. 

Theatre and liturgy, Johnson compares, are “communal at their core. Both worship and 

theatre are acts of and judged by the community, and neither can be understood outside 

that community. Both worship and theatre are mutually reciprocal events, with what they 

offer and how they are received” (90). Theatre, like worship, is a “process that demands 

                                                 
14Christian Contemporary Music (or CCM) is a large umbrella industry term for any music—from rap and 
rock, to inspirational hymns—with faith-based lyrics.  
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our participation” (91). Dolan also believes that theatre and performance draws people 

“for other, less tangible, more emotional, spiritual, or communitarian reasons” (455).  For 

evangelicals, the participatory nature of theatre is a double-edged sword. On the one 

hand, it requires participants to be vulnerable with each other in ways that other media 

does not. Thus, some theatre experiences are uncomfortable for and unpopular among a 

few evangelical audiences. On the other hand, theatrical performances provide people a 

unique experience with “substitution and representation” (Johnson and Savidge 90).  

Despite society’s continual technological innovations that affect both practical 

living and all forms of media including theatre, the necessity for audiences to watch live 

theatre events continues because people see their collective identity performed on stage. 

As Joe Kelleher explains, “The theatre ‘represents’ us both in the sense of showing us 

images of ourselves and in the sense of standing in and standing up for us, like a delegate 

or a substitute or—indeed—a political representative” (10).  The substitutionary dynamic 

of live performance is particularly relevant in framing the evangelical theatrical 

phenomenon as a form of community-based performance. 

In Local Acts, Jan Cohen-Cruz defines a community-based performance as: 

[A] response to a collectively significant issue or circumstance. It is 

collaboration between an artist or ensemble and a “community” in that the 

latter is a primary source of the text, possibly of performers as well, and 

definitely a goodly portion of the audience. That is, at the source of 

community-based performance is not the singular artist but a 

“community” constituted by virtue of a shared primary identity based in 
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place, ethnicity, class, race, sexual preference, profession, circumstances, 

or political orientation. (Cohen-Cruz 2)  

Community-based theorists and practitioners such as Cohen-Cruz, John Fletcher, Sonja 

Kuftinec, Tim Miller, and Richard Owen Geer consider how community identity is 

constructed and shared through performance. The key concept to them is that community 

does not involve delineation between audience and performer (us/them), but rather a 

blurring together of audience-as-performer and performer-as-audience (we). Thus, in a 

community-based performance the audience is the source of the text for both the play and 

performer.  

Cohen-Cruz further maintains that community-based performances are “situated 

somewhere between art and ritual” (81), meaning they “strengthen the collective and, 

depending on the occasion, possibly transform it as well, through participation” (87). 

This is especially true about the evangelical theatre phenomenon. For example, as Nancy 

Beach of Willow Creek argues, the use of sketch dramas has provided the people at her 

church with transformative opportunities by giving audiences a strong emotional 

connection with life scenarios and characters. She writes, “The wonder of deeply felt 

emotions in church sometimes leads to a more amazing wonder. Lives sometimes change 

for eternity in that hour on Sunday” (31). While it may be difficult for scholars to agree 

about how much transformation a person can experience because of a play, what is clear 

is that theatre is more than just parallel entertainment to evangelicals. Between 1974 and 

2004, born-agains believed that theatre could give them a ritual means of connecting with 

the divine, or in Dolan’s words, in expressing a “utopian gesture” (455).   
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Rituals not only connect people with the divine, as James Livingston has argued, 

they “are the primary means of social communication and cohesion” (96) and are 

essential to reading cultural performances. Cultural performance is what anthropologist 

John MacAloon describes as “occasions in which as a culture or society we reflect upon 

and define ourselves, dramatize our collective myths and history, present ourselves with 

alternatives, and eventually change in some ways while remaining the same in others” 

(1). Crucially, rituals blur the distinction between audience and performer. Richard 

Schechner explains: “There is no audience [in ritual]. Rather there are circles of 

increasing intensity” (243). “Those present at a ritual,” Roy Rappaport posits, “constitute 

a congregation. The defining relationship of the members of a congregation to the event 

for which they are present is participation” (39). Community-based performance theory, 

which expands Victor Turner’s ideas that “narratives, ritual, and performances can 

structure and create meaning for a society” (Kuftinec, “A Cornerstone” 93), is a useful 

lens for examining evangelical theater because it accounts for all the ways “that people 

make and enact group meaning” (Cohen-Cruz 1). Indeed, the links between identity, 

performance, and community compose one of the foundational principles in sociology: 

“that individual human identities are not self-engendered or formed in isolation but are 

always and necessarily constructed through interaction with other humans in the context 

of relatively stably patterned social groups” (Smith, Christian America 90). Perhaps more 

so than the other media used by evangelicals, theatre gave them a unique opportunity to 

perform their collective identity. 

In addition to helping them understand their collective identity, it is also 

important to consider the role theatre played in giving evangelicals a means of defining 
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their subcultural identity and forging their religious strength. Smith defines the 

subcultural identity theory of religious strength thusly:  

In a pluralistic society, those religious groups will be relatively stronger 

which better possess and employ the cultural tools needed to create both 

clear distinction from and significant engagement and tension with other 

relevant outgroups, short of becoming genuinely countercultural. 

(American Evangelicalism 118) 

The subcultural identity theory of religious strength is how Smith accounts for the 

ubiquitous presence of evangelicals in an increasingly pluralistic American culture: 

[E]vangelicalism maintains its religious strength in modern America 

precisely because of the pluralism and diversity it confronts. American 

evangelicalism … is strong not because it is shielded against, but because 

it is—or at least perceives itself to be—embattled with forces that seem to 

oppose or threaten it. Indeed, evangelicalism …. thrives on distinction, 

engagement, tension, conflict, and threat. Without these, evangelicalism 

would lose its identity and purpose and grow languid and aimless … the 

evangelical movement’s vitality is not a product of its protected isolation 

from, but of its vigorous engagement with pluralistic modernity. (89) 

There is some debate among scholars about whether evangelicals represented the cultural 

majority or minority during the period under consideration in the present study. Smith’s 

observations imply that evangelicals perceived that they were in the minority even though 

they often constituted a majority. At the very least, theatre was an effective cultural tool 

for evangelicals to perform their perceived distinction from secular culture.  
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Benedict Anderson refers to this sort of conflict between power groups as an 

imagined community’s attempt to liquidate its “conceptual opposites” (81). Liquidation is 

an “anticipatory strategy adopted by dominant groups which are threatened with 

marginalization or exclusion from an emerging nationally-imagined community” (101). 

Evangelicals worked all the harder to become a ubiquitous influence in American culture 

and politics because they perceived the mainstream to be a threat. Liquidation also refers 

to how newly imagined communities (such as evangelicalism) always regard themselves 

as “somehow ancient” (109). Since evangelicals imagined themselves as part of a 

spiritual community that transcended time and culture, it is not surprising that some of 

their more popular church dramas included biblical spectacles such as passion plays and 

Christmas nativity dramas. The irony, of course, is that while evangelicals used these 

types of plays to draw believers’ attention to the biblical origins of their faith, they often 

staged them in periods about which they cared very little historically. So long as the 

dramas highlighted ideas that evangelical beliefs were “eternal” and “timeless,” context 

and “historical accuracy” was less important than message.    

Such conceptual opposites are a crucial part of evangelical theatre. In hell houses, 

for example, non-believing characters are damned or stereotyped. At a hell house, 

audiences are taken to various rooms where gruesome scenes are staged in tableaux: 

botched abortions, car wrecks caused by drunk driving, suicides, etc. At the conclusion of 

the show/tour, a minister (or actor dressed as an angel or Jesus) invites the audience to 

experience conversion. By asking God to forgive them of their sins and receive Jesus as 

Lord and Savior, audiences are promised that they will become born-again. Presumably, 

a born-again is more likely to avoid experiencing the tragedies staged throughout the hell 
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house. Are such conversions possible? Although church people presume that hell house 

audiences are predominantly non-believers (i.e. people who have not been born-again), 

John Fletcher disagrees with this prevailing thought. In Fletcher’s study about hell houses 

he counters: “I doubted that anyone besides someone already indoctrinated into the 

evangelical narrative about the terrors of hell and the rewards of heaven would find Hell 

House’s messages compelling enough to convert” (318). He goes on to argue: 

Hell House relies on an audience of people willing to buy into 

(authenticate) the picture of reality that Hell House presents. For those 

who do not already believe in demons or God or the evangelical definition 

of sin, Hell House offers at best a kind of curious fantasy world, an 

inauthentic reality vulnerable to ridicule. (318)   

Although Fletcher—who was raised in evangelical culture—was not convinced that 

people could be converted by their Hell House experience, his skepticism cannot erase 

the testimonies of people who claim that they have been converted by attending one.  It is 

one thing for scholars such as Fletcher to challenge evangelical claims that people can be 

converted through theatre; such challenges are valid and warranted. It is another, 

however, for any scholar to prove that people have not converted by their theatre 

experience.  Evangelicals are rarely hindered by doubters. Indeed, to many outside of 

evangelicalism, it seems that doubt energizes proselytizing efforts. Regardless of the 

validity of Fletcher’s points, in addition to being a tool for proselytizing, during the 

evangelical theatre phenomenon, theatre was also as a form of activism.  

In Dorothy Chansky’s study about passion dramas, she concludes that 

proselytizing dramas are activist theatre.  Chansky explains: “Whether discomfitting a 
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previously complacent audience or reassuring an already-insider one, the motivating 

force for activist theatre is a revised body politic facilitated by theatre performance” 

(138). Chansky goes on to make the case that in many ways this motivating force makes 

evangelicals “fellow travelers” with those—including such notables as Dolan, Baz 

Kershaw, and Harry J. Elam, to name a few—who “promote theatre for social change, 

activism, and advocacy” (139). Fletcher affirms Chansky’s analysis: “The evangelical 

communities that produce Hell House events may further be described as ‘activist’ in that 

a concern for producing a change in the larger culture animates their identity and 

strategies” (Fletcher 316). Likewise, Fletcher also interprets the “ideological outreach” of 

evangelical activist theatre as a form of community-based performance: “By 

‘community-based’ I mean that they [Hell Houses] emerge from, express the convictions 

of, and are to a great extent directed toward a particular community of faith” (316). The 

ritual nature of community-based performance helps to account for Fletcher’s comments 

that: “although Hell House producers insist that they are in the business of bearing 

witness to the lost, the events they produce actually do quite a bit of preaching to the 

converted” (319). Although there is indication that evangelical theatre provides an 

opportunity for some people to convert, typically evangelical theatre is nearly always an 

exercise in preaching to the choir. The target audience for many evangelicals may indeed 

be the lost, but more often the message resonates with the already convinced.  

Defining that choir, however, is not always easy. Diane Trotter observes:  

[The] evangelical community tends to view itself as a stable culture with a 

firmly established, unchanging set of beliefs and practices. There is an 

illusion of homogeneity and unity, and a confidence in ultimate answers to 
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questions about the meaning of life. But cultural anthropologists suggest 

that communities are never as simple as they appear on the outside, or 

even as their own members may believe. (11) 

Trotter continues: “theatre engages in the process of creating, maintaining, and 

challenging the community structure, both by establishing identity and difference in 

relation to the outside world, and by reflecting back and critiquing its own ideological 

structure” (12). Whether evangelicals understood all that theatre could do for them during 

the thirty-year period under study is irrelevant in hindsight. What is unquestionable is that 

they participated in theatre with an energy and intention worthy of scholarly investigation 

and analysis. The institutions, events, and genres analyzed here are complex and varied. I 

do not pretend to have exhausted the scholarly possibilities they present.  

Subsequent chapters of this dissertation will demonstrate how evangelical theatre 

accomplished the tasks of community-based performance, activism, and evangelism. 

Among the many aspects to evangelical theatre, I limit my dissertation to four interrelated 

topics. Chapter Two considers the crucial role a publishing house and theatre networking 

conference—Lillenas Publishing and Christians in Theatre Arts (CITA)—played in 

sustaining and promoting evangelical theatre. Indeed, without Lillenas and CITA, it is 

unlikely that the phenomenon would have continued as long as it did. In Chapter Three, I 

examine the church dramas of Willow Creek and consider how some evangelicals 

constructed church services to be proselytizing events. Because Willow Creek became a 

model envied by many other evangelical church leaders, evangelical theatre owes much 

to Willow Creek’s unique church dramas. In Chapter Four, I consider the important role 

that evangelical higher education played in training a new generation of theatre artists by 
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examining four case studies: Belhaven University, Wheaton College, Pepperdine 

University, and Northwestern College. Since very little scholarship has given attention to 

theatre programs in evangelical colleges and universities, my study will attempt to 

address initial critical issues related to theatre higher education and the concept of 

integration, a term which defines the activist pedagogy of most evangelical professors. In 

Chapter Five, the last chapter, I examine portrayals of Jesus by three evangelical 

monodramatists: Curt Cloninger, Max McLean, and Tom Key.  Within the theatre 

phenomenon, there are many types of plays and important people worthy of investigation. 

Many of them have not been given due consideration in this dissertation. There can be 

little question, however, that the most important evangelical figure deserving analysis is 

Jesus, or to be more precise, Jesus as performed by evangelicals. Together, the 

subsequent chapters provide both a historical context and case studies for understanding 

evangelical theatre from 1974 to 2004.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CHAPTER 2 
SUSTAINING EVANGELICAL THEATRE: LILLENAS 

DRAMA AND CHRISTIAN IN THEATRE ARTS 
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As I argued in the previous chapter, there is little doubt that evangelical theatre 

warrants more historical, critical, and theoretical analysis. Although it is important to 

consider the origins of evangelical theatre, it is far more pertinent to examine the 

organizations responsible for sustaining it. Interestingly, many of the people involved in 

these organizations were early participants in the phenomenon. Thus, examining the 

networks they created, yields a historical narrative.  

In this chapter, I explore two key institutions that were heavily involved in 

networking the evangelical theater community: Lillenas Drama Publishing and Christians 

in Theatre Arts (CITA). The people involved with Lillenas and CITA helped construct 

what Jaclyn Pryor has referred to as the “larger constellations of [conservative] public 

feelings” (69). More importantly, they made it possible for evangelicals to bridge 

denominational differences through mutual interests in theatre.  Without CITA and 

Lillenas, it is difficult to imagine how evangelical theatre might have looked—or if it 

would even have cohered nationally—between 1974 and 2004. While evangelical theatre 

started without Lillenas and CITA, it likely would not have lasted as long as it did 

without these two organizations. Although the people involved in CITA and Lillenas 

never fully articulated an evangelical theatre theory (à la feminist theory or post-colonial 

theory), their ideas defined evangelical theatre. 

Profiles of Lillenas Drama and CITA 

Before examining the profiles of Lillenas and CITA, it is important to consider 

briefly one of the many factors that helped Protestant denominations come together to 

form the largely imagined evangelical community. According to Benedict Anderson, 

print, or print-capitalism, played a crucial role in creating the modern concept of 
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nationalism by making it possible for “rapidly growing numbers of people to think about 

themselves, and to relate themselves to others, in profoundly new ways” (36). Print 

technology, Brian Axel posits, helped “citizens [of nations] imagine themselves as living 

lives spatially [with others in the nation] in a parallel present” (120). Anderson’s theories 

seem to hold particularly true when analyzing how American evangelicalism benefited 

from print. As Todd Johnson observes:  

The printing press radically changed our view of the world, expanding 

what was common knowledge about the size and diversity of our planet, 

its cultures, and its history. Protestant faith in particular was an early 

consequence of the printing press, as it became the religion of the printed 

book, giving people access to Scripture that was until then unthinkable.  

(Johnson and Savidge 80) 

An application of Anderson’s ideas of the primacy of print in my project is well-

demonstrated in the fact that when evangelical theatre emerged in the 1970s, there were 

few publishing houses producing scripts or drama manuals. Several factors accounted for 

this void.  

Before the Second World War, many Protestant denominations supported their 

own publishing houses. These houses primarily produced study material for seminaries, 

curriculum recourses for churches (e.g. Sunday school literature, Bibles, pastoral studies, 

hymnals, etc.), and other church supplies (e.g. offering plates, choir robes, etc.).15  

                                                 
15In the twentieth century it was common for most Protestant churches to have a Sunday school programs 
that preceded or followed the Sunday morning church services. Typically, these programs were aimed at 
teaching children, but most church leaders also organized classes for adults. In Sunday school, children 
were taught Bible songs, told Bible stories, and indoctrinated with Christian thought. Conversely, in adult 
classes, church members studied particular books of the Bible, discussed topics related to Christian living, 
or were given practical training in evangelism. Since most Sunday school classes for children and adults 
were taught by laity, denominational publishing houses played an important role in creating Sunday school 
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Because denominational publishing houses had limited constituencies, it was unlikely 

that the editors at the Lutheran-supported Augsburg Fortress (based in Minneapolis, 

Minnesota) considered the United Methodist Publishing House (based in Nashville, 

Tennessee), the Free Will Baptist-supported Randall House Publications (Nashville, 

Tennessee), or the Presbyterian Publishing Corporation (Louisville, Kentucky) to be 

economic competitors. The growing influence of independently owned Christian 

bookstores in the 1970s, however, changed that perspective. Arguably, independently 

owned bookstores did more to unify American evangelicals than denominational 

publishing houses ever could (McDannell 246-247).16  

In contrast to denominational publishing houses, independently owned bookstores 

sold literature (e.g. novels, biographies, bible studies, etc.) by Christians of many 

denominations, as well as other religious merchandise (e.g. contemporary religious 

music, crafts, children’s toys, and religious-themed apparel). As the growth of the 

evangelical material culture became more popular (and lucrative), it is not surprising that 

denominational identity became less important; so too did the need for Protestants to get 

Christian reading from their denominational houses. To be sure, the denominational 

houses did not close business because of the growing popularity of independent 

bookstores. Instead, they began selling their materials through them. Thus, bookstores 

made it possible for evangelicals throughout North America to learn more about other 

                                                                                                                                                 
curriculum, teacher’s guides, and teaching aids. Teaching aids included Bible maps, charts, pictures and 
illustrations, and flannelgraphs (paper cut out illustrations of Bible stories that were put on flannel covered 
boards).  
 
16One example of an independently owned Protestant publishing house in the United States is William B. 
Eerdmans Publishing. Based in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Eerdmans was started in the early twentieth 
century and has remained independent of any Protestant denomination since. Eerdmans especially benefited 
from the popularity of independent Christian bookstores and vice versa.  
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denominations and to think of them as composing a larger Christian community (251-

256). This knowledge, made possible through print-capitalism, empowered evangelicals 

to become more intentional about unifying around broader cultural and political interests 

instead of remaining divided by narrowly defined religious differences. In other words, it 

became more important for evangelicals to rally behind pro-life politics, for example, 

than to remain divided over variations in the religious practice of baptism (i.e. sprinkling 

water on infants versus immersing children and adult converts). Theatre publishing 

benefited from these convergences, and, in small measure, also contributed to them.  

For several obvious reasons, evangelical theatre publishing took a while to come 

into its own. At first, many conservative evangelical denominations did not embrace 

church drama and independent bookstores were just beginning to establish their presence. 

Once evangelical churches did begin incorporating drama, people typically had to buy 

plays or theatre manuals from mainline denominational publishers. One of the first 

evangelical denominations to begin publishing church drama material was the Southern 

Baptist Convention. In 1973, the Southern Baptist Sunday School Board hired Everett 

Robertson to create a drama ministry program. Through his efforts with the Southern 

Baptist Church Recreation Department, Robertson “instituted a networking program 

which provides training conferences, organizes state and national festivals, and publishes 

religious drama materials appropriate for production in local congregations” (Senkbeil 

163). As Peter Senkbeil elaborates: 

In 1989, the [Southern Baptist Sunday School] Board scheduled 21 state 

festivals with an average of 500-600 adults attending. These festivals 

featured training workshops and adjudicated performances by as many as 
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60 church, college and seminary groups. The Board also sponsors three 

annual national conferences, and Robertson travels roughly 200 days per 

year teaching, directing and promoting the use of drama in ministry. (163)   

Robertson edited and wrote many scripts and how-to church drama manuals for the 

Southern Baptists, including Puppet Scripts for Use at Church (1980), Ministry of 

Clowning (1982), Monologues for Church (1982), Introduction to Church Drama (1978), 

and Drama in Creative Worship (1987). Although Robertson’s work was written 

specifically for the Southern Baptists, his books represent some of the earliest thinking 

about evangelical church drama. Robertson was by no means solely responsible for 

introducing evangelicals to drama. Rather, he illustrates one of the fundamental 

differences between mainline and evangelical church drama activity. In contrast, for 

example, to Bev Johnson’s Drama in the Church (1983), a mainline church drama 

manual published by Augsburg Publishing (formerly affiliated with the American 

Lutheran Church, which later became part of the mainline Association of Evangelical 

Lutheran Churches in 1988), Robertson’s Introduction to Church Drama included 

comments about the evangelical call to witness. Robertson writes: “Church drama adds 

new dimension to the church’s command to witness … The very implementation of 

church drama in its previously defined form insures that the command to witness is 

executed” (6). The scripts in Johnson’s book indicate that mainline churches were content 

to use religious drama for instruction and entertainment, but Robertson’s work 

demonstrates that evangelicals had more aggressive aims. 

Along with the Southern Baptist Convention, the Kansas-based Church of the 

Nazarene also became an important leader in the proliferation and promotion of 
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evangelical church drama. In the early 1980s, Lillenas, a music-publishing subsidiary of 

the larger Nazarene Publishing House (NPH, founded in 1912) made Paul Miller, a 

Nazarene youth minister and church drama enthusiast from San Francisco, editor of 

Lillenas Drama.17 As the first editor of Lillenas Drama, Miller was instrumental in 

establishing the company as a major player in evangelical church drama. In 1985, he 

started the Drama Newsletter, a quarterly publication that reached nearly 20,000 

subscribers at its height until ending its run in 2004. The newsletter included how-to 

church drama articles, classified ads, event calendars and reportage, editorials, resource 

listings, survey findings, and artist/organization profiles. In his first editorial, Miller 

enthusiastically declared to his readers: 

It’s a dream come true for many of us who have been concerned about the 

seeming lack of interest in serious church drama. While the world’s 

theatres are mounting thoughtful plays that demand serious responses 

from their audiences, the Christian Church traditionally has been content 

to stage bathrobe pageants at Christmas. But there is a change in the wind; 

there seems to be an awakening to the value of drama on the part of 

church leaders and congregations everywhere. (“Who-Would-Have-

Thought File” 1)18 

                                                 
17 Miller’s early theatre career involved puppet work with Frank Oz, David Carradine, and Jim Henson 
during the early 1960s (Miller, Email). According to his colleagues, Miller was successful in organizing 
Lillenas because he was an eccentric personality with a talent for connecting like-minded artists (Messer). 
 
18 Bathrobe dramas are a term for the practice of children borrowing their father’s bathrobes to play biblical 
characters in pageants. These children’s drama traditions were started by mainline Protestants in the 1920s 
(Miller, “Who-Would-Have-Thought File” 1). 
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Miller’s first newsletter indicates that many other evangelicals (at least among 

Nazarenes) had a growing interest in theatre but desperately needed organization, 

leadership, and resources to continue their pursuits.  

One of Miller’s first moves in strengthening the influence of Lillenas was in 

gathering writers to write full-length plays, sketches, and scripts. This allowed Lillenas to 

expand their music catalogue to include dramas. Before Miller, the only dramas that 

Lillenas Music published were “program builders.” Program builders were dramatic 

holiday liturgies (or services) that contained suggestions for scripture reading, short skits, 

and children’s pageants. In 1984, Lillenas’ first drama catalogue included the works of 

seven playwrights; by 1999, seventy writers were listed (Miller, “Backstage” 3).  

Important writers in the early years included Jerry Cohagen, Paul McCusker, Larry 

Enscoe, and the late Stephen Hicks. One of Lillenas’ most prolific and celebrated writers 

was Martha Bolton. Bolton, one of three Emmy-winning staff writers for Bob Hope, and 

a writer for Phyllis Diller and Wayne Newton, brought significant attention to Miller’s 

organization. Because evangelicals became so interested in being active contributors to 

mainstream culture, Bolton represented the quintessential success story of evangelical 

self-actualization: a mainstream artist of faith. Her celebrity association demonstrated 

that it was possible for evangelicals to be constructive participants in Hollywood without 

compromising their core religious beliefs.  If previous thought had discouraged 

evangelicals from pursuing careers in entertainment, Bolton affirmed that the message of 

Jesus could withstand “secular” compromise and indeed thrive.  

As an eventual extension of the newsletter, Miller also developed workshops and 

conferences for emerging church drama ministries.  In 1987, he conducted his first 
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workshops at the annual Nazarene music conference in Kansas City. In the newsletter 

immediately following that event, Miller noted: “Lots of doors are beginning to open for 

the church drama enthusiast. I think that was borne out last week” (Miller, “Conference 

Success” 1). Eventually the drama conferences (offered annually in February until 2008) 

separated from the music conferences. By the beginning of the twenty-first century, 

nearly a thousand people attended the Lillenas drama conference.  During its time, these 

conferences provided church drama people with resource material by offering workshops 

in acting, directing, writing, costuming and make-up, and scenic and lighting technology. 

The conference also highlighted touring drama acts, solo artists, writers, and various 

performers; and provided catalogue information about Lillenas’ new scripts.  

In 1999, Miller retired from Lillenas and his assistant, Kim Messer, a 1996 theatre 

graduate of Trevecca Nazarene University (Tennessee), took over as editor. That same 

year, the publishing house also began Lillenas Dramatic Company, a five-member troupe 

that performed Lillenas dramas at conferences and various venues. Many of the first 

actors from that troupe were also graduates of Nazarene colleges such as Trevecca and 

MidAmerica Nazarene University (Kansas). Although Lillenas still publishes evangelical 

theatre resources and scripts at the time of this writing, it has discontinued many of its 

other activities such as the newsletter, annual conference, and theatre troupe.  

While it is possible to trace the emergence of evangelical church drama (in part) 

to the Southern Baptists and the Nazarenes, it is important to note that the evangelical 

theatre phenomenon did not emerge only from within institutional churches. Indeed, 

some of the earliest non-church related theatre activity began when evangelical college 

students started amateur and touring theatre companies during the early-mid 1970s. Most 
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of these theatre groups began on the West Coast, such as the California-based Jeremiah 

People (1971), the San Diego-based Lamb’s Players (1970), and the Seattle-based 

Taproot Theatre (1976). These West Coast theatre troupes thrived concurrent with the 

California Jesus People movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s. Jesus People were 

heavily involved in popular culture and especially active in music, literature, and art. 

Senkbeil declares “this resident theatre activity [marked] a new approach to production 

among Christians” (146). As these enthusiastic students began to make theatre together, 

they became intentional about finding others who shared their interests in faith and 

drama. Through this searching-out of each other, they started networking organizations to 

facilitate both professional and personal support of emerging theatre companies and 

young artists.  

In 1976, students from the University of Minnesota and Bethel College—an 

evangelical school in Minnesota—formed the Christian Theatre Artists Guild (CTAG). 

During its short existence, CTAG sponsored playwriting contests (from 1977-1979) and 

organized a national conference in 1978 and 1979. In addition, similar to Miller’s Drama 

News, CTAG also published a monthly newsletter entitled Sightlines and produced a 

directory of individuals and organizations that were active in the emerging evangelical 

theatre phenomenon. Within just a few years, the newsletter reached nearly 3,000 readers. 

The “1979 edition of CTAG’s annual directory,” Senkbeil notes, “included listings for 

259 individuals and 238 groups” (167-68). Unfortunately, many of the original CTAG 

documents—including the directory, copies of Sightline issues, notes from meetings, and 

business minutes—have been lost. Additional efforts to track down copies of CTAG 
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documents from previous members have also failed. Only memories of that organization 

exist today.19  

CTAG was an important antecedent to CITA (and to a lesser degree Lillenas) 

because, as Senkbeil summarizes, it was the “first non-denominational networking 

organization open to all Christians doing theatre in North America” (169).20 CTAG was 

also an instrumental networking organization for emerging resident and touring theatre 

companies such as the Lamb’s Players, Taproot Theatre, the Jeremiah People, the 

Houston-based A.D. Players, the California-based Covenant Players, and the Milwaukee-

based Acacia Theatre (among others).21 Crucially, CTAG brought together many of these 

neophyte companies by organizing national auditions.  In 1979, eighty-seven actors 

auditioned for eleven theatre companies at the second (and last) CTAG conference (168). 

Although CTAG disbanded in 1981, the artistic directors of many of these companies, 

along with subsequent companies that started after 1980, formed the Directors’ Alliance. 

The Alliance continued networking efforts begun at CTAG by sponsoring national 

auditions for their respective companies, conducting bimonthly telephone conference 

calls among members, and sharing scripts and show ideas with each other (230-236). 

Rather than promoting their production seasons in competition with each other, the 

Director’s Alliance illustrated that a strong sense of community and mutual support 

                                                 
19 At a 2009 dinner with Terry Olson, the founder of CTAG, I learned he had thrown out about half a dozen 
boxes of CTAG materials. 
 
20 During the 1980s and 1990s, another organization, Christians in the Arts Networking (CAN) maintained 
a database of evangelicals in the visual and performing arts. At its height, CAN’s “database represented 
over 40,000 active Christians worldwide” (Bennett 73-74; Senkbeil 172). CAN was an important 
organization because it represented the “largest network of international contacts among Christian artists” 
(Senkbeil 172).  
 
21 For more about these and other such resident evangelical theatre companies, see the fourth chapter of 
Peter Senkbeil’s dissertation, “Professional Theatres Run by Christians.” 
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developed between evangelical theatre people. CTAG and the Director’s Alliance did not 

continue into the twenty-first century, but it did help begin the evangelical theatre 

phenomenon. Eventually, a new theatre networking organization emerged that did 

continue to operate into the twenty-first century. 

Christians in Theatre Arts (CITA) is a South Carolina-based organization that 

began in 1987. Although it became a well-known organization to many evangelical 

theatre practitioners, it was brought to the attention of mainstream theatre people in Celia 

Wren’s 2000 article “Pilgrims’ Progress: Christian Theatre Artists Seek Excellence—and 

Salvation—Onstage” (American Theatre) and again in Laura Collins-Hughes’ 2006 

“Articles of Faith: Can Conservative Christianity Find Expression on the Stage?” 

(American Theatre). Similarly to Lillenas, CITA hosted a yearly national networking 

conference for evangelical theatre professionals, church dramatists, and educators. Many 

Lillenas people attended CITA conferences and many CITA members attended Lillenas’. 

While Lillenas’ drama conferences grew out of the preexisting music conferences, CITA 

began differently in that it had no such ties to church music conferences or a specific 

denominational publishing house. Like its predecessor CTAG, students and university 

professors, as well as church dramatists formed CITA.  

Unlike Lillenas’, CITA conferences continue to be held annually (the most recent 

CITA conference—2011—was held in Puerto Rico). At past CITA conferences, members 

have attended a variety of workshops offered by educators and industry professionals. 

Typically, afternoon and evening plenary sessions at these conferences have involved 

keynote addresses by prominent evangelical theatre figures and performances by dance 

companies, solo artists, or acting troupes. More important than the professional 
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connections made at CITA conferences are the interpersonal relationships forged by the 

gathering. CITA members pray together, share their insights into theatre making, and 

encourage each other. As Wren—who attended the 2000 conference in Ridgecrest, North 

Carolina for her reportage—observes, CITA members share “a slightly anxious interest in 

reconciling the standards of two demanding vocations—vocations that have been 

clashing since this country’s earliest days” (21). Indeed, many CITA members have 

expressed strong familial associations with the organization, especially those artists and 

educators who have felt as if church people back home do not fully appreciate their 

theatre interests (21). For them, CITA has been a personal support group where they are 

legitimized among friends and colleagues.  

According to Senkbeil, CITA’s history can be traced to the annual Christian 

Drama Workshop led by Nonna Childress Dalan at Evangel College in Springfield, 

Missouri, from 1977 to 1985. Dalan also edited the newsletter Christian Drama. After 

Dalan’s death in 1985, Alan Hedges moved the annual conference to Malone College in 

Canton, Ohio, and took over editorship of the newsletter. From the Malone conferences, 

CITA was officially formed and Dr. Dale Savidge was elected as its first president. 

Savidge eventually became the organization’s executive director and has remained in that 

position since. In 1989, CITA achieved its non-profit status and in 1992 hosted its first 

national networking conference in Chicago. In addition to continuing the annual 

networking conferences begun by Dalan and Hedges, and rotating conference sites 

among locations throughout North America (including major cities such as New York, 

Seattle, St. Louis, Chicago, Toronto, and Orlando), CITA expanded its newsletter into a 

biannual magazine and continued a bimonthly newsletter until 2006, when the 
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organization launched its short-lived web-newsletter, CITANews.  When Bryanne Barker 

no longer worked as CITA’s administrative assistant, CITANews discontinued. 

Occasionally, CITA also sponsors smaller regional conferences and at one time held an 

annual full-length play and sketch writing competition for hopeful playwrights. CITA’s 

website still profiles dance and theatre ministry troupes throughout North American and 

continues to post job (and service) opportunities for prospective educators and artists. For 

several years, CITA collaborated with the Directors’ Alliance and helped organize the 

national auditions begun by CTAG. In 1999, CITA received a grant from the Calvin 

Institute of Christian Worship (based at Calvin College, Grand Rapids, Michigan; and 

supported by the Pew Charitable Trusts) to conduct a study about the role of theatre 

among evangelicals. CITA’s leaders, however, never secured the funds to publish their 

findings and the raw research material (including countless interviews from forums 

conducted in eight different meetings, videos, notes, and survey findings) has since been 

lost (Savidge, Email).  

CITA’s leadership is composed of a board of directors, some of whom have been 

with the organization since its inception, and four regional directors. As with many other 

networking organizations with long histories, it is often difficult to quantify the exact 

numbers of CITA members. In 1994, membership included 600 individuals and 

organizations, but by 1998, CITA had grown to nearly 1,200 (Wren 21). By 2009, 

membership had declined to around 500. Savidge accounts for this flux of membership 

thusly: 

The thing about CITA is that we have facilitated contacts and relationships 

but we haven’t policed them, so we aren’t aware of most of the benefits of 
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the network … once the personal contacts are made through CITA they 

continue to work together without coming back through the network. So 

we’ve seen hundreds of people come and go, many of them starting 

companies or developing working relationships, without staying on as 

[CITA] members. (Savidge, Email)  

While it is difficult to quantify CITA membership, it is less challenging to qualify a 

CITA member. Members do not have to demonstrate that they are a Christian or hold 

particular beliefs about Jesus. Members include church dramatists, Broadway and 

Hollywood professionals, dancers, amateur and professional companies, university 

educators, and college students. All members pay annual dues and gain access to 

networking resources including directories, web blogs, and event calendars. CITA (like 

Lillenas) does not boast a long list of many well-known mainstream theatre professionals. 

Some of their more famous members, however, include such notables as Emmy 

nominated producer Ken Wales (Blake Edwards’ associate producer for seventeen years, 

producer of the 2006 film Amazing Grace, and executive producer of the 1990s television 

series Christy), Pamela Berthold, a former soap actress with “One Life to Live” and “All 

My Children,” and the New Jersey-based playwright and independent filmmaker Buzz 

McLaughlin (author of the widely-read The Playwright’s Process, 1997; producer, The 

Sensation of Sight, 2006). Although there are not many mainstream celebrities who are 

CITA members, several past members have performed on (and off) Broadway and 

maintained successful careers in professional regional theaters throughout North 

America. Because CITA members include both professional theatre people and amateurs 
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(i.e. church drama ministries), the organization has had a unique place among evangelical 

theatre people. The same is true of Lillenas.  

Both CITA and Lillenas Drama continue to provide resources to those interested 

in church drama and evangelical theatre, but conference attendance at both organizations 

dropped markedly during the mid-2000s. In 2008, Lillenas discontinued its drama 

conference and attendance at CITA continued to decline. For example, from 1995 to 

2000, CITA conferences averaged between 400 and 600 attendees. In contrast, fewer than 

200 people attended CITA’s 2006 New York and 2007 Chicago national conferences. 

The Orlando conference in 2009 was one of the smallest attended in the organization’s 

history with just under 70 participants (Savidge, Email). In 2011, CITA held a conference 

in Puerto Rico. Future conference plans are unclear.  

Three factors account for these declines. First, during the economic turmoil of the 

2000s, many churches had to shrink their budgets and could no longer afford to send their 

drama teams to conferences. Since many people involved in church drama ministries 

were amateurs with careers outside of theatre, they, too, could not afford to attend 

without budgetary assistance from their sponsoring churches. Second, similar cutbacks in 

funding at higher education programs probably also made it financially difficult for 

professors and students from evangelical colleges to attend conferences. Indeed, until 

2008, CITA offered scholarships to undergraduates to help with conference costs. In 

exchange, recipients of these scholarships were required to assist with workshops, 

registration, or event coordination. Finally, it is possible that a loss of interest in drama 

began growing among evangelicals and evangelical churches after the first years of the 

twenty-first century.  
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There is another possible reason that conference attendance continued to decline.  

Baby Boomer evangelicals started Lillenas and CITA and many other aspects of the 

evangelical theatre phenomenon. In the late 2000s, many of them began moving closer 

towards retirement. During CITA and Lillenas’ recent years, it is possible that there has 

been an increasing lack of integration between the Baby Boomers and younger theatre 

people that has gone unnoticed or unresolved. Conversely, perhaps younger generations 

of evangelical theatre people lacked the energy and passion of their Baby Boomer 

predecessors. It is striking to note, for example, that Savidge is still in charge of CITA. 

The longevity of his tenure certainly accounts for the long-standing stability of the 

organization and is indeed a testament to his personal passion for making theatre, but has 

it contributed to CITA’s declining influence? Similarly, it is not clear why Messer—who 

has also been an active CITA leader—was not able to maintain the influence Lillenas had 

under Miller’s leadership. Rather than reading the decline in conference participation at 

Lillenas Drama and CITA as organizational failures, it is important to consider what 

these two groups did for evangelical theatre, especially during their most productive 

years.  

The Contributions of Lillenas and CITA to Evangelical Theatre  

Because evangelicals became far more invested in popular culture than their 

fundamentalist predecessors and at the same time were more willing to defend certain 

Christian orthodoxies than mainline liberal Protestants, there has been considerable 

debate among theater educators and practitioners about what constitutes “Christian 

theatre” and just how “Christian” it should be. In her analysis of CITA, Wren explains, 

“Should Christian theatre be directed at other believers, as a substitute for modern secular 
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entertainment …. Or should it be aimed at witnessing to the broader American public, in 

the hopes of making converts or, at least altering the tone of modern culture” (97)? 

Similarly, Wren asks, “Can believers justify working on plays that affirm alien values? 

[And are] artists who shun such plays courting smug pharisaism” (97)?  Indeed, these 

questions have been the focal points of many discussions at CITA and Lillenas 

conferences. That the answers to these questions vary widely among evangelicals 

illustrates the strength, weakness, and complexity of the evangelical theatre phenomenon.  

Although the people involved with CITA and Lillenas held differing opinions 

about Christian theatre, they intentionally and unintentionally became part of a network 

of social mediators. Manfred Naumann explains: “Examples of this [social] mediating 

function are to be found in publishing houses, bookstores, and libraries, as well as in 

literary criticism and propaganda, literary instruction in schools, the study of literature, 

and all other institutions which mediate, materially or ideally, between the work produced 

and the reader” (119). Among evangelicals, social mediators (not just those that write 

texts) have significant clout. As J. Budziszeski’s book Evangelicals in the Public Square 

demonstrates, sometimes it is helpful to understand evangelicalism by examining the 

movement’s mediators. These mediators can be publishing houses (as is the case with 

Lillenas), personalities (such as Billy Graham or Paul Miller), or networking 

organizations such as CITA. Lillenas and CITA sustained the evangelical theatre 

movement by publishing scripts and networking theatre people, as well as providing 

evangelicals with a forum for defining and debating differing perspectives on Christian 

theatre.  
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CITA and Lillenas people have three different views of why evangelicals should 

participate in theatre thereby playing out Dorothy Chansky’s observations that born-

agains are not a “monolithic block” (141). The first of these three views is reactionary. 

The second view, the drama ministry model, argues that theatre is valuable so long as it 

provides ministry opportunities for church laity. The third view, the anxious view, never 

developed into a sophisticated theory that moved beyond the first two views. Reactionary 

evangelicals defend theatre from the long-standing antitheatrical prejudice that—despite 

the popularity of passion dramas and hell houses—continues among some Protestant 

Christian churches even into the beginning of the twenty-first century. The antitheatrical 

attitude of many churches made it initially difficult for church drama ministries and 

evangelical theatre programs to flourish in the 1970s and 80s. At least in the early days of 

the theatre phenomenon, most evangelical theatre people had to justify their interests and 

demonstrate to church leaders that drama could be a positive Christian endeavor.  

In their own way, the evangelical resident theatre companies that started in the 

1970s demonstrated a necessary reactionary spirit. Before the 1970s, it was risky, but not 

necessarily uncommon, for parachurch organizations to develop without the blessing and 

financial backing of a local church or denomination (J. Turner 2-4).  The touring and 

resident evangelical theatre companies that began in the 1970s and early 80s found 

artistic and financial stability without the direct aid of churches. It is unlikely, however, 

that they would have maintained their stability without the eventual patronage of church 

people. Although American evangelicalism has no central leadership comparable to the 

papacy of Roman Catholicism, local church leaders—particularly pastors and other 

ministry leaders (many of whom include the laity)—have significant influence on how 
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evangelicals act in their private lives. For example, an especially impassioned Sunday 

morning sermon about the evils of Hollywood may not convince every congregant to turn 

off the television and stop going to the movies, but it can certainly create guilt for some. 

This may cause them, even if only for a short period, to change what programs they 

watch and reconsider what ratings of movies they will continue to see. Either through 

guilt, heavy persuasion, or reasonable appeal, an articulate and well-respected pastor can 

sway the entertainment interests of congregants. Proponents of the reactionary model 

may have helped start the evangelical theatre phenomenon, but they could never have 

sustained it without forging relationships with church leaders. American evangelicalism, 

after all, has always been most effective when the majority comes to consensus.  

Even when evangelical theatre people find support among church leaders, that 

support is never universal. Although Nazarenes began Lillenas drama, for example, the 

denomination remained suspicious and hostile to theatre for some time.  In Morals and 

the Movies (1970), Carl S. McClain clearly articulates the antitheatrical prejudice of 

Nazarene leadership. McClain charges: “I submit that a frequenter of the theater or movie 

house cannot at the same time be a spiritual force for good, a vital Christian leader or 

Sunday School teacher” (25). Even as Lillenas’s newsletters and conferences grew in 

scope and influence, there is little indication that McClain’s ideas were ever openly 

challenged by other Nazarene leaders. Indeed, until the twenty-first century, the 

Nazarenes continued to include “cautions against the theatre in church manuals” 

(Johnson and Savidge 43). That Lillenas drama has lasted nearly three decades despite 

McClain’s vitriol against theatre indicates that either the most influential Nazarene 

leaders never took his comments seriously or that Miller and his constituents eventually 
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won over Nazarenes by approaching theatre from a ministry perspective or that it was a 

minority perspective in the first place.  

The reactionary model helped start the evangelical theatre phenomenon, and 

advocates of the drama ministry model gained the support of church and denominational 

leaders. At some level, it is likely that some of the proponents of this model are still 

suspicious of theatre and culture—or at least the morality of culture as portrayed in 

mainstream theatre. Although Lillenas helped bring drama into better favor with the 

Nazarenes, for example, in one of Miller’s newsletters, he addressed the antitheatrical 

prejudice and acknowledged that some theatre people promote immorality. In the 

newsletter, a frustrated reader wrote: “How can I get a drama ministry started…with a 

pastor who is dead set against anything that has to do with theatre?” (“Questions and 

Answers,” 1992:2). Miller, sympathetic to both the reader’s dilemma and the preacher’s 

antitheatrical position, argued that while “It is difficult for the church to condone what 

theatre has held up as acceptable in the areas of behavior, values, and morality,” his 

encouraging  response was, “Don’t give up. Help your church leadership understand that 

drama can be just another proclamation of the Good News” (2). In his savvy answer, 

Miller illustrated how difficult it was for Lillenas to be a social mediator that satisfied 

everyone, but how important it was that the company be perceived as supporting the 

overall values of evangelicalism. Miller was not advocating that evangelicals become part 

of mainstream theatre. Rather, that they substitute secular values with religious ones.  

Because people like Miller advocated that theatre had a place in Christian service, 

church leaders placed a particularly high value on drama as a tool for proselytizing. As 

Diana Trotter explains, they theorized that an “unbeliever” may be “reluctant to step 
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inside a church and be ‘preached at,’” but might be more willing to come “see a play in 

which the Gospel message is embedded” (5). Not all, however, reduced the value of 

church drama to only proselytizing. Miller writes:  

I believe in teen drama ministry—whether as an avenue for young people 

to find the Lord, or an opportunity for a shy kid to build confidence, or a 

chance for a group of teens to share a meaningful message…I’ve seen 

drama ministry make a difference both in the lives of teens and in the 

audience to which they have played. (“What Makes Drama a Ministry,” 3) 

Miller was particularly vocal about challenging the notion that “ministry” was an activity 

reserved for professionals. Indeed, in his 1982 church drama manual, Create a Drama 

Ministry, he argues: “ministry need no longer be considered the responsibility of a special 

class of professionals. Neither can ministry be hemmed in by pulpits and stained-glass 

attitudes. Ministry is being recognized for what it is—service” (Create a Drama Ministry 

7). Ministry, Miller notes, “does not depend upon special training or ecclesiastical 

endorsement,” rather, it is a way “of facilitating people to make use of their talents in a 

way that will bring glory to God and the betterment of others” (15). This egalitarian 

attitude, Miller admits, was also shared by the pastor who supported Miller’s drama 

ministry in Kansas City. During a mid-week rehearsal, Miller recalls, his pastor reminded 

the actors that they were “part of the whole,” and that their use of church drama was a 

ministry of equal importance to that of preaching, teaching, and singing (11).  

While a few letters to Miller’s newsletter—such as the one about the resistant 

pastor—reflected the pervasive antitheatrical prejudice among evangelical church people, 

several more identified conflicted personal feelings. Miller’s definitions of drama 
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ministry were a seeming bone of contention for a few of his subscribers. For example, in 

one letter a reader charged: 

To me drama is expression—not a ministry. I feel that using the word 

ministry to apply to every facet of human endeavor cheapens the word. I 

prefer to reserve “minister” to someone who has a long-term association 

or commitment with a group of people on a one-to-one basis. I feel that 

talking about drama ministry…is a misnomer. Do you agree? (Miller, 

“Questions and Answers,” original emphasis 1986:2)  

Miller, of course, did not agree with his reader’s position. In a similar letter, a more 

hostile attitude was expressed: “I am troubled with your use of the word ‘theatre.’ That 

form of entertainment has been off-limits to most Christians of our persuasion” 

(“Questions and Answers,” 1988:2). In still another story, Miller relates a conversation 

that he was told had happened between a Christian bookseller and a customer. Miller 

paraphrases the conversation as related to him by the unidentified seller thusly: 

Customer:  This book [Miller’s Create a Drama Ministry] is about 

theatre! 

Salesman:  It’s about drama as a ministry. 

Customer:  Is a play drama? 

Salesman:  It can be. 

Customer:  Are plays performed in theatres? 

Salesman:  They can be. 

Customer:  Aren’t theaters sinful? 
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Salesman:  If you mean the building, the answer is no! If you mean the 

plays that are performed in the building, the answer is, of 

course there are sinful plays performed in the building we 

call a theatre. But that doesn’t make plays as a ministering 

art form unusable for Christians any more than it makes a 

public library a place of sin because there may be books 

that contain vile language on its shelves. (“Number One 

Was Well Accepted” 1) 

What is apparent from Miller’s accounts is that the cultural participation in 

evangelicalism is limited. On the one hand, evangelical leaders call their people to 

participate in mainstream and popular culture. On the other hand, evangelicals are 

suspicious that mainstream popular culture is inherently evil and will taint them. Church 

dramatists tried to persuade evangelicals that communication and entertainment mediums 

were not bad. Theatre, many of them argued, could be good if it promoted Jesus and 

evangelical values.  

Church dramatists such as Miller also believed that drama ministry could achieve 

something unique to the church experience: namely it could help audiences identify with 

evangelical doctrinal beliefs in a deeply personal way.  Miller contends:  

Herein [lays] a major similarity between secular theatre and drama as a 

ministry; but the ends are not the same. Christian drama uses the strong 

identification factor as a means for allowing God’s Sprit to convince and 

convict. As with Jesus’ parables, church drama has the ability to take 

spiritual truth and couch it in an appealing narrative to which every person 
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in the audience can respond. This is the starting point in implementing 

drama as a ministry. (Create a Drama Ministry 15) 

In short, the church drama ministry model is less about theatre as an independent art form 

than it is about using theatre forms for religious purposes. It is clear that most 

evangelicals accepted theatre because of the ministry model. It is also clear that the 

model helped sustain the evangelical theatre phenomenon so long as Christians were 

getting closer to God and unbelievers were being converted. Of course, not all 

evangelicals accept this perspective.  

A very few participants in CITA and Lillenas have described Christian 

participation in theatre from an anxious perspective. Although sympathetic to many of 

the values of the ministry model (and in the spirit of the reactionary one), those who have 

proposed an anxious model give a vaguer articulation of evangelical theatre. This 

vagueness may have contributed to the eventual loss of interest in evangelical theatre. At 

the very least, the reactionary model provided evangelicals with momentum of a 

phenomenon and the ministry model provided clarity of purpose. In contrast, the anxious 

model never formed into a sophisticated theoretical model. In short, some born-again 

theatre people proclaim that there is no such thing as evangelical Christian theatre. While 

church dramatists make a case for theatre as a Christian ministry and proselytizing tool, 

anxious proponents such as Trotter identify themselves as being the “minority in the 

evangelical Christian theatre movement in resisting the idea of using theatre as an 

attractive way to package the Gospel” (140). While these dissidents considered 

themselves to be evangelistic, Dale Savidge confirms, “in that we believe that what we 

have is important, and we want other people to share it,” they are not convinced that the 
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stage was a “place to do the evangelism” (qtd. in Collins-Hughes 59).  No doubt these 

“minority” practitioners—many of whom were active CITA and Lillenas leaders—voiced 

a definition of evangelical theatre that reflected professional anxiety. To resolve this, they 

insisted on a definition of evangelical theatre that was malleable but without identifiable 

purpose.  

Laura Collins-Hughes and Celia Wren’s articles relate the attitudes expressed by 

some of these minority voices, such as Robert Smyth, the producing artistic director of 

Lamb’s Players (California); Peter Senkbeil of Concordia University (California); and 

Savidge. Interestingly, Smyth and Senkbeil are also long-standing CITA members. 

Despite this, these three in particular are uncomfortable associating evangelical 

Christianity with theatre. Savidge, for example, argues that Christian is a “noun, not an 

adjective, and so has no business of being used as a modifier” (qtd. in Collins-Hughes 

33). Thus, the idea of a distinctly “Christian” theatre, Savidge posits, cannot exist. 

Savidge notes that this rhetorical delineation between theatre and Christianity comes 

from the desire of many evangelical theatre practitioners (such as himself) to “be seen as 

part of the larger theater community” (Savidge, Email). Likewise, Senkbeil agrees with 

Savidge “that there is no such thing as Christian theatre” (qtd. In Collins-Hughes 33). 

Senkbeil, however, sees all art as “religious insofar as it expresses a religious viewpoint” 

(33).  Behind the anxious model is a lack of understanding for American evangelical 

theatre’s own history. Although the Lamb’s Players was originally begun by college 

students (a mime troupe) who wanted to evangelize young people, for example, Smyth 

maintains that labeling theatre companies such as Lamb’s Players “Christian” is “limiting 

in whatever way the person who defines it means it” (qtd. in Collins-Hughes 32). Rather 
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than embracing (or even acknowledging) the intentions behind the Lamb’s Players, 

Smyth would seemingly recontextualize that history or see it evolve into something 

different.   

One of the issues that concerns people such as Trotter, Senkbeil, Savidge, and 

Smyth is how churches promote what Wren identifies as a “utilitarian vision of theatre” 

(Wren 22). At a 1993 CITA conference, for example, Smyth expressed strong views 

against what he called the “theatre-as-a-tool mania” in many evangelical churches (qtd. in 

Trotter 5). Diana Trotter, sharing Smyth’s criticisms, notes that the “functional view of 

theatre” is “not about theatre at all” (5). Rather, she writes: 

It is about delivering a message in a more effective manner, making 

church more exciting, and keeping people out of R-rated movies. These 

Christians aren’t really “making theatre” in any full definition of the 

term….The focus, as Robert Smyth clearly noted, is on preaching and 

conversion….Using drama as a tool for conveying a message allows the 

evangelical community to avoid fundamental questions concerning 

performance by disregarding the process and focusing solely on the 

outcome. Rather than signaling a new acceptance and understanding of the 

importance of performance, this utilitarian attitude towards theatre 

reinforces the prejudice dating back to Plato that theatrical performance in 

itself is dangerous and corrupt, but that it can be put to good use for 

certain purposes such as introducing a sermon topic. (5-6) 

While Trotter is against the utilitarian attitude of most churches, she later indicates in her 

dissertation a justification of a theatre that conveys a distinctly evangelical message. It is 
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not clear in her work what makes her sense of activism different from the utilitarian 

attitude. She urges, for example, that evangelicals “need to think about how theatre might 

help them to transform their community and meet the needs of an increasingly troubled 

world” (190). Although Trotter charges that the evangelical community “is often guilty of 

talking at people instead of with them, so certain that it has the answers that it is no 

longer willing to engage with the questions” (195), she still advocates evangelicals 

leading “the discussion about the kind of world in which we want to live (193). She also 

concludes that instead of using theatre to make evangelical values known to the 

mainstream, evangelicals “must be willing to risk using theatre as a way of knowing, 

listening, and learning” (196). It is clear that Trotter wants evangelicals to be more 

culturally sophisticated and less politically narrow, but her ideas seem to ignore that 

reciprocity is inherent in theatre. Evangelicals cannot know, listen, and learn without also 

making known, speaking-out, and teaching. Evangelicals must both listen and speak. 

Indeed, Trotter’s ideas suggest this, and her resistance to the drama ministry model seems 

misplaced.  

 Savidge’s comments against identifying a distinctly “Christian theatre” conflict 

with his other writings. Elsewhere he insists that Christianity be a lens for interpreting 

theatre experiences. He argues: “How we as Christians live in our surrounding cultures 

overarches the relationship of how we perform theatre, experience theatre as audiences, 

and use theatre in our worship” (Savidge, Performing the Sacred 97). In this statement, 

Savidge suggests that Christianity informs how people perform theatre and receive it. 

What is the difference between these activities and accepting that there is such a thing as 

“Christian theatre?” Further, he affirms: “It is the mission of Christians not only to extend 
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the gospel to people for their salvation but to carry the message of reconciliation to 

culture at large. It is easy to understand why this position is popular among Christians 

engaged in artistic, that is, culture-making, pursuits” (98). If Christians are to carry the 

gospel, as Savidge argues, and some of them are active in “culture-making pursuits” such 

as theatre, how is this different from saying that there is such a thing as Christian theatre? 

Clearly Savidge does not use Christian as a term for qualifying theatre in his book, but 

his statements seems to reinforce the very idea he seemingly rejects.   

Because leaders such as Savidge and others had to work so hard to legitimize their 

interests in theatre and convince church leaders that drama ministry was a good thing and 

theatre was not an evil pursuit, it is likely that their ideas about evangelical theatre never 

had time to mature.  Without Savidge, Miller, Smyth, and others, it is unlikely that the 

evangelical theatre phenomenon could have existed (if, according to some of their ideas, 

it even does exist). Nonetheless, despite their crucial contributions and the energies they 

exerted in creating networking organizations to link people together, how is it that after 

thirty years so few of them can articulate an evangelical theory of theatre, particularly 

since they all promote activism? In contrast, feminists have theories. Marxists have 

theories. Latinos have theories. Queer theorists write about their ideas. There are post-

colonial theories that provide lenses for studying theatre. Why are evangelicals seemingly 

uncomfortable communicating their theories? Do they really have what theorists would 

call theories?  

Perhaps Savidge and the others had to approach theatre with too much theology 

rather than theory. This explains why Savidge’s book with Todd Johnson emphasizes the 

theological aspects of theatre. Theology involves the study of spiritual frameworks. It 
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looks to answer questions such as what is God like, was Jesus divine, and is there an 

afterlife? Theology is less suited to address how theatre works. Although theologians can 

certainly give reasons for why Christians should participate in it, they cannot explain how 

Christians should participate. Theology pursues certainty; theory, in contrast, asks 

questions and posits models of understanding that are changeable. An evangelical 

theoretical framework would integrate theology with the prevailing theories of 

mainstream thinking with apologies to neither. Such a model might give evangelicals 

more presence in secular theatre and better prepare young evangelicals for careers on 

Broadway and other regional theatres. Perhaps if evangelicals would not have spent so 

much effort establishing and legitimizing church dramas in the 70s and 80s, for example, 

they would have been more active in mainstream theatre and thus recognized by industry 

professionals and scholars. Because they seemingly had to expend so much energy 

convincing other evangelicals that theatre was not “sinful,” it is little wonder they cannot 

articulate what evangelical theatre looks like. To borrow from Trotter’s observations that 

evangelicals have avoided fundamental “questions concerning performances” (6), 

perhaps it has been born-again theatre people who have avoided the questions. According 

to their ambivalent ideas about theatre, these questions have been avoided indeed.  

Although they were avoided, this does not diminish the important role of social mediation 

CITA and Lillenas played for evangelical theatre. Rather, CITA and Lillenas had to not 

only socially mediate between church leaders and church drama people, but even among 

evangelical theatre people too.  
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CHAPTER 3 
PROSELYTIZING THE NEARLY CONVERTED: THE 
SEEKER SERVICE SKETCH DRAMAS OF WILLOW 

CREEK 
 

A long history of staging religious dramas exists among many Western Christian 

cultures (Brown 75; Johnson and Savidge 19). Religious dramas played an especially 

important role in the American megachurch movement. Among some of the most 

important evangelical megachurch dramas were the seeker service sketches of Willow 

Creek Community Church. In the previous chapter, I considered the role Lillenas Drama 

and Christians in Theatre Arts (CITA) played in sustaining evangelical theatre. Willow 

Creek also helped sustain interest in the phenomenon but in different ways. If Lillenas 

and CITA were two of the most important organizations that helped evangelical theatre 

people network with each other, then it can also be argued that Willow Creek was one of 

the most influential megachurches to bring theatre to the disinterested, or, as the present 

study will explore in detail, what I call the “nearly interested.”  

The seeker dramas at Willow Creek helped accomplish two crucial tasks valued 

by most evangelicals: they got people more involved in church life and they proselytized 

middle-class Baby Boomers. In stark contrast to the many types of biblical dramas that 

became ubiquitous in several churches from 1974 to 2004, Willow leaders presented 

sketches about modern characters that caught the attention of suburbanite Americans. 

These types of plays appealed to audiences who were less interested in stories set in 

ancient biblical times and more invested in the everyday “dramas” of contemporary 

living.  Over the years, Willow Creek’s drama team has created hundreds of original 

seeker sketches. Because it would not be possible to analyze all of their plays in a single 
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study, for the purposes of the present examination, I consider only a selected few to 

illustrate critical points. The present study is not so much concerned with dramaturgy (i.e. 

script analysis of Willow’s seeker plays) as it is with philosophy (i.e. understanding why 

Willow Creek made seeker dramas).  

Like so many other evangelical churches that use theatre, Willow Creek also 

values evangelism. The people of Willow Creek, however, approach drama, theatricality, 

and proselytizing differently than many other evangelicals.  Primarily, Willow leaders 

use drama as a method of helping the unchurched find common ground with church 

people (and vice versa). Indeed, what makes Willow Creek’s evangelistic theatre efforts 

unique is that they emphasize familiarity over difference, and prefer to explore the 

mundaneness of humanity over the mysteries of the divine. In this way, Willow’s seeker 

dramas illustrate the mainstream, albeit limited, appeal of evangelicalism. Willow 

Creek’s seeker sketches contributed to evangelical theatre by providing some church 

people with a more sophisticated understanding of drama, Christianity, and evangelism. 

More importantly, Willow’s use of theatricality also helped make church attendance 

popular among many evangelical believers. Finally, albeit to a lesser extent, it even made 

church attendance popular among the nearly converted too.    

Seeker Dramas and a New Way of Making Community 

Bill Hybels started Willow Creek in 1975 with members of his Son City youth 

group in Palatine, Illinois. Currently, it is located in South Barrington, a suburb northwest 

of Chicago. It is among the oldest, largest attended (nearly 23,000 weekly attendees), and 

widely recognized evangelical megachurches in the United States. The Hartford Institute 

for Religion Research (based at Hartford Seminary, CT) has compiled extensive 
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statistical data about the megachurch phenomenon in North America. Hartford scholars 

identify any church with over 2,000 weekly attendees as a megachurch (Thumma, 

“Megachurch Definitions”). According to this criterion, there are over 1,400 

megachurches in the United States alone and nearly five million “believers” attend one, a 

relatively modest figure considering that some survey estimates project there to be as 

many as fifty million evangelicals in America. Warren Bird contends that in American 

religious studies, the megachurch phenomenon is “one of most significant developments 

on the religious landscape in recent years” (194). Moreover, while megachurches are 

often “negatively stereotyped and viewed with suspicion by outsiders,” Bird argues that 

they are also “growing at amazing speed, with prospects of being even larger in the 

future” (194). Among the many megachurches in the United States, very few are as large 

or influential as Willow Creek (Pritchard 12, 26).22  

Undoubtedly, Willow Creek’s most important contribution to evangelicalism was 

that it was, according to Robb Redman, the “birthplace of the seeker service movement” 

(3). A seeker church, Kimon Sargeant explains, is one that “tailors its programs and 

services to attract people who are not church attenders” (2). In place of traditional 

Protestant rituals that include cycles of “liturgy,” “silence” and “chant” (3), Sargeant 

continues, seeker churches favor innovation and “customer-sensitive church 

programming” (4). Evangelical megachurches may not appeal to everyone, but they are 

certainly popular among young families. In his assessment of megachurches, Alan Wolfe 

observes: “If you want to reach those most likely to be members for decades, tailor your 

worship to the young and enthusiastic, not the old-fashioned and the advanced in age” 

                                                 
22 Indeed, only Lakewood Church, TX (43,000+ attendees); Life Church, OK (24,000+ attendees); and 
Fellowship Church, TX (24,000+ attendees) are larger than Willow Creek. 
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(27). Wolfe goes on to posit that seeker churches such as Willow Creek believe that 

“secular culture, for all its faults, knows something about getting and retaining an 

audience” (29).  Nancy Beach was a high school student in Hybel’s Son City youth group 

in Palatine and has been with Willow Creek from the beginning. Beach is one of the 

people mainly responsible for the church’s long-standing drama program.23 She clarifies 

that Hybels and his associates created the seeker service model to “communicate the 

basic truths of Christianity in relevant ways our nonchurched friends could understand; 

and provide believers with a meaningful experience. This decision was a clear departure 

from what most of us grew up with. Sunday had always been a time for believers to 

gather and worship, and we were taking an enormous risk by changing it” (43). Seeker 

churches have found success in getting people to come to church services that feel less 

antiquated and formal. The “basic premise of the seeker service,” Sargeant maintains, “is 

to break with tradition and to exploit secular media for the purposes of conveying 

religious truths” (64). Because of Willow’s success, Sargeant also notes that “other, more 

traditional churches” have modified “their basic format” to achieve similar growth results 

(5). While there are many aspects to seeker service church programming, drama remains 

a popular component and warrants particular consideration (Pritchard 69; Redman 3). 

Indeed, among the many seeker congregations in America that continue to stage church 

dramas, few can match Willow Creek’s participation in evangelical theatre. Willow 

continues to put as much energy in their seeker dramas as ever and has not experienced 

the drop off in interest other churches have.   

                                                 
23 Beach notes that when Willow Creek began, only three people were involved in the drama program, 
“none of whom had previous theater training” (63).  
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From its beginning, Willow Creek has (intentionally) been a church that owes 

much to theatricality and dramatic conventions. When Hybels and his friends left Son 

City to begin a new church, they rented Palatine’s Willow Creek movie theatre to hold 

the Sunday morning seeker services.  In 1981, they built a permanent campus in South 

Barrington (another Chicago suburb) and retained the Willow Creek name. The 

Barrington facility exemplifies Willow’s appreciation for and dependence upon 

theatricality. Indeed, it is one of the largest theatre auditoriums in North America and 

houses some of the best (and most expensive) entertainment technology in the United 

States.24  In contrast to Willow Creek’s spectacular facility and finely tuned seeker 

service, however, the drama sketches are relatively modest theatrical fare. Sketches rarely 

include casts of more than two to four actors, and some may involve only a monologue 

by a single performer. Sets and costumes are simplified and actors use minimal props 

during performances (Pederson, Sunday Morning Live 14-15). Only members of the 

Willow Creek drama team write sketches. Sometimes their dramas are serious, but 

typically, they are humorous. On rare occasions, a seeker sketch may be about characters 

from the Bible, but in general, they deal with “slice-of-life” suburbanite scenarios 

                                                 
24 Beginning in 1981, Willow Creek held services in an impressive forty-three hundred-seat auditorium 
(now used for other ministries), but in 2004, Willow Creek opened a new 73 million dollar auditorium. The 
main auditorium divides over seven thousand seats into three areas: the main floor, mezzanine, and 
balcony.  These seats are accessible via a spacious lobby that features multiple TV screens, a coffee shop, 
bookstore, information center, and a large food court. The Chicago-based Schuler and Shook, arguably one 
the most respected theatre architect firms in America, designed the impressive stage and its rigging. Willow 
Creek saved nearly 5 million dollars on the new addition with in-house labor: “For example, staff and 
volunteers built lighting bridges … LED trucks, hung PA, installed lighting and much of the video, and 
terminated all patchbays, among other AV and staging tasks” (Stokes 30). For more specifics about 
Willow’s stage and video equipment and auditorium specs see: Jim Stokes, “Willow Creek Redefines 
Worship,” Sound and Communications (April 2005) and Doug Engstrom, “Expressing a Vision: Willow 
Creek,” Technologies for Worship Magazine (Oct. 2006).   
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involving domesticity, friendship, and middle-class avarice (Trotter 131).25 The more 

serious sketches address issues such as divorce, death, abortion, addiction, infidelity, sex, 

and teenage angst. Nearly every seeker script can be purchased directly from Willow 

Creek’s website, or found in one of the nine volumes of Sunday Morning Live, a 

collection of fifty-four scripts edited by Steve Pederson and published by Zondervan 

between 1992 and 1998.  

Pederson is Willow Creek’s drama director and has a doctoral degree in theatre 

from the University of Iowa. Before joining Willow Creek in 1987, Pederson taught 

theatre at Northwestern College (Iowa) for fourteen years. His book Drama Ministry 

(1999) provides the most thorough information about Willow Creek’s seeker drama 

program and offers novice church dramatists how-to instruction in creating a church 

drama team, directing sketches, and writing original plays.   

Primarily, Willow Creek leaders use drama in their seeker services because of its 

appeals to Baby Boomer sensibilities (Pritchard 91).26  Before Hybels started Willow 

Creek, he and members of his Son City group began conducting surveys in Palatine to 

find out why so few residents there attended church. Hybels and his associates used the 

feedback from those surveys to create a profile of a prospective Willow seeker. The terms 

“unchurched Harry and Mary” identified the sort of seekers Hybels wanted to attract to 

his new church. Unchurched Harry was a suburbanite professional and a college-educated 

male between the ages of 25 and 50; unchurched Mary was his dutiful (and often equally 

                                                 
25 See Appendix A for an example of a Willow Creek seeker drama, used with permission by Willow 
Creek. 
 
26Pritchard explains that Willow Creek’s programming team “goes to plays, musicals, concerts, and movies 
to understand the culture of unchurched Harry. The entire programming team went to the musical Les 
Miserables and to a Janet Jackson concert” (65).  
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educated) wife (62). Hybels and his friends determined that Willow Creek would 

specifically address the perceived spiritual needs of Harry and Mary through new 

programming ministries that provided “a safe and informative place where unchurched 

people could come to investigate Christianity further” (Hybels, Rediscovering Church 

41).  As Hybels explains: 

The purpose of the survey was merely to determine what particular 

sensitivities existed in that community and to gather information that 

would help us meet the particular spiritual needs of that area. For instance, 

were there [many] young couples with children in the vicinity? If so, that 

would influence the kind of ministries we offered. (205) 

There were two reasons why Harry and Mary remained unchurched, Willow leaders 

postulated. Either they had abandoned the faith of their youth and become disillusioned 

with organized religion or they were non-Christians, unfamiliar with Christianity, church 

life, and Christian living (Redman 3; Strobel 162-63).  

Importantly, if Harry and Mary had grown up in church but rejected the faith of 

their childhood, perhaps church services were too boring and too religious. Hybels and 

his friends also believed that non-Christians stayed away from church primarily to avoid 

becoming “like church people” (Hunter 59). Indeed, this rationale permeated the thoughts 

of other evangelical megachurch leaders too. Wolfe explains:  

[Megachurch] leaders are unanimously convinced that too many Protestant 

churches turn people off with their predictable liturgies, unmemorable 

music, and didactic sermonizing. Instead of building a church around 

worship and then attracting an audience, they want to attract an audience 
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and then find the appropriate forms of worship that will keep them in their 

seats. (26) 

In other words, concurrent with the beginning of the evangelical theatre phenomenon in 

the 1970s, many church leaders believed that traditional Protestant church liturgy was 

preventing too many people from experiencing God. Liturgy, not people, had to change. 

What appealed most to Harry and Mary, seeker programmers pondered? Hybels and his 

associates found their answer in drama and theatricality. 

To win Harry and Mary back to Jesus, Willow Creek developed what George 

Hunter refers to as a “High Performance Seeker service” (72). Because Harry and Mary 

are Baby Boomers, they are the first generation of Americans raised on television from 

infancy (Pritchard 89).  The programming team at Willow Creek believed it was best to 

present concepts about God, heaven, hell, salvation, and Christian living through 

“creative communication media” such as video, theatre, and music (Redman 3). They 

believed that unchurched Harry would be attracted to a church that provided “exciting, 

creative, and interesting” experiences which appealed to his felt needs (Pritchard 80).27 

By appealing to those needs, Willow leaders hoped to bring new converts into the fold. If 

attendance numbers do not lie, Willow’s history demonstrates that Harry indeed 

appreciated this ministry approach. Rather than assaulting the intellectual barriers of the 

unchurched, Willow appealed to feelings. What Willow leaders understood clearly was 

that drama has a unique potential for appealing to people’s emotions through the visceral 

experience of seeing live stories played out on stage. More importantly, Willow leaders 

also understood that theatre has an important place in making a community.  

                                                 
27 Pritchard identifies Harry’s felt needs thusly: personal fulfillment, identity, companionship, marriage, 
family, relief of stress, meaning and morality (70-73). 
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Community making plays a crucial part in forging identity and identity is 

important to Willow Creek leaders. Indeed, one of the reasons Willow Creek continues to 

use drama is that it gives individuals a unique opportunity to participate in a smaller 

community within the larger Willow setting. The goal of Willow’s seeker drama 

program, Diana Trotter argues, is to “reach beyond [boundaries] and make an emotional 

connection with the audience, hoping that, once the connection is made, the audience will 

reach back and choose to cross the boundary and enter the community” (133). For those 

who choose to enter that community, it is easy to get lost in the mega crowd. Indeed, 

Willow leaders recognize that some people come to megachurches for precisely that 

reason (McClory). To address this propensity for isolation, Willow leaders continue to 

offer a Wednesday night “believer’s service” known as The New Community (Beach 43). 

This ninety-minute mid-week event is more like a traditional evangelical worship service. 

It focuses less on proselytizing and more on Christian living. The sermons in these 

services are longer and the familiar seeker “entertainments” hardly exist. Beach explains 

that at the mid-week service, Willow believers “celebrate the sacrament of communion 

once a month and communicate issues strategic to our church’s core of believers” (43). 

Willow leaders also strongly emphasize the importance of participating in weekly small 

groups (Hybels, Rediscovering Church 209). These are in addition to the mid-week 

service. In evangelical history, Willow Creek’s small group format was a revolutionary 

way of ministering to adults at the end of the twentieth century. Instead of meeting at 

church, small groups met in homes. Rather than sitting together in Bible study, small 

groups emphasized periods of casual conversation, Christian fellowship, prayer, and 
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Bible study. Primarily, Willow’s pastors and laity (i.e. non-pastoral church leaders) 

facilitate these groups.  

Pederson’s drama team is a Willow Creek small group. To become part of the 

team, however, actors must audition. Pederson is the only person paid to be directly 

involved with the drama program; everyone else is considered a volunteer.28 Actors must 

also be members of Willow Creek for one year before they are eligible to audition. 

Becoming a member of Willow Creek involves participating in a new members class and 

giving church leaders a verbal or written profession of faith (i.e. a testimony of becoming 

“born-again”). Pederson prefers to audition actors who, he writes, “have charisma, an 

ease and naturalness in their demeanor, a sense of humor, and energy” (Drama Ministry 

34). Although talent is important to being part of Willow’s program, and plentiful among 

the thousands of well-educated Chicago suburbanites who attend the megachurch, many 

of Pederson’s actors have little theatre experience. Furthermore, in order to stay involved 

with the drama program, actors are required to participate in 90-minute theatre classes 

offered every Tuesday evening. Classes include workshops on acting, improvisation, 

group initiatives, and exercises in voice and movement. On rare occasions, professionals 

from the Chicago area provide master classes. Performances rotate among (the nearly 

thirty-five) actors, making it possible for everyone to get on stage at some point during 

the year. In a few instances, the drama team has put on full-length plays at Willow Creek 

(e.g. at Easter) and performed at conferences throughout the United States and abroad. In 

general, however, the sketch drama format dominates Willow’s theatrical fare (Trotter 

130-135). 

                                                 
28 Willow Creek does pay writers, most of whom are also drama team actors, upfront for their scripts 
(between $100 and $250). Willow Creek then copyrights these scripts (Pederson, Telephone interview; 
Trotter 130).  
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Because of time constraints and since all actors are church volunteers, sketch 

rehearsals typically happen the week of the performance. Usually, actors get their scripts 

a week or two before the specific seeker service. Thus, Pederson expects them to be off 

book before the first rehearsal—or at least by the end of the first rehearsal. There are only 

two rehearsals per performance, usually a two to three hour rehearsal early in the week 

(on Tuesdays for example) for blocking (stage entrances/exits, action, etc.) and another 

ninety-minute rehearsal before the first Saturday evening seeker service.29 In fact, 

Willow’s programming team rehearses the entire seeker service before the first Saturday 

performance.30 As Diane Trotter explains:  

The Tuesday prior to the service the programming team [including 

Pederson and Beach] holds a meeting to evaluate every detail of the 

previous weekend’s services and to go over every detail of the coming 

weekend…. On Friday, the Programming Director, Technical Producer, 

Music Director, and Drama Director [Pederson] hold one final production 

meeting. A full technical rehearsal with orchestra or band, vocalists, video, 

lights, sound, and staging is held the Saturday afternoon prior to that 

evening’s service.… The final product is a smooth, controlled presentation 

in which every detail is perfectly planned and executed. (128) 

Although Pederson and his colleagues put significant effort into preparing a seeker 

service, the drama program is more than just an evangelism tool. The drama team 

provides members with a sense of community and identity.  

 

                                                 
29 Willow Creek was one of the first evangelical churches to begin having services on Saturday evenings. 
 
30 See Figure 1for a photo of Willow Creek’s auditorium. 
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Figure 1: Photo of Willow Creek’s main auditorium, courtesy  
Willow Creek Community Church 

 

In order to maintain a sense of community that stays within the boundaries of the 

evangelical worldview, Pederson also takes into account an actor’s “spiritual life” when 

auditioning new recruits. He writes: “[They] fill out a form that asks not only about their 

drama background and experience but also about their spiritual journey and what their 

involvement has been in the life of our church. We mandate that actors on the team are all 

believers and are growing in their faith” (Drama Ministry 41). It is difficult to imagine a 

scenario in which someone who does not accept the evangelical worldview would be 

interested in participating in Willow’s drama team, but for those who do buy into that 

worldview, the team offers an opportunity to establish relationships based on shared 
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spiritual interests and participate in the evangelical mission to evangelize suburban 

neighbors. As Pederson argues, “People desire to serve in a church ministry because they 

want to connect in a significant way with other people. Yes, they want to serve God, but 

they want to do it in the context of community” (85). Typically, once a month the drama 

team takes a break from training and rehearsing and spends a Tuesday night in small 

group discipleship. The goal of the small group format is to foster a sense of spiritual 

community among the actors. During this time, actors pray together, study the Bible, and 

share their personal stories. In addition to occasional social activities outside of church 

(e.g. picnics, parties, an annual overnight drama workshop retreat, trips to see plays in 

Chicago, etc.), the small group provides team members an opportunity to forge strong 

social bonds (Pederson, Telephone interview). Often, these bonds become crucial to 

members of the team during times of personal crisis. On many occasions, Pederson has 

taken on the role of a chaplain, visiting troupe members in the hospital, counseling 

couples with marital problems, providing comfort to cast members who have lost their 

young children in tragic accidents, or meeting with individuals who are dealing with 

various personal issues. In one example, Pederson writes: 

A few seasons ago, at a small group’s first meeting for the year, Donna 

Lagerquist [a small group leader and long-time sketch writer] asked, “In 

what specific way can this group serve you this year?” After some 

hesitation, Maggie [an actor who had only been with the team for a few 

years] said, “Get to know my mother.” The group was aware that Maggie 

had an invalid mother who was quite draining, a woman who placed many 

demands on her daughters. Maggie felt that if she were to be truly known 
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by this group, the group members needed to know her mother and thereby 

understand some of what Maggie had to deal with. So on a Saturday 

morning in early December, Donna’s group met at Maggie’s sister’s 

home, where her mother lived, and made Christmas cookies together. 

Maggie’s mom loved it, especially the young children who came with 

their mothers! And Maggie felt served and loved by her small group. 

(Drama Ministry 89-90) 

Maggie exemplifies how the Willow Creek drama team also plays an important role in 

building self-confidence among novice performers. Pederson continues: “When Maggie 

joined the Willow Creek drama team … she demonstrated much potential, but she was 

very insecure and really struggled with low self-esteem…. But gradually, with each 

performance, she grew stronger and more confident (90). Maggie’s story further 

illustrates that Willow’s drama program is not just about making theatre per se, but about 

how Willow’s leaders created a drama program to find ways to connect people like 

Maggie to the larger church community (and by extension, the evangelical community). 

During the evangelical theatre movement, many churches started drama teams to get laity 

involved in the ministry.31 For a church that seems to pride itself on creating a 

professional atmosphere to prospective seekers, it is impressive that Willow leaders 

demonstrate so much confidence in amateur theatre people. Perhaps it is this confidence 

that makes Willow’s drama program so effective and influential. Indeed, one of the 

unique features of the evangelical theatre phenomenon was that so much of the energy 

behind it came from novices, amateurs, and aficionados who, it might be said, loved 

theatre almost as much as they loved Jesus. Almost. 
                                                 
31 See Figures 2 and 3 for photos of Willow Creek drama team members. 
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Figure 2: Photo from Fish Eyes by Mark Demel, courtesy of Willow Creek. 

 

 

Figure 3: Photo from Willow Creek’s Leadership Summit, 2008.  
Courtesy of Willow Creek. 
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Seeker Dramas and a New Means of Proselytizing  

Because Willow Creek people love theatre and Jesus, their seeker dramas offered 

a new way of thinking about proselytizing.  Although modern American evangelicals are 

as zealous to make converts as any generation of Christians, they are, as a whole, less 

inclined to go about proselytizing with overtly aggressive methods. This is not to suggest 

that their efforts are any less invasive, but as Wolfe notes, like “most 

people…conservative Christians do not want to stand out as unpleasant and ill-mannered, 

and hence they often tailor their efforts at proselytism to account for the conventions of 

daily life” (197).  There is little question that some evangelicals prefer the hard-sell of the 

gospel over the soft, but in general, particularly among the laity (and especially among 

women), evangelicals would rather share Jesus through relationships, or, as Wolfe 

describes, “lifestyle evangelism” (192).  

Regardless of their efforts (which, at the very least, are passive-aggressive), in 

recent years the use of theatre as a proselytizing event by evangelicals has garnered 

scholarly questions (even among evangelicals) about its potential “anti-Semitism” 

(Chansky 121), spiritual “superficiality” (Trotter 5), and “demonization” of the other 

(Kennedy). It also reflects the on-going discussion about the place that proselytizing has 

in America’s public square. As Wolfe notes: 

[Evangelicals] believe that those who do not share their faith are missing 

something in their lives, an attitude that gives energy to their religious 

enthusiasm but that can easily translate into intolerance toward the ideas 

and practices of faiths different from their own. Many Americans are thus 

made uncomfortable by the proselytizing character of evangelical faith; 
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some mainline denominations worry that it will give all religion a bad 

name, while others—believers and nonbelievers alike—object to what 

they consider to be the inevitably coercive effects of even 

nongovernmental efforts to inculcate one religion’s, especially the 

majority religion’s truths. (186) 

Willow Creek’s leadership insists that their seeker dramas do not proselytize audiences 

(Pederson, Drama Ministry 25; Trotter 120), but because the sketches play a crucial role 

in the seeker service program, they are representative of a form of communication that 

appeals as much to people’s commercial inclinations as to their spiritual interests. In this 

way, Willow’s sketches can be positioned within what Melani McAlister has referred to 

as the “evangelical parallel world of entertainment” (“An Empire” 31).  

The emergence of the evangelical parallel world (sometimes also referred to as 

the “evangelical parallel universe” or “evangelical worldliness”)32 has provided 

evangelicals a with “total product substitution for mainstream media” (Chansky 139). As 

a religiously charged entertainment substitute, seeker service sketches are complicit in 

(even if unintentionally) the politicization and commercialization of American 

evangelicalism. Jon Meacham aptly observes that religious “issues in the public sphere 

are perennial” (142). On the one hand, evangelicals have shored up their collective 

religious identity by bringing their subculture into the “mainstream” (Wolfe 4). 
                                                 
32Quoted in Chansky, 139; cited by Melani McAlister, “Prophecy, Politics, and the Popular,” The South 
Atlantic Quarterly 102:4 (Fall 2003): 777. Similar to the parallel world, evangelical worldliness also refers 
to a “melding of traditional subcultural views with a mass-culture style and a broad, mainstreamed appeal.” 
(McAlister, “Prophecy” 777). McAlister first identified the parallel world in her writing about the Left 
Behind phenomenon: a series of fictional novels that depict the evangelical perspective about 
Armageddon—the end of the world. “What we are seeing,” McAlister explains, “is a remarkable 
mainstreaming of evangelical pop culture, one in which nonevangelicals seem to be willing to read 
[referring to the Left Behind series] overtly proselytizing messages, as long as they are delivered in a 
readable genre” (775).  
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Undoubtedly, evangelical theatre contributed to this. On the other hand, the politicization 

and commercialization of evangelicalism demonstrates how religious identity is 

inevitably conflated with American popular culture. As Wolfe further argues, “in the 

United States culture has transformed Christ” (2). Wolfe, however, also contends that the 

same can be said of other religions: “In every aspect of the religious life, American faith 

has met American culture—and American culture has triumphed” (3). While I agree with 

Wolfe’s assessment of American religion and culture, what his argument seems to ignore 

is that the process of influence is reciprocal. America’s religions—including 

evangelicalism—have significantly transformed and informed culture, too. Such is the 

nature of a country built upon “free market” ideals. Furthermore, although Willow 

Creek’s seeker services also illustrate McAlister’s ideas about how mass culture has the 

power to reinforce the “ideological and cultural divisions [that foster] sharp distinctions 

between communities” (“Empire” 36), Willow Creek’s sketches attempt to overcome 

those inherent divisions by providing a connection—or identification—between believers 

and non-believers via theatre (Trotter 130). Willow’s aim to identify with non-believers 

through drama represents one of the more sophisticated lines of thought among those 

doing evangelical theatre. The results of this identification, however, are mixed.  

Pederson (and many of his evangelical theatre colleagues) believes that theatre is 

an excellent venue for personal reflection and contemplation (Drama Ministry 19; 

Johnson and Savidge 15). As Pritchard argues, Willow sketches are written to reveal 

“common human problems” that are shared between evangelicals and unchurched Harry 

(92). In other words, Willow’s seeker sketches reveal to the unchurched that Christians 

have problems too. Thus, the goal is for Harry to identify with the people of Willow 
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Creek because they claim to identify with him. Seeker audiences may or may not 

understand this idea consciously, but surely they subconsciously connect these dots. 

Again, the goal of a seeker service is to remove any ritual or symbol that a typical 

suburbanite might perceive as foreign. The mantra is always to come across to Harry as 

being relevant to his personal experiences, relevant to his personal struggles. Pederson 

explains that “While biblical sketches can be effective, we are strong proponents of 

contemporary drama that reflects the real world, the world people live in. This is the kind 

of drama that has the potential for the most identification. The goal is to raise questions 

and create tension without giving answers” (Drama Ministry 19-20).  Indeed, in most 

Willow dramas, characters rarely conclude they need Jesus to fix their problems, or that 

they should become better Christians. In nearly every story, tension is preferred over 

resolution. In this way, Willow’s seeker dramas were unique among the many church 

dramas that were performed during the evangelical theatre phenomenon. This deceptively 

simple formula, however, does not mean that questions are unanswered after the sketch is 

over.  Rather, Pederson explains that after the sketch, “the pastor brings a biblical 

perspective to that issue” (25). Thus, the Willow plays are intended to act as lead-ins for 

Bill Hybels’ sermons (Beach 31; Hybels 186; Trotter 131).  

One example of this “tension without answers” approach to drama is 

demonstrated in Donna Lagerquist’s Richard 1992.33 In the script published in Sunday 

Morning Live: A Collection of 6 Drama Sketches  (Volume 4, 1993), Richard is described 

as a “former idealist from the sixties, typical baby-boomer who has now grown up” 

(Pederson, Sunday Morning 25). The dramatic tension of Richard centers on the 

                                                 
33 Lagerquist has written dozens of scripts for Willow Creek and is one of the longest tenured members of 
the drama team. See Appendix B for a copy of the Richard 1992 script, used with permission from Willow 
Creek. 
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eponymous character (divorced) at odds with his son, Zach (described as “an angry 

young man, product of a broken home”). Zach comes over to Richard’s apartment 

needing a place to stay because his mother threw him out of their place after catching him 

having sex with his girlfriend in his bedroom. Eventually the two men get into a heated 

father and son exchange about Richard’s affair with his (now) live-in girlfriend, Suzanne, 

and Zach’s recent decision to drop out of college. Frustrated with each other, their fight 

culminates thusly: 

ZACH. I decided college isn’t worth it! Look where your horticulture  

major got you—selling insurance! 

RICHARD. (defensive and angry) It hasn’t been a bad career. It brought  

us a house, a boat, vacations, your car…college…if you want it… 

ZACH. Yeah, Dad, it did buy us a lot, but we sure don’t have much…do  

we? (Zach leaves: after a moment, Suzanne enters). 

SUZANNE. You OK? 

RICHARD. I’m not sure. 

SUZANNE. Sorry I had such poor timing. 

RICHARD. No, I’m the one who has bad timing…my whole life. 

(Pederson, Sunday Morning 30) 

Richard 1992 is just one of many examples of the types of “real life” plays that Willow 

actors perform. It is also indicative of why Pederson argues that Willow’s seeker sketches 

are “secular.” By this, Pederson means that they do not present audiences with a clear 

Christian “perspective” (Drama Ministry 25). Apart from its context in a seeker service, 

Richard is indeed a secular play in that there are no arguments about church, Jesus, or the 
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Bible. In Richard, there are “Christian” issues at stake and the audience knows very little 

about either Richard or Zach’s religious beliefs (i.e. are they Christians?). Although the 

tension in the play is palpable—and at one point physically violent too—there is no 

reconciliation between father and son. Instead, the men part with little hope that things 

will get better between them any time soon. Although the play is heavy on the 

melodrama, most evangelical and non-evangelical audiences can relate to how the 

familial conflict plays out. Richard 1992 does not revolutionize theatre, but it is still 

evocative. It certainly offers no answers. In this sense, Pederson is correct. Seeker dramas 

do not proselytize.  

In another sense, seeker dramas do proselytize. To be sure, if someone were to 

stage Richard 1992 outside of its original setting, few audiences would perceive it as 

being a “Christian” play, but Lagerquist wrote Richard’s story to be part of a seeker 

service. Indeed, because all Willow dramas illustrate a seeker sermon, they proselytize 

within that context. Even Pederson admits, “Every sketch we do takes on Christian 

significance when in the context of an entire service. And a message is always a 

significant part of that service. It’s just not part of drama” (Drama Ministry 26).  It is 

doubtful that most Willow sketches resonate outside of a church service setting. They are 

not necessarily poorly written dramas per se, but they are not entirely theatrically 

compelling either. Furthermore, there are few forums where short plays are staged, and in 

theatre, venue matters. It is unlikely, for example, that a typical Willow sketch would be 

well-received at a ten-minute play festival such as the one annually produced by the 

Actor’s Theatre in Louisville, Kentucky at the Humana Festival of New American Plays. 

It is equally doubtful that Willow Creek cares whether their dramas garner prestige 
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among theatre professionals, as they write them specifically to serve as an important 

component to their seeker services. To their credit, Willow’s mission for participating in 

evangelical theatre making was (and continues to be) singular: to make converts by any 

means necessary. With this understanding of context in mind, it is unclear how Pederson 

reconciles that his dramas do not have a “message.” What is clear is that in order to 

contextualize seeker dramas such as Richard 1992 (or at least their message) it is 

important to consider the sermons they illustrate.   

In this instance, Richard was a recurring character during a four-week sermon 

series entitled, “Understanding the Times” (from September 12 to October 3, 1992). The 

“Times” series covered four decades: the 1960s through the 1990s. In Richard 1968 (also 

written by Lagerquist), audiences are introduced to Richard and Margaret (or M.A.) as 

hippies. Margaret brings Richard home to meet her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Matson. The 

tone of 1968 is far more humorous than 1992 because it pits the “Greatest Generation” 

against anti-war Baby Boomers. In 1968, Richard argues with his girlfriend’s parents that 

the Vietnamese need flowers not bullets. Mr. Matson argues back that when dealing with 

any Commie, military power is the American way. In Richard 1974 (written by Sharon 

Sherbondy), Richard has become an unemployed Viet Nam veteran drowning his sorrows 

at a local bar. Although Richard strongly protested the war, the draft forced him into the 

fray. The tone of 1974 (set in the wake of President Richard Nixon’s resignation) is 

starkly darker than 1968. The bartender, also a veteran, encourages Richard to take a job 

with Mr. Matson and return home to make peace with his estranged wife. In Richard 

1985 (written by Judson Poling, Pederson’s predecessor), Richard has become a yuppie. 

After coming home from another late work night, his widowed father-in-law (Mr. 
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Matson) talks to him about how climbing the proverbial corporate ladder may cost 

Richard dearly. At this point, Mr. Matson and Richard have come a long way in their 

tumultuous relationship (as first seen in 1968). Despite Richard’s business prowess, 

however, he has become increasingly detached from his wife and son, Zach. Mr. Matson, 

on the other hand, has also changed, and become far less stringent and rigid than he was 

in 1968. Instead, he is a doting grandfather to a ten-year-old Zach. Matson advises his 

son-in-law to slow down and take more time to enjoy being a father and husband, but 

Richard’s head is full of delusions of grandeur. Richard’s story concludes in Lagerquist’s 

1992 with a reckoning of Richard’s adult choices. Alienated from his son and ex-wife, 

Richard’s life has been a trajectory of difficulties and accomplishments that have 

ultimately left him unfulfilled, though not entirely alone.34  

 While the “messages” of the Richard dramas were intentionally ambivalent, the 

meanings of the “Times” sermons were clear. In “Understanding the Times, Part 1: The 

60s,” Hybels begins the sermon with a lament that America’s spiritual decay began when 

the Supreme Court banned prayer in the public school on June 25, 1962. In 

“Understanding the Times, Part 2: The 70s,” Richard’s story is used to introduce the topic 

of depression and loneliness. Hybels confidently proclaims that only the Christian faith is 

capable of meeting the deepest needs of the lonely and downtrodden. In “Understanding 

the Times, Part 3: The 80s,” Richard illustrates Hybels’ own conflicted feelings about 

being a yuppie. Has the pursuit of happiness destroyed our souls, Hybels ponders? 

Finally, in “Understanding the Times, Part 4: The 90s,” Hybels returns to the moral 

                                                 
34 Of the four Richard dramas, only Richard 1992 has been performed again in subsequent seeker services. 
In 1994, it was used as one of the dramas in a series entitled “Extending the Limits of Your Faith” (“Part 1: 
Hardship”) and again in a 2006 series entitled “Greater Than” (“Part 3: My Hurt”).  
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erosion of American society and charges Christians to awaken from spiritual apathy.  

Thus, when viewed as four acts about the same person, the Richard play is about the 

quintessential Baby Boomer without Jesus. Perhaps in one of these dramas, a seeker will 

identify with Richard and see his or her need to convert.  

From one perspective, Hybels’s series is undoubtedly a commentary on the 

“culture wars” of the late 1980s and early 1990s. During the culture wars, discussions 

about issues such as abortion, homosexuality, censorship, public art, school prayer, and 

private business reenergized evangelical politics (Heartney 4; McAlister, “Prophecy” 

775). “Family values,” a concept developed in the late 1970s with the emergence of the 

Moral Majority and Christian Right, became a particularly ubiquitous buzzword for 

conservative activists during the 1992 presidential race between the incumbent 

Republican President George H. Bush and Governor Bill Clinton. Yet in the face of a 

pending economic recession that followed President Bush’s war victory in the Persian 

Gulf, conservative right-wing politicos failed to reelect “their man,” and the culture wars 

raged on since. In his sermons about the 1960s and 90s, Bill Hybels makes it clear where 

he stands.  

From another perspective, the Richard series is also a portrayal of “authentic 

Christianity” from the evangelical perspective. In 1990, Hybels published a book entitled 

Honest to God? Becoming an Authentic Christian. In that book, Hybels comments: 

Few external problems hinder the ministry of the contemporary, Western 

church. We have money and buildings. We have top-notch educational 

institutions to prepare our leaders. We have abundant resources—books, 

tapes, conferences, training centers, parachurch ministries. We have 
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relative political freedom. But inauthentic Christian living negates all 

these external advantages. ( Honest to God 12) 

Throughout his book, Hybels argues that authentic Christian ideals are best manifested by 

stable families. Hybels reinforces many of the domestic ideals—separate gender roles, 

hierarchical definitions of marriage, conservatively normative human sexuality—held by 

evangelicals.  The Richard plays demonstrate the consequences of living the ideological 

opposites of these values, thus, indicating to seekers their need to become not just a 

convert to Christianity but also an “authentic” follower of Jesus. 

Conclusion 

 The seeker dramas of Willow Creek are unique for several reasons. Although the 

drama program is well-established and the seeker services are well-organized, the skits 

require little scenic, lighting, and costume design and few rehearsals. Similarly, when 

compared to the spectacular biblical dramas that many evangelical churches stage, 

Willow Creek’s sketches are strikingly simple, yet no less effective in entertaining 

audiences. Willow Creek dramas do not ask audiences to be familiar with the Bible or 

other Christian figures. Instead, the dramas aim to convince the unchurched that 

Christians and non-Christians have similar personal struggles. Surely the unchurched can 

relate to skits about domestic problems and career stressors? What was revolutionary in 

evangelical thinking was that Willow Creek got the unchurched to ask if Christians could 

relate to these problems too. This approach to evangelism helped make evangelicals, at 

least those at Willow Creek, seem more sympathetic to non-Christians and in-tune with 

modern culture.   
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 To be sure, Willow Creek is not the only church in the United States to perform 

seeker dramas. Any person can buy a seeker sketch from Willow Creek’s web-site and 

perform it in their church or purchase the Sunday Morning Live books edited by 

Pederson. Another way churches can perform Willow sketches is by becoming part of the 

Willow Creek Association. As Bill Hybels and his associates became more influential 

among evangelical pastors, in 1992, he started the Willow Creek Association (WAC) to 

make it so that other churches could use Willow Creek resources to form seeker service 

programs. Although the WAC is not a Protestant denomination—the Willow Creek 

denomination—it represents a significant number of churches. Nearly 9,000 churches are 

part of the WAC. These members receive a 20% discount when purchasing Willow Creek 

scripts (and other Willow Creek resources). During the 2000s, Willow Creek offered an 

Arts Conference in June for church people interested in drama. Similar to Lillenas and 

CITA, Willow’s conference offered workshops in acting, directing, scenery, production 

management, and Christian discipleship. Although Willow Creek has not hosted a 

conference recently, many of the workshops and keynote addresses were videoed and are 

available for purchase. 

One of the important characteristics of Willow dramas is humor. Pritchard 

explains that Willow Creek wants to “make Harry laugh” (96) because laughter 

undermines “the previous negative preconceptions that unchurched Harry is bringing to 

Willow Creek” by creating “a more positive emotional attitude toward Willow Creek, 

and thus Christianity” (97). Pederson also encourages those interested in writing church 

dramas to figure out ways to make their scripts “funny” (Drama Ministry 112). He 

writes: “The truth of the matter is that the more humorous or moving a script is, the better 
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it will be” (112). Indeed, the humor in many Willow Creek dramas is evident. For 

example, in Poling Judson’s Cavemen, a group of Neanderthals grunt at each other 

without understandable dialogue and attempt to establish their individual status by 

amassing lawn chairs, cars, and other goods associated with consumerism. In another 

comedy entitled The Next Step by Rod Armentrout and Mark Demel, two men share what 

filmmakers identify as a bromance—a recent term used to describe comedic films about 

the friendship between heterosexual men.35 In The Next Step, one of Willow Creek’s 

best-selling skits, two friends named Ron and Sam awkwardly argue over swapping tools 

while sitting at a diner. As if Sam has committed infidelity, Ron is angry that Sam 

borrowed Stan’s ladder. The two resolve the incident and the punch line of the skit comes 

when Sam wants to take the next step in their relationship by borrowing Ron’s John 

Deere riding mower. Pritchard posits that “by taking a humorous slant to current events, 

relevant topics, and sensitive issues, Creekers [a term used to describe Willow Creek 

leaders and church members] are able to get and then keep Harry’s attention. Staff are 

very conscious of the value of humor in their program, and they are highly skilled at 

achieving it” (97). Considering that Willow Creek’s pastoral leaders take such strong 

positions on domesticity and gender roles, it is impressive that The Next Step gets close to 

suggesting that Ron and Sam’s heterosexual relationship has romantic undertones. This is 

not to suggest that the skit is a type of queering of Willow Creek drama—indeed, cultural 

                                                 
35 In films such as John Hamburg’s 2009 I Love You Man and Greg Mottola’s 2007 Superbad, for example, 
bromance narratives about heterosexual relationships use some of the common formulas characteristic of 
romantic comedy films: boy gets girl, boy loses girl, boy wins back girl. In a bromance film (or buddy 
film), two men become friends, experience a threat to their friendship, and reconcile. Bromance narratives 
push the social mores of how heterosexual men express their friendship in public and private.  Bromance 
characters hug and demonstrate other acts of affection—saying “I love you”—associated with romance. A 
recent Forbes article demonstrated that for filmmakers, the bromance films of Ben Stiller and Owen 
Wilson, George Clooney and Brad Pitt, and the cast of I Love You Man and Superbad have earned billions 
of dollars in global ticket sales and continue to be popular among audiences (Pomerantz). 
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norms have made it increasingly popular for heterosexual men to express their feelings 

for each other in ways that were taboo to previous generations of men—but it is not 

surprising that Willow Creek’s drama team was encouraged to write a comedy that 

explores those themes, even if subliminally. At the least, The Next Step indicates that 

Willow Creek takes evangelism seriously, but the people in charge of the church do not 

take themselves so seriously. In this way, Willow Creek’s dramas demonstrate that 

identification is not just about convincing the unchurched that they have a lot in common 

with Christians, but demonstrating to them that evangelicals are full participants in 

society and aware that their religious identity need not be exclusive from their cultural. In 

the next chapter, I will consider how theatre programs at evangelical colleges and 

universities also demonstrate that religious identity need not be exclusive from 

professionalism.  
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CHAPTER 4 
EDUCATING BORN-AGAIN THEATRE ARTISTS: 

THEATRE PROGRAMS IN EVANGELICAL 
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 

 
In the previous chapters, I considered the many ways in which American 

evangelical theatre practitioners—amateur and professional—used conferences and 

publications to network their mutual interests and forge important relationships across 

(primarily conservative) Protestant lines. Consequently, the people who organized and 

led these conferences and publishing houses contributed to the ecumenical strengthening 

of the American evangelical collective. alongside with conferences and publications, I 

also examined how born-agains incorporated theatre into their church services and how 

one megachurch in particular—Willow Creek near Chicago, Illinois—provided an 

important and influential model of how dramas could be used to bolster church 

attendance. Willow Creek also helped change how born-agains went about evangelizing 

their neighbors.  Church dramatists like those at Willow Creek certainly exposed 

congregants to a variety of theatrical experiences, but there is little evidence to suggest 

that evangelicals became part of the mainstream theatre audience and 

professional/academic community as a result of their exposure to passion plays, hell 

houses, seeker dramas, or puppet ministries, to name a few. As many types of church 

dramas became ubiquitous for millions of American evangelicals, some born-agains 

undoubtedly became interested in theatre because of their church drama experiences. 

Thus, during the evangelical theatre phenomenon, young evangelicals interested in 

theatre careers after high school had to decide where to go to get further training and 

experience. Would they attend state universities and pursue undergraduate degrees in 
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theatre? Would they try to “break into the industry” by moving to major cities such as 

Chicago, Los Angeles, or New York? Alternatively, could they get theatre training at a 

private evangelical institution?   

Few scholars have given attention to theatre programs at private evangelical 

schools. A critical analysis of these programs is overdue. Just as it would be difficult to 

examine the evangelical theatre movement without considering how church dramas, 

publishing houses, and networking conferences contributed to it, so too it is difficult to 

ignore the contribution of theatre programs in evangelical colleges and universities. More 

specifically, it is worth examining the programs in schools associated with the Council 

for Christian Colleges and Universities (or CCCU). In the present chapter, I investigate 

the key characteristics of college and university theatre programs associated with the 

CCCU in order to understand how their curriculum and their core Christian values 

influenced the skills their graduates developed. What these programs suggest is that 

professionalism and religious devotion need not be mutually exclusive. Because it would 

not be possible to investigate over a hundred CCCU colleges and universities in a single 

chapter, I will limit my exploration to four case studies: the theatre programs at Belhaven 

University (Jackson, Mississippi), Wheaton College (Wheaton, Illinois), Pepperdine 

University (Santa Clara, California), and Northwestern College (Orange City, Iowa). 

Belhaven, Wheaton, Pepperdine, and Northwestern College are useful case 

studies for several reasons. These four schools have a similar number of students that 

participate in theatre. Although Wheaton does not offer a theatre major, twenty to thirty 

students participate in their ensemble program. Belhaven, Northwestern, and Pepperdine 

have similar numbers of majors, between twenty-five to thirty-five students. Although all 
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four schools approach theatre from an evangelical perspective, as I demonstrate, they take 

a different approach to what that perspective means. On a spectrum, Belhaven and 

Northwestern College are the most “religious” in their approach to theatre. This is not to 

suggest that Wheaton and Pepperdine deny their religious identity or that Belhaven and 

Northwestern only produce “religious” plays. Rather, Belhaven and Northwestern 

College make religious theatre and religious theatre studies distinctive to their theatre 

programs and Pepperdine and Wheaton do not. 

These four programs also represent the regional diversity of CCCU. As with 

every college in the United States, there are students who clearly prefer to remain in 

certain regions of the country. There are likely students who will attend Belhaven but not 

consider Pepperdine because the latter is in a region of the country where they do not 

want to live. Similarly, for students from warmer regions, the winters at Wheaton and 

Northwestern College may not appeal to them.  

It is not only important to consider the regional differences between these CCCU 

theatre programs; it is also worth noting that these schools represent the diversity of 

theatre programs available in the CCCU. In a larger sense, the case study in the present 

chapter is the CCCU. Wheaton, Belhaven, Northwestern, and Pepperdine are 

representative of theatre programs in the CCCU. I have chosen to do case studies about 

these four programs due to their unique aspects. Wheaton, Belhaven, and Northwestern, 

for example, are considered CCCU member schools—a term I define in the next section. 

In contrast, Pepperdine is a CCCU associate school. As an associate CCCU school, 

Pepperdine’s case study shows the flexibility—particularly in hiring a non-evangelical 

theatre faculty—some evangelical theatre programs are allowed.  
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These theatre programs have had a strong influence among other born-again 

Christians. When evangelicals became more active in popular culture after the Second 

World War and especially during the 1970s, Wheaton emerged as one of the most 

respected and visible evangelical colleges. In the 1970s—as I explore in greater detail—

Wheaton’s theatre program became especially intentional about preparing evangelical 

theatre students for professional ensemble work in secular/mainstream theatre. Although 

Wheaton established a vibrant theatre program, it did not (and still does not) offer a 

theatre major, only a minor. Conversely, students at Belhaven can obtain an 

undergraduate major in theatre. Dr. Colin Harbinson, one of the principal writers of 

Lausanne’s Redeeming the Arts Issue group (a 2004 document that addressed an 

evangelical perspective about art, activism, and evangelism—discussed in Chapter One), 

was the Dean of the Arts at Belhaven from 2000 to 2007. Under his direction, Harbinson 

gave Belhaven’s art programs—music, dance, theatre—global recognition among 

evangelicals and other arts communities. Belhaven is also unique among evangelical 

theatre programs because it was one of the first to grant an undergraduate degree that 

emphasized drama ministry.  Northwestern, like Wheaton and Belhaven, is also an 

influential evangelical college.  Dr. Robert Hubbard has taught courses in performance 

studies, history and theory, and theory and criticism—among others—at Northwestern 

since 2001. Before joining Northwestern’s program, Hubbard taught similar courses at 

Calvin College, in Grand Rapids, Michigan from 1996 to 2001. He received his doctoral 

degree from Bowling Green State University in 1996. Arguably, “Dr. Bob” (as he is 

known by his students) has become one of the most respected evangelical theatre 

scholars. In addition to many publications in Christian journals and magazines, Hubbard 
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has published articles and reviews in Theatre Journal, The Journal of Religion and 

Theatre, and Text and Performance Quarterly. Additionally, Hubbard actively 

participates in presentations at the Association for Theatre in Higher Education. In the 

present study, I consider how Hubbard has used community-based performance theory to 

teach theatre activism to his students.  

Integrating Theatre Training and Evangelicalism 

The theatre programs at Belhaven, Wheaton, Pepperdine, and Northwestern are 

part of a larger network of evangelical higher education institutions associated with the 

CCCU, a Washington D.C.-based, 501(c) organization started in 1976 out of the efforts 

of the Christian College Consortium.  According to James Patterson, after the Second 

World War evangelicals “vigorously challenged conservative Protestants to rethink some 

of their cherished assumptions” about “cultural isolationism and ecclesiastical 

separation” (23).  Leaders such as Carl Henry, Harold Ockenga, and Billy Graham 

“steadfastly urged conservative evangelicals to put aside their minor differences and to 

support cooperative endeavors in evangelism, publishing, and education” (23).  As a 

result of these calls to action, and in response to the perceived growing “secularization” 

of mainline Protestant colleges and universities (Ringenberg 114), Patterson argues that 

evangelical administrators developed “a deeper appreciation for the historic legacy of 

which they were beneficiaries” and recognized “both the need for and value of greater 

collaboration among themselves” (25).   In December 1970, the presidents of Wheaton, 

Eastern Mennonite (Virginia), Oklahoma Christian, Malone (Ohio), Messiah 

(Pennsylvania), Asbury (Kentucky), Bethel (Minnesota), Gordon (Massachusetts), Seattle 

Pacific, Westmont (California), and Taylor (Indiana) met in Tempe, Arizona, to consider 
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and endorse the formation of an evangelical college consortium. After additional 

meetings in Cincinnati and Chicago in 1971, and with a generous grant of $300,000 from 

the Lilly Foundation, they formed the Christian College Consortium (Patterson 30-31; 

Ringenberg 198).   

In 1974, Gordon Werkema, a former assistant executive director of the Council 

for the Advancement of Small Colleges and president of Trinity Christian College 

(Illinois), became the executive director of the newly formed Consortium. In 1975, the 

Consortium changed Werkema’s administrative title to president.  During his brief 

presidency (which ended in 1977), Werkema, along with John Bernbaum, created the 

American Studies Center in Washington D.C. in 1976 to promote political and cultural 

activism among evangelical college students through an intensive internship program. By 

the end of the first year of that program, nearly fifty students from various CCCU schools 

had participated in the semester-long experience (Patterson 38-39).  In September of 

1976, Werkema also helped expand participation in the Consortium through the 

formation of a new organization: the Christian College Coalition. The initial membership 

of the Coalition totaled thirty-eight evangelical higher education institutions (44). As 

William Ringenberg explains, the Coalition “worked partly as a lobbying group—

although it would not choose that term to describe itself—and partly as a unifying and 

educational forum for Christian colleges” (199). In 1982, the Coalition incorporated and 

in 1999 changed its name to the Council for Christian Colleges and Universities (211).  

Membership in the CCCU is exclusive; only evangelical colleges and universities 

need apply.  There are two types of CCCU schools—member schools and affiliate 

institutions. In 2012, nearly 113 schools are full members. Member schools must meet 
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various requirements: offer a “broad curricular rooted in the arts and sciences,” be 

“located in North America,” demonstrate “sound finances,” hire Christians for “all full-

time faculty and administrative positions,” and indicate a strong “commitment to Christ-

centered higher education” (“Profile, Accreditation”).  The largest CCCU member school 

is Indiana Wesleyan University with nearly 15,500 students; Judson College (Alabama) is 

the smallest with just over 300. Union University (Tennessee), founded in 1823, is the 

oldest CCCU institution; and the youngest, King’s University College in Edmonton, 

Alberta was founded in 1979. King’s, Redeemer University (Ancaster, Ontario) and 

Trinity Western University (Langley, British Columbia) are the only three Canadian 

member schools. A few of the Protestant denominations represented in the CCCU include 

the Southern Baptist Convention (the largest Protestant denomination in the United 

States), the Churches of Christ, the Presbyterian Church USA, the Church of the 

Nazarene, the Mennonite Church, the Wesleyan Church, and the Free Methodist Church. 

Belhaven, Wheaton, and Northwestern are CCCU member schools. In addition to 

member schools, in 2012, there are approximately seventy-three CCCU affiliate 

institutions. In contrast to member colleges and universities, affiliates include schools 

within and outside of North America, seminaries, and other colleges/universities that “do 

not fully meet member curriculum or hiring criteria” (Application). In other words, 

faculty at Belhaven, Wheaton, and Northwestern must be Christians, but at affiliate 

schools, this is not always the case. Two of the largest and most recognized affiliates in 

the United States are Baylor University in Waco, Texas, and Pepperdine. Regent 

University (VA, founded in 1978) is also a widely recognized CCCU-affiliate school 

because its founder, the Reverend Pat Robertson, mobilized the charismatic and 
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Pentecostal “wings of American evangelicalism” with his 1988 presidential campaign 

(Noll 23). Interestingly, although there are many CCCU schools that offer undergraduate 

studies in theatre, only Baylor and Regent offer graduate studies in theatre. Baylor offers 

a Master of Arts degree in Theatre and a Master of Fine Arts in Directing; Regent offers a 

Master of Arts in Theatre and a Master of Fine Arts in Acting. Additional graduate 

programs at Regent in Cinema-Television include (among others) a Master of Fine Arts 

in Script and Screenwriting.   

As the number of member and affiliate CCCU schools demonstrates, there are a 

variety of educational opportunities available to students who want to study theatre at an 

evangelical college or university. Moreover, among secular and mainstream theatre 

scholars, some CCCU theatre programs are better known than others. For example, 

CCCU theater faculty who regularly participate in organizations such as the Association 

for Theater in Higher Education, The Southeastern Theater Conference, and the Mid-

America Theater Conference bring attention to their departments by keeping current with 

mainstream intellectual discourse. Likewise, Baylor’s Ecumenica (formerly the Baylor 

Journal of Theatre and Performance, or BJTP) was started in 2003 to draw attention to 

scholarship that addresses intersections of religion and theatre.  Interestingly, articles, 

book and performance reviews, and editorials are not limited to Christian topics. Such 

noted theatre names as Kevin J. Wetmore, Jr. (volume 4, guest editor), Judith Sebesta 

(BJTP, volume 3.1, guest editor), Mark Pizzato (BJTP, volume 2.1, editorial), and 

Marvin Carlson (BJTP, volume 1.1, editorial) have contributed to the journal.  

Arguably, the most important characteristic common to every CCCU theatre 

program is the “integration of Christian faith and humanistic learning” (Davis 322). 
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Robert A. Harris defines “integration” as “the process of connecting knowledge with 

knowledge—connecting facts, ideas, and other information together in a way that unifies 

them” (2).  As Ringenberg contends, the integration model has given CCCU schools a 

common “philosophical center” (193). Ringenberg also clarifies that the “central 

concepts” of the model are that “all truth is God’s truth” and that “humans should seek to 

apply God’s truth to every area of learning and every social system” (215). Likewise, 

Harris asserts that the “Christian faith is both a type of knowledge (a set of truth 

propositions) and a worldview (an interpretive framework for creating understanding and 

making sense of all reality)” (4).  Duane Litfin, Wheaton’s current president, writes 

extensively about integration in his book, Conceiving the Christian College. Litfin 

asserts: 

Christian scholars view their work as larger than themselves, larger than 

itself. They look not only at what they’re studying but also along it, so as 

to see its Christ-centered implications. This tethering of the temporal to 

the eternal provides meaning and significance and beauty to what they do 

and generates the highest motivation for excellence. Their study becomes 

virtually an act of worship. They work not merely to understand the 

created order….they also study the created order to deepen their 

understanding and appreciation of, and ultimately their relationship with, 

the One who fashioned it and who occupies its center, its Creative 

Orderer, the Lord Jesus Christ. (75) 

In practical terms, integration means that CCCU schools hire professors who agree to 

teach and engage in scholarship from an evangelical framework, or, in the case of 
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affiliate schools that hire non-Christian faculty, a framework understanding of and 

sympathetic to evangelical values. I will explore this later aspect of integration in detail 

towards the end of the present chapter by examining how Pepperdine integrated an 

outside theatre scholar (a non-evangelical) into its program for a temporary faculty 

position.  

According to George Marsden, one of many possible criticisms of the integration 

of faith and learning is that it is prejudiced “because it not only distinguishes Christian 

views from those of other religious faiths but also suggests that the Christian ones are 

superior” (The Outrageous Idea 10). Marsden calls such criticism a “red herring.” He 

counters: 

everyone believes his or her views to be superior to alternative views. 

Perhaps, if we lived at a time when Christian views were legally or 

virtually established and other views were excluded, such objections 

would carry some force. In our time, though, that is hardly the issue. As 

long as we are talking about voluntary religious expressions, a Christian 

point of view is no more exclusive of other views or of other faiths than 

any other point of view. Even those who profess to be relativists treat 

other viewpoints as inferior to their relativism and try to convince others 

of their viewpoint. (10) 

The integration model, however, is more than just a means of interpreting content from a 

Christian perspective; it is an activist pedagogy. In the words of Nicholas Wolterstorff: 

integration alone does not meet the goal of Christian higher education. The 

goal any teacher seeks in education is to bring about some change in 
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students—an increase of knowledge, understanding, sensitivity, 

imagination, or commitment. Clearly, just trying to integrate Christian 

faith with learning is not the same as aiming at some such change in 

persons. Thus to say that Christian scholars must try to integrate faith with 

learning so as to produce Christian learning  is not yet to specify a goal for 

them as teachers. (200)  

When evangelical professors and scholars engage in integration, they do so for the same 

reasons that some women and men engage in feminist scholarship, Marxist theory, or 

queer theory: ideologues evaluate human culture according to deeply rooted beliefs that 

also have strong implications for personal identity. Moreover, just as feminism, Marxism, 

and queer theory are more than intellectual exercises, so too is the integration of faith and 

learning.  

The integration model is not always an easy task for professors to accomplish in 

their classrooms and scholarly endeavors. It requires rigorous professional work and 

careful personal consideration.  To assist in the process, many CCCU schools offer their 

faculty important resources.  For example, on Union University’s Center for Faculty 

Development web site, professors can find several articles and links about integration. 

Dr. Paul Munson’s essay “Integration Questions for the Discipline of Music” 

demonstrates how Union faculty might use Bible verses and historical Christian thinkers 

to address “ontological,” “aesthetic,” and “ethical” questions about art. In his brief article, 

Munson argues that there are “distinctively Christian presuppositions that ought to 

undergrid [sic.] a Christian approach to such big issues relating art to culture and life” 

(Munson). Similarly, Baylor University’s Institute for Faith and Learning (IFL) is another 
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example of the commitment many schools have made to helping professors communicate 

their integrative philosophies. The Institute, led by Baylor faculty, hosts symposiums and 

conferences on campus, sponsors an annual new faculty retreat, invites guest lectures, 

and organizes faculty reading groups. Baylor’s IFL faculty argues that the integration of 

faith and learning is also a reaction to a larger issue in higher education: 

For most of the twentieth century, prestigious American universities, 

public and private, shared a common self-understanding: religious 

commitments are irrelevant to—or constitute and obstacle for achieving—

the primary tasks of the university. During that same period, most 

academics were socialized to believe that universities advance by 

approaching knowledge from the perspective of disciplines. Rather than 

thinking of discipline-based knowledge as an aspect of a larger unity or 

whole, they also came to regard knowledge as rightly separated into 

distinct and specialized spheres, and to suppose that knowledge in one 

discipline has little connection with knowledge in another discipline. 

(“Reuniting Faith and Learning”)   

In response to divisions between academic disciplines, Baylor’s IFL Institute contends: 

[The] fact that many academics see the separation of faith from learning as 

progress does not constitute the final word. After all, since religion and 

education have for nearly a thousand years acted in concert, if not always 

in harmony, present-day discord and disaffection may be viewed not as a 

natural and inevitable outcome, but rather as anomalous. Furthermore, the 

disciplinary model of knowledge is under attack from a number of 
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quarters. Educators are calling increasingly for interdisciplinary 

perspectives in both research and teaching. The assumptions that 

marginalized religious commitment from the primary activities of the 

university are being subjected to rigorous critique, revision, and even 

rejection. For example, both multicultural and gender studies programs 

assume that inquiry neither can nor should be value-neutral.  

 

In short, Christian scholars have intellectually respectable reasons for 

rethinking the longstanding academic orthodoxy that divides faith and 

learning into separate and autonomous spheres. At this crucial juncture in 

contemporary intellectual culture, a retrieval of forgotten connections 

between faith and learning, along with the development of new 

connections and models between academic endeavor and religious 

conviction and insight, can and should be encouraged. This kind of 

intellectual work is surely at the heart of the university in any age or era, 

and it is especially at the heart of a Christian university in the third 

millennium. (“Reuniting Faith and Learning”) 

As Baylor’s statements demonstrate, integration is a collective endeavor by evangelical 

intellectuals that aims to raise Christian scholarship to a more sophisticated place in the 

academy.  

Integration is also a matter of job security.  At Calvin College, for example, 

theatre professors such as Debra Freeberg must write about their faith and scholarship as 
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“part of the process of reappointment and tenure” (Freeberg).  In Freeberg’s statements 

about integration, she writes:  

I pray before assigned performances and exams, comforting and 

strengthening class members and tangibly encouraging them to share one 

another’s burdens. In the theatre, our prayer sustains every rehearsal and 

performance. We acknowledge and thank God for the gifts He has given 

us; we dedicate the process and the product to the bestower of the gifts. In 

theatre courses, we examine the difficulties that a Christian artist faces, 

not only in the larger world, but also in his or her own community. We 

discuss the tension between he scriptural mandate to expose sin and the 

practical difficulties one faces in exposing sin without glorifying it or 

becoming preoccupied with it.  (Freeberg) 

Taking on a more personal tone in her essay, she continues: 

As an educator and a Christian, I want my students to know me as a truth-

seeking human being, imperfect but striving, seeking to know God and 

myself with each passing day. No matter how knowledgeable I am in my 

field, I would prefer my students to know that I, too, am a student. I share 

with them my research struggles, my experiences as a young actor and 

director, my work as a playwright, and the issues that confront a Christian 

speaker and theatrical artist. I want my students to … realize that 

knowledge and faith are not commodities and the pursuit of knowledge 

and the possession of faith take us all on a journey that continues 

throughout our lives. (Freeberg) 
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Freeberg’s statements illustrate Litfin’s argument that many CCCU professors view their 

profession as a calling from God (75). Because religious devotion informs their 

professional decisions, it is understandable why faculty such as Sanne McCarthy, an 

associate professor of theatre at Colorado Christian University, explains three aspects of 

her integration philosophy thusly:  

Osmosis: When my students spend time with me—in class or otherwise—they 

encounter my relationship with Christ; Perspective: “…the renewed mind is not 

just obvious in its response to such big issues as death but in its response to the 

minutiae of life. We feel differently about trees, leaves, rain, bad housing….” 

(Steve Turner, from Imagine: a vision for Christians in the arts); Intention: 

Students want to understand my perspective—what do I find important among the 

dozens, scores or seemingly hundreds of ideas and facts I have presented in class? 

(McCarthy) 

Joseph Frost is the Chair of Belhaven’s Theatre Department. For Frost, integration is not 

just about statements of faith, it is also about actions. He writes: 

I try to communicate my [integration] philosophy at all times. Sometimes I use 

words. I attempt to keep it simple—I care about serving my audience with the 

best show I can, I believe that helping my students do their best as a collective 

will do that. I attempt to be as prayerful about decisions as a director and 

department chair as I can be. I attempt to promote an atmosphere of respect and 

collaboration, acknowledging disparate contributions to productions as 

comparative. It really can’t be as simple as applying 10 verses to your class in the 
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syllabus, and praying before every class. It’s about mentorship and lifestyle and 

choices as much as knowledge. (Frost)  

Although it would be difficult (and perhaps unnecessary) to collect integration statements 

from every CCCU theatre professor, it is likely that most share McCarthy, Freeberg, and 

Frost’s sentiments.  

Because born-again professors like McCarthy and Freeberg interpret human 

existence in terms of their deeply held religious beliefs (in God, the Bible, Jesus, etc.), 

integrative statements indicate that intellectual and professional endeavors are held in 

equal value to strong notions of personal piety (Hatch 160).  This allows faculty at private 

evangelical institutions to evaluate course assignments, lectures, and discussions via 

Christian thinking. Such exercises are inevitable for many theatre professors and their 

students (Stauffer 38). For example, if a class were studying Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex, a 

theatre history professor might choose to discuss with his or her students the role God 

plays in fate and irony. The professor might also evaluate the concept of hubris (a Greek 

term for pride and arrogance, most often punished by the gods) in light of Jesus’ 

teachings on humility in the Gospels. Similarly, the rituals associated with Greek theatre 

have many characteristics common to Christian practice. Indeed, scholars such as 

Norman Bert insist that theatre is best understood as a religion (“Theatre is Religion” 2). 

Further consideration might also be made about the many striking examples between how 

the personal suffering of King Oedipus to save his people from a plague parallels the 

suffering of Jesus on the cross. Likewise, alternative parallels exist between the story of 

King David from the Old Testament and Oedipus’ tale of a noble hero who rose from 

obscurity—under seemingly divine circumstances—only to “fall from grace” because of 
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his sin and pride.  Although the integration of faith and learning does not force faculty to 

associate God, Jesus, and the Bible with every course discussion, it invites the possibility.  

Integration models can also include statements from schools that reflect not just 

how faculty and departments approach disciplinary content, but how the entire university 

is committed to the character development of its students. This is certainly true of 

Belhaven and Wheaton’s statements.  At Belhaven, theatre students are offered an 

education that is based upon a “biblical worldview” (“Theatre Department”) that is 

defined by the university as an affirmation of the “the Lordship of Christ over all aspects 

of life” (“Vision and Mission of Belhaven”). Compared to most other theatre programs 

associated with the CCCU, Belhaven takes integration even further in its curriculum. 

Theatre majors in the department can chose from three areas of concentrations: 

production, performance, and ministry. In the ministry concentration, theatre students are 

“expected to participate in outreach and ministry oriented projects, as performers, 

producers or creators,” and take related coursework to further their “understanding of the 

issues and theories related to the integration of the arts into a ministry framework, both 

from the artistic and ministerial approaches” (“Theatre Major and Concentrations”).  

Belhaven is one of a few CCCU schools to develop a curriculum for and offer a major in 

theatre ministry. (Northwestern College offers a similar program to their theatre students, 

but Wheaton and Pepperdine do not.) Even for those majors who do not pursue the 

ministry concentration, however, Belhaven still believes that a student’s career is “a 

calling from God” (“Vision and Mission of Belhaven”). The use of and interplay between 

such spiritually-oriented terms is crucial to evangelical colleges and universities because 
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it not only communicates shared values to other evangelicals, but also allows these 

schools to communicate their integrative ideas to the mainstream.   

In his study about evangelical “realpolitik” in the United States (Coleman 654), 

Simon Coleman labels this sort of “linguistic strategy” as “double talk” (662).  Double 

talk, Coleman posits, “provides a means of evangelical engagement with the world that 

does not compromise with it at a deeper level of reality—providing a way to classify ‘the 

natural’ [i.e. the natural world as opposed to the supernatural world] as a cultural 

superstructure overlying a more profound sacred realm” (662). Evangelical “double talk,” 

Coleman continues, offers a discernible “exoteric reality detectable by secular observers” 

while also offering “believers” a “spiritually ‘real’ perspective on the world” (662).   In 

other words, Belhaven’s theatre department promotes the assurance that students will 

learn more than just the art and craft of theatre; they will learn about God.  

Other evangelical theatre programs are more subtle in the integration models they 

advertise to prospective theatre students, but no less committed to the concept. In contrast 

to Belhaven, Wheaton College does not offer a theatre major, only a theatre minor.  

Wheaton, however, does provide students with a unique theatre opportunity. Wheaton’s 

Arena Theatre was started in 1972 and students can participate in it as part of an 

ensemble known as Workout (“About Us”). The Workout ensemble, which meets twice 

weekly on Tuesday and Thursday, is made of thirty to forty students who build, staff, and 

act in Arena’s three season plays. Furthermore, only those students involved with 

Workout are able to audition for mainstage plays and freshman are rarely admitted to the 

ensemble. Wheaton advertises that Workout is suited to two types of students: those who 

will not pursue careers in theatre and those who plan to after graduation. Presumably, the 
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Workout environment will prepare the later for the type of ensemble environments 

common to many regional theatres in North America (“Workout FAQ”). Randall 

Petersen graduated from Wheaton in 1978. In his article about Workout’s history he 

writes: “In the 1970s, Wheaton College was pioneering the ‘integration of faith and 

learning,’ and Jim Young [Workout’s founder and head until his retirement in 1994] was 

doing these as well as anybody. Workout students were learning cutting edge acting 

techniques imbued with Christian meaning” (Petersen). Petersen also quotes Mark Hallen 

(a 1982 Wheaton graduate and theatre faculty at Eastern University, a CCCU member 

school in St. Davids, Pennsylvania) for comments about Workout. According to Hallen, 

“The Workout model is a process of theater training, personal development, and spiritual 

formation, a way to develop an intimate collaborative community that commits to grow, 

learn, and create together” (qtd. in Petersen). Like Belhaven’s integrative statements, 

Wheaton’s program also claims to “nurture and develop whole and effective theater 

artists within an intentionally Christ-centered theatre community” (“Arena Theater’s 

Mission Statement”).  

Michael Stauffer has been a theater professor at Wheaton since 1979 (and has 

done theater design work for Willow Creek for many years). In his article “Building 

Character while Developing a Character” for The Journal of Religion and Theatre, he 

writes:    

If we can accept the premise that one of the major purposes of a liberal 

arts education needs to the be the transmission of values, not merely the 

specifics of the various discipline minutiae, then professors at faith based 

institutions have an even greater responsibility as they set about sifting 
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through the details of theological systems to distill a model that will serve 

the student throughout her adult life. This model should lead the student to 

develop a set of moral values that will enable her to become a responsible 

agent, rather than a passive individual being acted upon and molded by the 

forces at work around her. (37) 

Stauffer goes on to define his philosophy of integration thusly: “integration must be an 

active penetration of all the disciplines and all life’s callings with the belief and values 

that make up a Christian worldview” (38). Moreover, integrative solutions are 

characteristic of theatre education. He explains: “theatre can enhance a student’s ability 

to develop virtuous character traits for life while building a believable character for 

production. Theatre is in fact a natural laboratory for the examination of moral issues 

because the issues are concrete and real and moral choices are made” (38). Later, he 

argues: “Theatre interprets the human condition in both its outward manifestations and its 

inner reality. It provides not just illustrations of moral problems, but insight into the 

ambiguities, tensions and complexities of the moral life, and the realism about moral 

ambiguity” (57). Although it is important for students in evangelical theatre programs to 

gain performance experience as part of their training, Stauffer believes integrative 

experiences happen most often as they work-out their character during the rehearsal 

process. He asserts: “prime emphasis must be placed on the growth of the students 

through their involvement in the character study necessary to prepare these penetrating 

and illuminating performances. The participation in the lives of these characters, and the 

student’s involvement in the process of decision making and action-taking, is the 

experience that can change their lives” (46). Consequently, as actors learn to identify 
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with their character, they develop “empathy” towards their character, despite immoral 

choices. Such experiences are intended to give evangelical students a better 

understanding of worldviews that are not evangelical.  

For Stauffer and many other CCCU theatre faculty, theatre training is more than 

just providing students with skills sets per se, it is about challenging and developing their 

core beliefs. “By exercising and strengthening our capacity to identify and feel into 

others,” Stauffer continues, theatre “provides us with an ability that will allow further 

growth and adjustments as we encounter new realities” (57). He maintains:  

Character study allows the student to experience values in conflict and 

thereby gain new perspective on the outcome of choices. It seems the key 

word here is experience, because in experiencing these ambiguities, the 

student is able to move past the cognitive image of the affective behavior. 

This then nurtures moral imagination, elicits empathy, and provides the 

wisdom to see things whole. (57) 

Other Wheaton faculty share Stauffer’s integration philosophy. Jeffry C. Davis, for 

example, an English professor at Wheaton, argues that those who teach at Wheaton are 

“not only committed to the production of skill and knowledge, important as these are and 

busy as we find ourselves in undertaking to master both through various kinds of 

demonstration; we are principally committed to the production of whole and effective 

people, through varied human activities of teaching an mentoring” (322). What Davis and 

Stauffer’s ideas illustrate is that although evangelical theatre programs recognize that 

they cannot compete with the resources of state-funded colleges and universities or other 

more-prestigious secular private colleges (if indeed they consider these programs to be 
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their competitors), they can nevertheless produce responsible graduates who are capable 

of not only becoming professional theatre artists, but agents of social change. For theatre 

professors at schools such as Wheaton and Belhaven, however, these aims are clear, but 

continually challenged.  

Challenges to Integrative Solutions in Evangelical Performance  

Directors in CCCU theatre programs commonly face the challenge of finding 

integrative solutions to certain directing problems. Specifically, faculty in evangelical 

theatre departments continually look for integrative solutions when they stage shows that 

contain taboo behavior (or, taboo behavior as defined by evangelicals). According to the 

implications of the integration model and the structure of most dramatic narratives, 

theatre professors must account for both the noble (love, compassion, friendship, and 

selflessness) and ignoble (hatred, cruelty, enmity, and greed) aspects of humanity. In his 

article “The Incarnational Actor” Norman Bert posits that “Christians know that theatre 

almost always does its work by enacting human fallen-ness, brokenness, rebellion, by 

showing human beings caught up in violence, injustice, coarseness, giving over to their 

worst or settling for mediocrity instead of aspiring to the best” (218).  Christians, Bert 

contends, do not “shrink from these aspects of theatre” (218). On the contrary, they 

regard them as “integral parts of the art of reconciliation” (218).  “Reconciliation” is the 

term Bert uses to define the Christian ethic. He explains: “Throughout history, Christians 

have sought actively to spread their faith around the world in order to bring all of the 

human family into reconciliation with God. Furthermore, Christians have frequently been 

in the vanguard of peace and justice movements aimed at bringing about reconciliation 

amongst humankind” (217). The reconciliation ethic, Bert concludes, can be summarized 
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“in the law of love, the one commandment that Jesus imposed upon his followers: 

Christians are commanded to love others, friend and foe, as Christ loved them—meaning 

sacrificially, even unto death—and to do unto others as they would have others do unto 

them” (217). For professors in CCCU theatre programs, staging shows that contain taboo 

behavior presents a challenge to Bert’s assertion that Christians do not “shrink” from 

“human fallen-ness.”  

When schools such as Belhaven and Wheaton choose their production seasons, 

for example, they must answer questions raised about play selections and university 

expectations. These questions come about in plays that, to borrow from Bert’s essay, 

“call for tabooed behaviors” (220) such as speaking obscene or profane dialogue, 

imitating sex acts, or performing nude.  Likewise, plays with particularly divisive subject 

matters (e.g. gender politics) are risky for CCCU theatre programs to stage. At stake for 

professors is their professional integrity and in some cases, even their jobs.  

If Wheaton and Belhaven are indicative of other CCCU theatre programs, then 

most CCCU theatre professors prefer to stage mainstream plays and religious dramas. 

Presumably, they want their students exposed to secular works that are familiar to most 

theatre audiences and professionals. For example, Wheaton’s 2011 and 2012 production 

season included Mary Zimmerman’s The Odyssey, Beth Henley’s Crimes of the Heart, 

and William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night. Likewise, previous productions at Belhaven 

have included Bertolt Brecht’s The Life of Galileo, Henrik Ibsen’s A Doll House, and 

T.S. Elliot’s Murder in the Cathedral. The most common integrative challenge for 

directors, obviously, is what to do with the objectionable content of some mainstream 

plays. Whenever schools like Wheaton or Belhaven want to produce a play that contains 
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swearing or vulgarity, they must decide if they are going to cut any of the playwright’s 

words. If so, they must also determine if they will seek approval from the publisher to cut 

or alter lines or, risk editing scripts without obtaining approval. In most cases, all swear 

words—including even phrases such as “Oh my God” (understood by evangelicals as 

blasphemous)—are cut. Conversely, some evangelical theatre departments may not cut 

less offensive obscenities such as “damn,” “ass,” and “hell”; in these instances, however, 

they typically do cut words such as “fuck,” “shit,” and “cunt.” Another option for 

departments to consider is not staging shows that contain any profanity. This choice, 

however, significantly limits their selection of dramatic literature. An even bolder choice 

is to limit productions to plays that are public domain (thus, not needing publisher 

approval for cuts) or to stage only religious dramas. Yet, these too, do not seem like ideal 

integrative options if the goal is to help students become familiar with works known 

among mainstream professionals and audiences. Indeed, in all of the scenarios above, no 

integrative solution comes easy.     

Frost offers another production option to integration. He writes:  

When I go to put together a production season, I lean toward finding either 

brand new works (5 world premieres in the past 6 years, plus an evening 

of original one acts each fall) or previously produced plays by 

contemporary Christian playwrights (Gillette Elvgren, Buzz McLaughlin, 

Arlene Hutton). I strongly consider the overall statement of a particular 

play when evaluating the plays from the “theatrical canon”—and am in a 

position to be very careful about “taboo” behavior on our stage when we 

perform for the public. (Frost) 
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Frost’s approach to original works is based on his belief “that the way for Christians to 

really have an impact on the material being presented in theaters around the country is by 

creating it …. As writers, or as collaborative devisers of material, our students have the 

potential to influence the material toward speaking to the issues that they care about and 

presenting the situations as they see them” (Frost). Frost attributes his commitment to 

original works to his MFA training from Regent University, where he studied under 

Elvgren, a prolific evangelical playwright and director and one of the first participants in 

evangelical theatre making.36   

For those professors who do not stage works by contemporary Christian writers, 

but prefer mainstream plays, after vulgar dialogue is resolved, inevitably, in some 

mainstream shows, directors must also deal with stage business that most evangelicals 

consider taboo. Rarely (if ever) do students in CCCU theatre programs perform nude. 

Especially in the more conservative CCCU schools, actors are also unlikely to perform 

acts of smoking, using illegal drugs, or drinking alcohol. While most born-agains hardly 

view kissing and hugging to be behaviors as taboo as smoking and drinking, as with 

nudity, students rarely perform or imitate sexually suggestive acts such as fondling or 

intercourse.  Finding alternative stage business for these activities requires considerable 

thought by directors, too. Not only do directors have to decide what to do with 

objectionable language and stage business, but in some cases, their students may protest 

performing characters in the show that they perceive to be immoral.  Anecdotally, Bert 

                                                 
36 A student of Martin Esslin during the early 1970s, Elvgren’s contributions to the evangelical theatre 
phenomenon warrant future scholarly consideration. In addition to founding Saltworks Theatre Company in 
1980—a resident evangelical theatre company in Pittsburg, Pennsylvania—Elvgren served as Regional 
Director and on the Board of Directors for CITA during the 90s and 00s and has presented numerous 
workshops on playwriting at CITA conferences. Indeed, many evangelical colleges and universities such as 
Calvin College (Michigan), Geneva College (Pennsylvania), Spring Arbor College (Michigan), Abilene 
Christian University (Texas), and Union University have staged plays by Elvgren.  
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observes “while I’ve heard many Christians object to performing sexually-related 

business on stage, I’ve never heard a single Christian object to performing violent acts on 

stage—shooting, stabbing, bludgeoning or engaging in various forms of psychological 

abuse toward other characters” (221). Bert rightly notes that in their private lives, many 

Christians have no problem engaging in sexual activity, drinking, smoking, and other 

behaviors looked down upon in Sunday morning church sermons (221). Although the 

majority of Bert’s career has been spent teaching theatre at state universities, his 

observations should not be dismissed. Indeed, from 1975 to 1981, he taught theatre at 

Messiah College, which is a CCCU member school in Pennsylvania, and he is familiar 

with the sort of environment created by the integration of faith and learning. Similarly, in 

a related story documented in the film Ordinary Radicals, St. Davids College was 

preparing to produce Moisés Kaufman’s The Laramie Project, but one of the actors 

refused to be cast as a gay character during her audition. When Professor Mark Hallen 

asked if she would prefer to portray a killer instead, the student expressed no reservations 

and welcomed the option. Clearly, she did not see a contradiction in her thinking, a 

contradiction that seemed obvious to Professor Hallen (Ordinary Radicals).  While it is 

possible to account for these scenarios by considering how sex and violence fit within the 

evangelical worldview, these issues warrant pause and are illustrative of how theatre 

education challenges the boundaries of integration.  

Because the death of Jesus on the cross is central to the Christian narrative (along 

with the martyrdom of many early Christian believers), it is possible that evangelicals are 

less psychologically resistant to performing (and viewing) violent stage acts than they are 

performing sexually suggestive ones. At the very least, this assertion is consistent with 
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some recent theories about stage violence. Mark Pizzato’s Theatres of Human Sacrifice: 

From Ancient Ritual to Screen Violence gives insight into the violent inclinations of 

humanity and an inherent desire by nearly every civilization for both literal and 

metaphorical sacrifices. Pizzato argues that the “best in theatre and popular entertainment 

touches upon the tragic wound of mortality in each of us, through specific sacrificial 

imperatives played out on the stage or screen, providing a potential catharsis of 

spectators’ sympathies and fears” (4).  Although Pizzato’s study is primarily about 

sacrifice themes vis-à-vis film, he offers a thorough examination of how these themes 

play out in melodrama. In melodramas, Pizzato notes, the sacrificial characteristics are 

clear and expected: heroes must suffer for a time and evil must be punished (5). Pizzato’s 

research also considers how violence and sacrificial themes are characteristic of great 

theater theorists such as Bertolt Brecht, Antonin Artaud, Aristotle, and Peter Brook (5-8).  

He likewise explores how the psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan believed that violence plays a 

strong role in the formation of the ego.  Pizzato explains Lacan’s theory thusly: 

The performance of an ideal, whole ego (as imago) contradicts the 

violence within the performer’s body, as the infant sees its individuality in 

the mirror [what Lacan referred to as the infant’s “mother’s eyes”] and in 

other’s watchful desires. This early theatre becomes internalized in each of 

us from childhood onward, as we imagine how we appear to others and 

then continually reshape that self-image, through external modification 

and internal fantasies, while also perceiving the horrors of fragmentation 

and nonexistence at the mirror’s edges. (12)  
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Pizzato’s ideas certainly account for how evangelicals tolerate stage violence. For 

example, his ideas help explain, to some degree, why Mel Gibson’s graphic depiction of 

Jesus’ death in the film The Passion (2004) was so widely supported by born-again 

audiences. Likewise, his observations about stage violence resonate with many of the 

core evangelical beliefs about salvation and Christian living.   

Evangelicals frame the spiritual dynamic of their faith beliefs according to two 

important sacrificial concepts. First, Jesus willingly sacrificed himself on the cross to 

save people. Second, so too his believers should sacrifice their self-interest for the good 

of other believers and even non-believers. Richard Foster and John Piper refer to this 

central Christian teaching as the practice of “self-denial” (Foster 113; Piper 244). Foster 

writes that “self-denial means the freedom to give way to others. It means to hold others’ 

interests above our interests” (114), while Piper argues that self-denial is “never a virtue 

in itself” (244). Instead, it has, according to Piper, “value precisely in proportion to the 

superiority of the reality embraced above the one denied” (244). Daily taking up one’s 

“cross,” as Jesus taught in Mark 8.34 is metaphorically perpetual and the only way to 

experience God. As Foster contends, according to Jesus, “the way to self-fulfillment is 

through self-denial” (115). Thus, although Pizzato’s theories may indeed account for why 

Bert observes that evangelicals are overwhelmingly willing to participate in stage 

violence, they certainly do not account for why evangelicals resist performing sexual 

activity on stage.  

Undoubtedly, it is clear to most people in America where born-agains stand on 

gender politics. A deeper investigation into the sexual practices of evangelicals, however, 

reveals that their view on sexuality is mixed, because, historically, the (Western) 
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Christian “perspective on sex” has been blurred by a myriad of issues (Berthrong 3).37  

Part of this blurring refers back to the evangelical belief in self-denial. In order to be like 

Jesus, evangelicals contend, Christians must be controlled by God and not consumed by 

fleshly cravings (i.e. sex, food, drink, etc.). In contrast to gluttony and lust, for example, 

Christians must practice self-control and, at times, sacrifice their cravings, desires, and 

urges. Evangelical leaders such as Josh McDowell strongly argue that “God’s precepts 

regarding human sexuality are grounded upon the principles of biblical love, purity, and 

faithfulness. Those principles, in turn, reflect the person of God himself” (154). 

Moreover, to satiate the innate sexual desires of people, evangelicals believe that only 

married couples should engage in sexual activity, and that marriage should be defined 

exclusively as the union of a man and woman. This is why evangelical leaders such as 

McDowell demonize sexual activity—premarital sex, adultery, etc.—outside the 

                                                 
37 Many scholars have taken note of the politicization of evangelical sexual ethics. For example, Tanya 
Erzen has provided an important insight into how evangelical activist campaigns “against same-sex 
marriage” illustrates how born-again politicos are not just interested in converting individuals, “but the 
state as well” (1001). Erzen’s study considers how evangelicals have become effective in coordinating 
“national political campaigns in which Christian Right organizations dictate policy stances and provide 
political resources” (992). Conversely, Heather Hendershot’s “Holiness Codes and Holy Homosexuals: 
Interpreting Gay and Lesbian Christian Subculture” (2000) provides a fascinating study about the Cathedral 
of Hope, an openly gay and lesbian church in Dallas, Texas, that promotes queer evangelical Christianity.  
Hendershot’s work offers a unique “case study in how a community finds cohesion in its interpretative 
strategies for understanding the Bible, the Christian Right, and televangelism, and for creating its own 
countermedia” (154). Finally, Breanne Fahs’s “Daddy’s Little Girls: On the Perils of Chastity Clubs, Purity 
Balls, and Ritualized Abstinence” (2010)  investigates how the evangelical phenomenon of chastity balls, 
celibacy pledges, and virginity clubs have resulted in “a highly gendered social space that reinforces 
women’s oppressed sociosexual status as the property of men, inadequately prepares them for negotiating 
the terms of their sexual health, and encourages them to seek out chastity clubs and social spaces that 
construct an identity based on enforced repression of sexual desire and expression. As such, issues of 
personal agency—for example, the extent to which women choose or, alternatively, are pushed into these 
social spaces—represents a crucial problem in the culture of chastity” (117). Among the many problems in 
the culture of chastity promoted by evangelicals—including increased “risk-taking among women” in 
“unprotected fellatio and anal sex” (117)—is what Fahs identities as the promotion of a “social space that 
normalizes the oppression of women’s bodies via severe control over their developing sexual expression, 
resulting not only in a reinscripton of their bodies as sexual property but also in the acceptance of some of 
the most literal terms of patriarchal culture: women’s bodies exchanged between men [i.e. fathers and 
husbands], communities of women organized around the negation of their sexual desire, little attention to 
the role of mothers in the sexual socialization process, and old-fashioned ideas about women as ‘tarnished’ 
and ‘impure’ when sexually active” (118).  
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framework of their core values.  This is also why many evangelicals have taken up strong 

opposition to same-sex marriages and why scholars such as Heather Hendershot observe 

that “right-wing fundamentalists” and “queer leftists” seem to agree on the belief that 

“gayness and Christianity do not go together” (152).   

Although Bert’s comments reveal the irony of evangelical views on sex and 

violence, many evangelicals do not see irony. On the one hand, the evangelical 

worldview holds violence and sexual deviation as transgressions against the body.  On 

the other hand, unlike violence, sex is more often associated with temptation. Jesus 

seemed to have much to say about sex and violence in the New Testament. According to 

the gospel accounts, he never tolerated violence against people and often chided his 

followers for their seeming blood-lust. Jesus often blessed marriage but spoke out against 

divorce, adultery, and lust on many occasions.  It is clear that Jesus disapproved of 

violence but supported sex. For American evangelicals, however, it is not always easy to 

live a life consistent with Jesus.38 Regardless, it is possible that evangelicals avoid 

staging sex acts on stage but are not resistant to staging violent acts because the latter 

speaks more deeply to their core values. Jesus is more often associated with violence—

albeit he was often the victim of violence even before his crucifixion—than sexuality. 

Within the evangelical framework, Christians are encouraged to put to death their carnal 

cravings and take up their cross, but sexual activity is cautioned as being potentially 

regressive.  
                                                 
38As Breanne Fahs demonstrates (drawing from Hendershot’s scholarship), for example, among 
evangelicals, “sexual violence” among teen boys is often recast not so much as “violent” acts but as a 
“mere ‘giving in’ to temptation” (121). In other words, according to Fahs, “This kind of gendered 
worldview encourages boys and girls to forego discussions of consent in favor of concepts like control and 
force” (121). Furthermore, by normalizing “sexual violence” among evangelical boys, Fahs argues that teen 
girls are denied an understanding of their own “sexual agency” and taught a view that allows “men to 
express their sexual desire” (137). 
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There is also another aspect to sex and violence that presents a barrier for 

evangelical theatre audiences that may not help evangelicals make a strong case against 

staging sex acts, but must be considered nevertheless. Unlike many other communication 

forms such as film, literature, radio broadcast, and television, theatrical performances 

happen in the presence of a live audience. Plays may be about “real life” characters and 

scenarios, but audiences understand this reality to be illusionary, “real” in one sense to 

the characters within the world of the play, but not “real” to the spectator. What is not 

illusionary, however, is that characters are embodied in live actors.  On the one hand, this 

allows the audience to keep in mind that although a character has died on stage, the 

actress has not. In these instances, the illusion of the play’s “reality” (i.e. that a character 

in the play just died) is maintained by Samuel Coleridge’s well-known ideas about 

“willing suspension of disbelief.” On the other hand, an actress may bare her breasts on 

stage in the performance of her character, but they are still her breasts. Her character may 

be an illusion, but her body is not. In both instances, the distinction between the actress 

and her character is limited by what happens to a very real body before an audience. For 

many evangelicals (and I would argue even among some non-evangelicals), these 

distinctions pose a challenge in engaging some live performances and make sexuality a 

riskier stage business than violence. It is one thing to ask audiences to pretend that a 

character has died on stage or been stabbed. It is another to ask them to think that a 

caressed breast is imagined. Titillation and arousal present unique problems for many 

evangelicals. Although undergraduates may develop a more sophisticated understanding 

for the role the body plays in performance during their time in rehearsal and in the 

classroom, it is perhaps a greater challenge to educate an audience (which inevitably 
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includes the parents and extended families of the actors). In short, because evangelicals 

have stronger ideas about human sexuality than violence, it is clear that sex is a more 

contentious topic than violence.  

I agree with Bert’s comments (and the observations of Hendershot and Fahs) that 

the issues related to sex and violence warrant attention by evangelical theatre professors.  

If integration is about embracing the “entirety of God’s truth” from a (narrowly defined) 

Christian perspective, then integrative solutions should be able to address sexuality on 

stage, particularly with college students. There is recent scholarship to suggest that 

evangelical young people have not been given sufficient sexual education. For example, 

Susan Rose’s study about the religious Right’s influence on “American social policy as it 

relates to family, sexuality and reproductive health” (1208) indicates that the “family 

values” approach to “abstinence-only programs” promoted by many evangelicals have 

not been as effective in addressing the sexual health of teens and young people as 

“comprehensive sex education” programs (1210). Indeed, Rose demonstrates that the 

latter has been more effective in postponing “initiation of sexual intercourse,” reducing 

“the frequency of intercourse and number of sexual partners,” increasing “the use of 

contraceptives,” and reducing “pregnancy rates among teens” (1210).  What Rose takes 

issue with is not the viability of promoting abstinence among teens, “No one is debating 

whether abstinence should be presented as a viable option and reasonable choice” (1210), 

but the insistence among religious Right Wing politicos that their abstinence-until-

marriage programs sufficiently achieve the goals of helping youth mature sexually.   

Naturally, the ideas of Bert, Rose, Hendershot, and Fahs lead to one contentious 

question: do CCCU administrators and theatre professors help their students understand 
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sexuality better by cutting sexually explicit stage business from shows? Similarly, how 

does cutting vulgar language benefit evangelical students? The reasons behind cutting 

language and sexuality are clear. Since they offend administrators and constituents 

(parents, alumnae, local churches, to name a few), then they have to be cut lest the show 

(or worse, the whole theatre program) lose financial support. What is less clear is how 

students understand those reasons. Perhaps these questions could best be answered by a 

future study that investigates how students from CCCU theatre departments have dealt 

with these performance issues whenever they have become graduate students in state-

funded schools or actors in “secular” theatre companies. Indeed, it would be beneficial to 

find out from them how their undergraduate experience has prepared them for being cast 

in roles that require nudity, swearing, and performing other “behaviors” forbidden during 

their undergraduate experience. How do they find integrative solutions to performance 

situations outside the context of an evangelical institution? To what extent do their 

“religious” standards dictate their professional choices? To date, no such research has 

been conducted about graduates from CCCU theatre departments, but such an inquiry 

could expand Bert’s observations far beyond the scope of the present chapter.  

The boundaries of integration in evangelical theatre training are not only stretched 

in rehearsal and performance; they are also stretched by how evangelicals define 

academic freedom. In his brief criticism of Stanley Fish’s ideas about academic 

freedom—that educators should be able to pursue lines of thought unencumbered—

Jeffery Davis argues that for evangelical educators, “academic freedom functions 

differently from the way it does at nonreligious colleges and universities; it is viewed less 

as the freedom from all supposed restraint and more as the freedom for self-critical 
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participation, a peculiar expression of inquiry rooted in a community, a language, and a 

Book” (326). Freedom, although an ideal shared by many evangelical and non-

evangelical professors, is always subject to hegemonic forces, not to mention laws. 

Academic freedom may indeed be the ideal shared by most college and university 

educators, but schools are governed by people and not principles. It is important to 

consider that the larger evangelical community heavily influences the politics at CCCU 

schools. Many CCCU schools, for example, still have strong denominational affiliations 

(i.e. Southern Baptist, Church of Nazarene, etc.) and are governed by trustees 

(Ringenberg 211-212). Because trustees select presidents, approve curriculums, establish 

budgets, and dictate university policies, CCCU schools are broadly and narrowly 

connected to their constituents: these include wealthy donors, alumni, churches, other 

denominations, and other parachurch organizations (Christian organizations not directly 

governed by denominations). Unhappy constituents can withhold funding, discourage 

prospective students from attending certain programs, and, conversely, send their 

resources to other evangelical schools they deem to be more in line with their own values. 

On the one hand, according to Sonja Kuftinec, “theatre offers one of the most radical 

possibilities for the practice of freedom in education” (“Creative Theatre Artist” 44).  On 

the other hand, if a university president were to support a theatre department’s edgy or 

avant-garde production, for example, justification for the show’s approval would 

undoubtedly have to be made to certain constituents. A fall-out could open the door for 

new constituents to support the theatre program and make room for new ideas. Change is 

always an attractive promise to organizations. More likely though, long-standing 

constituents could be lost without the guarantee that new ones are waiting in the wings. 
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Such changes in status quo are far less attractive to administrators. Thus, evangelical 

professors must continually consider how they go about making theatre within the 

context of spoken and unspoken community expectations.  

Does this mean evangelical theatre professors should not attempt to push 

boundaries or that they should risk their careers for the sake of change? No. Indeed, there 

are other ways faculty can find integrative solutions that benefit their theatre students. For 

example, theatre programs can stage cabaret performances of more avant-garde works for 

smaller audiences in alternate spaces; bring in theatre professionals who are not 

evangelicals to offer workshops and lectures to majors; continue readings of plays and 

theories that challenge the evangelical worldview in the classroom; and encourage or 

even require students in theatre courses to see plays done at state schools, community 

theatres, or regional theatres. Students may also be able to perform more taboo activity 

for scene studies with their peers in the classroom—although it is still unlikely that they 

will perform nude. Professors can also help students find summer internships with 

regional and professional theatres in North America. Such experiences can help to 

expand their students’ horizons by exposing them to theatre making outside the 

evangelical community. There are still other integrative options that have proven 

effective in evangelical higher education. Fortunately, the case studies of Pepperdine and 

Northwestern illustrate that when evangelical theatre departments are willing and able to 

push the boundaries of integration in evangelical higher education, students benefit.  

Moving Beyond the Boundaries of Integration in Evangelical Theatre Education 

Pepperdine University demonstrated a willingness to challenge its own status quo 

when the theatre department hired Erica Stevens Abbitt to teach Theatre 311 (history) in 
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2003. In Abbitt’s article, “Theatre History, Undergraduates, and Critical Thought,” she 

tells of her personal experience at Pepperdine and gives a favorable account of her ability 

to incorporate “historiography, queer theory, feminism, and performance studies” into 

Pepperdine’s theatre program (69). Despite her differences with Pepperdine’s 

“ideological framework,” faculty in the theatre department “encouraged” her to explore 

those differences with her students (69). As a result, Abbitt recalls, “Students engaged 

vigorously with the contradictions surrounding the love/hate relationship between 

Christianity and theatre. (This ongoing tension seems particularly relevant to students 

enrolled in a theatre studies program within a Church of Christ institution.)” (73). 

Because of her experience, Abbitt offers a particularly helpful analysis relevant to both 

evangelical and non-evangelical theater educators. She writes: 

an essential activity in support of [my] methodology at Pepperdine was 

active exchange with other faculty members. Speaking with other 

instructors, and learning more about their training, vocabulary, and the 

ideological assumptions underlying their own practice helped me 

understand students’ reception to my own curriculum. More importantly, 

it provided an opportunity to understand where our training and 

approaches differed so that, instead of working at cross-purposes, we 

acknowledged the challenges and opportunities arising from different 

modes of instructions. Such conversations and small gestures may not 

effect a miraculous healing of the mind/body split or erase the 

theory/praxis dived within departments, but they do point out the 

usefulness of dialogue concerning the assumptions of practice and suggest 
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that such negotiations, however incremental, may actually benefit faculty 

as well as students. (73)  

Although the Pepperdine case study is indeed unique, it demonstrates that evangelicals 

are willing to push the boundaries of integration. Perhaps they are more flexible than 

critics perceive (Marshall 183).  

A final aspect to the flexible boundaries of integration in evangelical higher 

education is demonstrated by Christian social service (Ringenberg 194; Davis 332), or 

the “Christian service model” (Wolterstorff 202).  As Wolterstorff, a leading advocate 

among evangelical educators for social justice, explains:  

The idea is to train students to enter Christian service, understanding that 

to be a certain range of “Christian” occupations or so-called kingdom 

work—evangelism, Christian education, church work, mission-field 

medicine, Christian communications and so on. In most Christian colleges 

there are probably at least some educators who think in terms of this 

model, and there are probably some colleges in which most educators do 

their thinking in these terms. (202) 

Christy Moran’s study about evangelical students at public universities also sheds light 

on the Christian service model. In her study, Moran found that evangelical students 

consider ministry as important to their learning experience as their “academic 

responsibilities” (427). “Whenever there is a conflict between expectations related to 

academics and those related to ministry activities,” Moran explains, “students feel that 

they need to choose ministry” (428). The implications of Moran’s findings at public 
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universities suggest that the same philosophical values apply to most students at 

evangelical schools.  

The service-learning model—demonstrated, for example, by student mission 

teams that travel to other countries during Spring and Christmas breaks—has been a 

crucial part of evangelical higher education for decades, but state schools have only 

recently taken it seriously. For example, in “Educating the Creative Theatre Artist” 

(2001), Sonja Kuftinec makes a strong case for developing theatre programs that 

“embrace the notion of the student as social change” (46). Kuftinec examines the 

“community-based learning” (49) programs led by Jan Cohen-Cruz and Sharon Grady as 

exemplary models. As Kuftinec notes, Augusto Boal’s theories of applied theatre, which 

emphasizes the “transitive” and “activist” nature of theatre pedagogy, have a strong 

influence on the work of Cohen-Cruz and Grady (50).  In comparison, CCCU theatre 

programs have long been operating under the same mandates that Kuftinec advocates, 

though articulates differently. In this rare instance, state schools are following the lead of 

evangelical institutions.  

Since the early 2000s, Professor Robert Hubbard of Northwestern has used the 

community-based theories of Kuftinec, Cohen-Cruz, and Boal in his performance studies 

course to introduce his students to the “intersection between my faith and the social 

activism of my professional discipline” (“Theatres for Shalom” 73).  During 

Northwestern’s 2007 Spring Break, for example, Hubbard facilitated a community-based 

theatre event in New Orleans for students as part of a service project. Along with leaders 

from Trinity Christian Community in Hollygrove, and based on interviews with local 

victims of hurricane Katrina, Hubbard and his students presented an original play, Voices 
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of Holly Grove: A Celebration of Community at the culmination of the trip. It was the 

seventh time Hubbard had facilitated or participated in a community-based theatre event, 

but his second visit to post-Katrina New Orleans. On his first service project in December 

2005, Hubbard and students gutted houses in the Hollygrove neighborhood for five days 

(88). During that emotional experience, Hubbard determined to find a way to use his 

theatre training as part of the post-Katrina rebuild.   

According to Hubbard, “ethnographic performances such as community-based 

drama, applied theatre, and/or theatre of the oppressed conform and conflate with a 

theological mandate of Kingdom work” (74). “Kingdom work” is the term Hubbard uses 

to describe his integration philosophy. Hubbard identifies Kingdom workers as “the meek 

who serve the weak” (78) and views their call to “locate the little fragments of heaven 

present in this shattered world, and labor to restore them from their broken state in 

anticipation that the present Kingdom [of Jesus] may one day be wholly restored” (78). 

Of particular interest to Hubbard are theatre events that move beyond “elitist-leaning 

confines and into under-represented communities” (80). Hubbard sees in community-

based drama the same mandates Jesus set out in his teachings about ministering to the 

poor (e.g. Matthew 25.40). In other writings, Hubbard argues that the “marriage of 

performance studies with service-learning holds the potential to increase student learning 

and to make positive contributions to the community. Benefits to students emerge in 

predictable and unpredictable ways. At the very least, students get to know people they 

otherwise would not. At best, a transcendent joining takes place” (“Performance Studies” 

115).   “Beyond simply being respectful and ethical of otherness,” Hubbard concludes, 
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“service-learning forces students and teachers to devise and direct projects that will 

contribute positively to the participating community” (116).   

Indeed, what Hubbard’s scholarship demonstrates is that there are young 

evangelical theatre professors interested in more than just training theatre artists. They 

are interested in preparing a new generation of evangelical activists. As Jennifer Williams 

writes, religious ideology is both “communicative and communicable” (29). What is also 

clear from the case studies of Wheaton, Pepperdine, Northwestern, and Belhaven are that 

professionalism and religious devotion can be beneficial to the education experience. 

Furthermore, the evangelical community may indeed limit the boundaries of integration 

for educators in theatre programs, but as these case studies illustrate, limits are made to 

be crossed, stretched, and rethought. Perhaps what would be most beneficial to students 

studying theatre at evangelical colleges and universities are more opportunities for 

crossing, stretching, and rethinking.  
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CHAPTER 5 
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO CURT, MAX, AND TOM: 

MONODRAMATIC PORTRAYALS OF JESUS 
 

In the previous chapters, I analyzed many aspects of evangelical theatre.  Indeed, 

there are several facets of the phenomenon worthy of scholarly investigation, many of 

which could not be examined within the scope of this project. What can hardly get 

enough attention in any study about evangelical theatre, however, are dramatic portrayals 

of Jesus. Evangelicals may not have a papacy or central ruling body that maintains and 

prescribes orthodoxy, but they all claim to follow Jesus Christ. More importantly, they 

want others to follow him too. Thus, images of Jesus abound in evangelical culture. As 

Stephen Prothero reminds, “The proliferation of Jesus images did not end with the 

canonization of the Bible, or even the Crusades or the Reformation …. American 

depictions of him have varied widely from age to age and community to community” (8). 

Because it would not be possible to examine all of the ways evangelicals portrayed Jesus 

during the theatre phenomenon in a single study, in the present chapter I limit my 

analysis to the gospel monodramas performed by Curt Cloninger, Max McLean, and Tom 

Key. To be sure, many evangelicals have performed monodramas about Jesus, but 

Cloninger, McLean, and Key are three of the best-known actors—among evangelicals—

for doing so. Their respective careers have also spanned the period of my study about 

evangelical theatre and they were among some of the first evangelical actors to present 

monodramas about Jesus. As I demonstrate, Cloninger has made a career from 

introducing people to Jesus through drama. McLean and Key warrant consideration 

because they have found success doing their shows in major cities for sophisticated 

audiences. For many evangelicals, they represent the sort of success that legitimizes core 
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evangelical beliefs. They are born-again actors who have the respect of their secular 

peers. They demonstrate that an evangelical can love Jesus and be successful in 

professional endeavors.  

Together, the solo shows of Cloninger, McLean, and Key illustrate why 

evangelicals were (and continue to be) so devoted to Jesus. They also demonstrate the 

eclectic beliefs evangelicals held (and continue to hold) about him. During the 

evangelical theatre phenomenon, their plays were situated between the same ritual and 

theatrical traditions in which the early gospels were written and received. Because early 

Christian leaders canonized four written gospel accounts of Jesus’ life (the New 

Testaments books of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John), his life and words have remained 

open to interpretation for generations. Despite the similarities between the New 

Testament Gospels, each was written to emphasize different aspects about Jesus and his 

message. In general, however, all four books portray a fairly consistent image of him: he 

was a miracle-working prophet who called people to repent and embrace the “kingdom of 

God.” Consequently, since most evangelicals believe that the Bible is sacred, in general, 

they share many other beliefs about Jesus—that he was born of a virgin, that he lived a 

sinless life, that he died on the cross for the sins of humanity, that he performed miracles 

to prove his divinity, that he bodily rose from the dead, that he ascended to heaven, and 

that he will one day return to earth and rule humanity in an eternal kingdom of bliss (Noll 

60).  

Where evangelicals have differed in their views has been in their understanding of 

what it means to follow Jesus. It is clear to them that they are to love and obey him, but 

they are often unsure (and regularly disagree) about how they are to demonstrate that love 
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and obedience. They more often debate definitions of piety (i.e. how one goes about 

living the “Christian” life) rather than Christological (a theological word for the study of 

Jesus) points. Does Jesus only care about “spiritual” matters, many an evangelical has 

pondered, or does he want me to be a political and social activist too? These conflicted 

feelings are indicative of Prothero’s argument that “Americans have seen in [Jesus] an 

expression of their own hopes and fears—a reflection not simply of some ‘wholly other’ 

divinity but also of themselves and their nation” (9). Jesus is indeed many things to many 

people. For theatre scholars, he is a complex lens for understanding the American 

evangelical.  

The shows of Cloninger, McLean, and Key warrant scholarly attention because of 

their historical value. Not only were these three actors participants in the early years of 

the evangelical theatre phenomenon, but at time of writing, they continue to tell others 

their stories about Jesus through their monodramas. For this reason, they are indeed 

quintessential evangelical actors.39  In this chapter, I analyze their monodramas with the 

following interrelated questions:  How do their plays address the historical context of 

Jesus of Nazareth for American audiences? What do their dramas say about his gospel 

message? How do their plays emphasize his humanity and divinity? Similarly, what do 

their shows reveal about American evangelicalism and the evangelical theatre 

phenomenon? What affect, if any, do their solo shows have on evangelical perceptions of 

                                                 
39I have seen two of Cloninger’s plays and watched McLean perform his Genesis show twice. I have only 
seen Key perform a shortened version of the Cotton Patch Gospel. I have, however, seen a DVD recording 
of Cloninger’s other plays and Key’s original Cotton Patch show.  Fortunately, all three of these actors 
have published and there have been a few articles written about McLean and Key. Likewise, a few theatre 
critics have written about McLean and Key’s off-Broadway (and Chicago) shows. To my knowledge, no 
scholars (or critics) have ever written about Cloninger’s work. A generous grant from Texas Tech 
University made it possible for me to visit with Cloninger in December 2010, spend an afternoon with him 
in Fort Worth, Texas, and interview him before his performance of Celebrate the Child at Altamesa Church 
of Christ. Cloninger was also generous by sending me unpublished copies of his original monodramas.   
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Jesus? More to the point, did their shows change how evangelicals viewed Jesus? Finally, 

there is an underlying question important to the present study that can only be answered 

by outsider audiences who see the plays of Cloninger, McLean, and Key. That question is 

this: how do their shows play to audiences who do not to subscribe to an evangelical 

worldview? While it may not be possible to answer this question fully, it is clear that 

evangelicals consider their theatre making “worth it” when it registers with outsiders.  

The Gospel According to Curt Cloninger  

Curt Cloninger has maintained a career by writing and performing his original 

gospel monodramas since 1982.  In addition to touring his solo work, he has also written 

several five- to eight-minute sketches for evangelical companies such as Youth 

Specialties and Standard Publishing (Drama for Worship: Contemporary Sketches for 

Opening Hearts to God, volumes 1 and 2).40 The topics of these sketches widely vary and 

include titles such as “God Doesn’t Like Me,” “I Do?,” “Beyond Justice,” and “Waiting 

for the Commercial.” Cloninger’s performance background includes an undergraduate 

degree in theatre from Abilene Christian University (Texas) and a year of acting training 

at the Pacific Conservatory of the Performing Arts in California. Based in Atlanta, 

Cloninger also served as the Artist in Residence at Perimeter Church for fifteen years.41 

                                                 
40Youth Specialties is a California-based organization that has been providing evangelical youth ministers 
with resource materials and training since the 1960s. In 1974, Zondervan, a Michigan-based evangelical 
publishing and record company, began publishing and distributing Youth Specialties’ books. In the 1980s, 
HarperCollins bought out Zondervan. Not long after, Rupert Murdoch’s News Corporation (one of the 
world’s largest media conglomerates) bought out Harper. Despite significant changes in ownership, 
however, Zondervan continues to publish Christian and inspirational books and has proven to be a valuable 
commodity to News Corp. In 2007, Zondervan acquired Youth Specialties and in 2009, sold it to a non-
profit organization known as YouthWorks. Standard is an Ohio-based publishing company that primarily 
specializes in church curriculum and devotional material.  
 
41 Perimeter is a large suburban church in Atlanta (founded in 1977) associated with the Presbyterian 
Church in America (PCA). The PCA is a coalition of theologically conservative evangelical churches that 
separated from the Presbyterian Church in the United States (PCUS) in 1973. The PCUS once represented 
most of the Presbyterian churches in the southern states. During the 1960s, however, PCUS churches 
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Because of the longevity of his work as a touring artist, Cloninger frequents many of the 

same churches and schools with his plays. Four of his five shows are available on DVD, 

and he regularly updates his touring schedule on his website, www.curtcloninger.com. 

Cloninger’s forty to sixty-minute monodramas include God-Views, Witnesses, Red Letter 

Edition, Celebrate the Child, and When I Died Last Tuesday (not yet available on DVD at 

time of writing). Of these five plays, however, Cloninger only portrays Jesus in Red 

Letter.  

Cloninger may only portray Jesus in Red Letter, but all of his shows are 

intentionally Jesus-themed (Cloninger). Cloninger has written all of his shows to be short 

enough to fit into a standard evangelical worship service: between thirty to forty minutes. 

Props and costumes are kept to a minimum so that travel is light. With the notable 

exception of Red Letter, Cloninger’s plays consist of a series of five to eight minute 

monologues that allow him to perform a variety of characters. For example, God-Views, 

Cloninger’s first and most-often performed monodrama, is comprised of eight vignettes 

about God. In the first six monologues, Cloninger presents comic portrayals that include 

performances of God as a vengeful town sheriff waiting to shoot or jail the unrepentant, a 

cranky mechanic frustrated with humanity, and a senile grandfather who has retired (or 

forgotten) his awesome power to miraculously intervene in human affairs. In the latter 

monologue, Cloninger blurs pop references with the Bible. Senile God confuses Moses’ 

parting of the Red Sea (as recorded in the Old Testament book of Exodus) with Charlton 

                                                                                                                                                 
sharply divided between political and theological ideologies. The churches that held to conservative 
ideologies formed the PCA and the ones that remained with the PCUS eventually joined with northern 
(Presbyterian) churches to form the Presbyterian Church U.S.A. Within a short time of leaving the PCUS, 
the PCA joined the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE). When the PCA first began, it represented 
260 churches; by 2004, however, there were nearly 1,300 PCA churches in America. 
 

http://www.curtcloninger.com/
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Heston’s iconic sword-and-sandal epic The Ten Commandments. He also mixes up his 

recollection of the Genesis’ account of Noah’s ark with the whale from Disney’s 

animated film, Pinocchio.  

The play, however, concludes with two narratives that reveal Cloninger’s own 

perspective about God. First, Cloninger portrays a strung-out son who tells of his return 

home to his long-suffering father. This is a retelling of the Prodigal Son, one of Jesus’ 

best-known parables recorded only in Luke’s Gospel (Luke 15.11-32).42 In Cloninger’s 

modern retelling of this story, the son returns to his suburban home and shares a long 

embrace with his dad that briefly becomes a slow dance between Cloninger and the 

imagined father. Cloninger’s final portrayal of God is told by a rural chicken farmer 

named Bubba. As Bubba reveals to his audience, an unseen creature is killing his 

chickens. One night, Bubba hides in the coop and shoots at the predator. Later, Bubba 

goes to an animal shelter to purchase a hound to protect the chickens. Bubba takes in a 

mutt, which, incidentally, is the same chicken killer (the dog still has buckshot in his leg 

from Bubba’s shotgun). Regardless of this, Bubba knowingly and lovingly masters the 

wounded mutt. The comic punch in the story is that Bubba eventually lets the dog ride in 

the front seat of his pickup and the two become faithful companions. Cloninger concludes 

that God also loves “mutts” too, meaning God loves humans. With these last two 

sketches, Cloninger juxtaposes his understanding of the gracious nature of God with the 

reckless nature of humanity. Cloninger also acknowledges that the Bubba story is a 

rehash of the Prodigal monologue, but he prefers to finish the show on a “lighter note” by 

ending with that character (Cloninger). Interestingly, Cloninger never refers to Jesus in 

                                                 
42The parable is of a son who demands his inheritance from his wealthy father, leaves home, squanders his 
fortune, and returns destitute and penitent. Much to the son’s surprise, his father embraces him and holds a 
celebration for the prodigal’s return. 
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God Views, but by including the Prodigal’s story, Jesus’ “presence” is not lost on 

audiences who recognize the parable. In fact, all of Cloninger’s plays work best with 

audiences that have some “insider” knowledge about the Bible and evangelical 

Christianity.   

In contrast to God Views and When I Died, 43 Cloninger’s overtly Jesus-themed 

plays are Witnesses, Celebrate the Child, and Red Letter Edition. Witnesses and 

Celebrate (a Christmas show) are similar plays about New Testament people who knew 

Jesus of Nazareth (i.e. disciples).44 Included in both of these plays are also fictitious 

people who could have interacted with him during the periods of his life and ministry not 

recorded in the New Testament (i.e. childhood neighbors). Cloninger does not perform a 

monologue by Jesus in either of these shows. Rather, Jesus is present through his notable 

absence, or, more specifically, characters present Jesus despite his absence.  The audience 

learns about Jesus through their testimonies. Both plays are done as a collection of 

personal recollections by characters such as a (fictional) child hood friend named Zirim, 

many of Jesus’ disciples, Joseph (Jesus’ “earthly” father), and Lazarus (whom according 

to the Gospel of John, Jesus raised from the dead). In these shows, characters relate 

miraculous stories about Jesus, offer insight into his message of love and forgiveness, and 

proclaim Jesus to be the divine Messiah. Interestingly, a few of the characters express 

doubts and a disdain for his teaching.  

Cloninger’s Witnesses and Celebrate are gospels in their approach to telling 

stories about Jesus. Simply defined, the English word “gospel” (from the old Anglo-

                                                 
43

 When I Died (Cloninger’s most recent work) involves a series of monologues from people in heaven and 
hell. Its format is similar to Cloninger’s other plays. The difference, however, is that it is the only 
Cloninger show that does not feature biblical characters.  
 
44 See Appendix C for an excerpt from Witnesses, used with permission. 
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Saxon word, “god-spell”) means “good news.” Evangelicals believe the “good news” that 

Jesus was the divine Messiah (or Christ) sent from heaven to save humanity from eternal 

damnation and introduce people to the Kingdom of God.45 Although American 

evangelicals narrowly define Jesus as the only person who can bring people to God, they 

do not have an exclusive claim on him. Instead, citizens of (and immigrants to) the 

United States have a long tradition of identifying with what Prothero refers to as the 

“American Jesus” (7).46 Prothero argues that although “Americans have hailed Jesus as a 

personality who stood out from the madding crowd, they have applauded him loudest 

when he has walked and talked like them” (294). Prothero also contends that while “It is 

easy to dismiss the various appearances of the American Jesus as narcissistic and culture-

affirming …. his reincarnations have often been culture-denying” (299).47 Cloninger’s 

plays certainly work among evangelicals in the United States because they are “culture-

affirming.” They also work because of how they Americanize Jesus. 

Cloninger’s plays do not have identifiable dramatic action, but they are didactic. 

No two characters interact with each other. There are no antagonists, although there are a 

few characters who do not embrace Jesus. Instead, each character uses his own 

perspective to tell a story about Jesus. More specifically, characters (re)tell their stories as 

if someone is interviewing them. Cloninger chose this approach to his work because he 
                                                 
45 Christians typically capitalize pronouns referring to Jesus to indicate their belief in his deity. In this 
chapter, however, pronouns referring directly to God are capitalized, but those referring to Jesus are not. 
Proving or discrediting that Jesus was God does not lie at the heart of this project.   
 
46 Although the present study considers Prothero’s “American Jesus” within the context of evangelical 
Christianity, Prothero explains: “To explore the American Jesus … is not to confine oneself to Christianity. 
It is to examine how American Christianity has been formed by Christians and non-Christians alike, and 
how the varieties of American religious experience have been shaped by the public power of the Christian 
message” (7).  
 
47 Prothero also identifies the American Jesus as both an “iconoclast as well as an icon” (300) and the 
country’s “foremost cultural [artifact]” (302). 
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wanted his plays to have a “conversational quality” (Cloninger). In this way, Cloninger 

hopes that people will be more attracted to Jesus by identifying with one of his characters 

(Cloninger). In order to get his audiences to identify with Jesus, Cloninger performs his 

various characters with recognizable regional accents—as Cajuns, New York dock 

workers, rural farmers, rugged cowboys, to name a few. At the same time, however, 

Cloninger keeps his characters loosely existing within the parameters of their biblical 

context: characters talk about life in ancient Palestine but speak the slang of modern 

Americans. Although the results of this time warp are dramaturgically mixed, 

Cloninger’s aim is to engage as broad an audience possible while nodding to those who 

recognize the familiar Bible stories For those among his audience who are completely 

unfamiliar with the Bible, however, Witnesses and Celebrate are potentially confusing 

(and somewhat inaccessible) shows. Although it is Cloninger’s aim to get people to love 

Jesus and want to know him better (Cloninger), his plays work best among the converted. 

If taken this way, they indeed provide evangelicals with a rich dramatization of shared 

beliefs about Jesus. A dramatization of someone who knew Jesus presents evangelicals 

with a deeply personal faith. If taken as proselytizing, however, they fall flat without 

insider knowledge.  

Whenever Cloninger performs Celebrate the Child in churches, for example, he 

further personalizes the performance for the “converted” through two conventions: 

leading the audience in corporate singing and using a baby from the congregation to stand 

in for the newborn Jesus. Interspersed between his monologues, the audience joins 

Cloninger in singing traditional Christmas carols. Through this participation, the audience 

testifies to their shared beliefs about Jesus. They are also cast as an unseen angelic choir, 
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watching the events of Jesus’ Nativity unfold before various Bible characters. The use of 

a baby further draws them into a personalized experience with the show by giving them a 

stake in the drama. In Luke’s Gospel (Luke 2.21-38), Jesus was circumcised according to 

Jewish custom and presented to a priest named Simeon. Simeon prophesized that Jesus 

was Israel’s Messiah, sent to be a “Light of revelation to the Gentiles” (Luke 2.32). When 

Cloninger performs Simeon’s monologue in Celebrate for churches, he uses a baby to 

both endear the audience to Jesus and illustrate for them the fragility of the Incarnation (a 

densely theological term that describes how Jesus was both divine and human). Before 

performing for a church, Cloninger and a selected family from the congregation arrange 

for him to use their baby for his Simeon monologue. Sometimes the child is as young as a 

week, but in a few instances, he or she may be nearly two years old (Cloninger). 

Undoubtedly, by using a baby to stand in for Jesus, Cloninger gives the people of that 

church a feeling that God is present. Their religious values become briefly, through 

theatrical convention, “incarnate” through a child from among them. The baby becomes 

more than just a clever prop; he or she becomes symbolic and illustrative of two 

fundamental evangelical beliefs about Jesus: that he was human and divine. Cloninger’s 

use of a baby undoubtedly panders to sentimentalism, but it is no less effective.  

Unlike his other shows, Red Letter is the only play where Cloninger portrays 

Jesus and no other character.48 Cloninger based the title of the show on an early-twentieth 

century editorial tradition (introduced by Louis Klopsch) that printed the words attributed 

to Jesus in the four Gospels in red ink. In Red Letter, Cloninger performs various 

monologues that are adapted from many of Jesus’ better-known sermons and parables. 

                                                 
48 See Appendix D for an excerpt from Red Letter with notes about cutting the script for shorter 
performances, used with permission. 
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The play begins with Cloninger reading from Isaiah 61.1: “The Spirit of the Sovereign 

LORD is on me, because the LORD has anointed me to preach good news to the poor.” 

After reading this passage, Cloninger slams a Bible shut and declares before his audience: 

“Well …today, in your hearing, this scripture here just came true.” With this opening 

gesture, Cloninger references an obscure story from Jesus’ early ministry. According to 

Luke’s Gospel (4.14-30), Jesus read from Isaiah’s text at the synagogue of his hometown, 

Nazareth. After reading from that passage, he declared that he was the fulfillment of 

Isaiah’s prophecy. The men of Nazareth became enraged at Jesus’ declaration and nearly 

killed him for blaspheming. By slamming a Bible shut, Cloninger attempts to bring about 

some of the same dramatic tension of Luke’s narrative. Although the gesture cannot 

nearly recapture the near-death situation that Jesus experienced at the hands of his friends 

and neighbors, in most churches, people still revere the Bible as a sacred object and 

rarely handle it roughly, especially from the pulpit. At the very least, Cloninger’s act of 

slamming a Bible catches most audiences’ attention.  What also catches their attention 

(even if subliminally) is Cloninger’s appearance as an actor portraying Jesus (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Photo of Curt Cloninger, used with permission. 

 

For predominantly “white” churches in particular, Cloninger’s portrayal of Jesus 

in Red Letter fittingly illustrates the tension between evangelical beliefs and the pervasive 

issue of gender politics. Throughout his career, Cloninger has intentionally kept a beard 

(Cloninger), and, even in his later years, stayed in good shape.  This helps him resemble 
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many of the white, masculine images of Jesus that are common to American culture. 

Colleen McDannell’s study about material Christianity in America closely examines how 

the problem “of gender, art, and kitsch” is “intrinsic to Christianity” (187). As 

“traditional” domestic roles changed during the twentieth century, artistic portrayals of 

Jesus’ masculinity became a contentious topic among both American Catholics and 

Protestants. During the second half of the twentieth century, for example, Warner 

Sallman’s painting, Head of Christ (1940) became one of the most recognized images of 

Jesus in America. Especially during the 1960s, however, many evangelical church leaders 

and professors argued that the portrait was too “effeminate” and did not portray Jesus as a 

heroic (enough) savior (189).49  Nevertheless, it did not take long before Head of Christ 

became a ubiquitous icon in many churches and evangelical homes (Prothero 118). Even 

beyond the borders of evangelicalism, Prothero argues that Sallman’s picture “helped to 

transform Jesus from a celebrity into a national icon. As of the of the turn of the twenty-

first century, over 500 million copies had been produced, making Head of Christ the most 

common religious image in the world” (116). Head of Christ presented educated 

evangelicals with a philosophical and religious dilemma. McDannell theorizes that: 

evangelicals who took art seriously knew that aesthetic theory emphasizes 

detachment, disinterestedness, and indifference. Those character traits 

were difficult to integrate into a Christian system that emphasized personal 

commitment and involvement with a living Jesus. Conservatives continue 

to use Sallman’s art in their churches and schools, in addition to more 

                                                 
49Prothero notes that it was the Heinrich Hofmann paintings of Jesus (e.g. Head of Christ, Christ in the 
Garden of Gethsemane, and Christ and the Rich Young Ruler) that were especially popular in the twenties 
and thirties. Prothero argues: “They also provided Americans with their most vivid and enduring images of 
Jesus” (116).  
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masculine portrayals of Christ, because their theology does not devalue 

the historical Jesus and promote a universal Christ. Conservatives 

emphasize the historic Jesus who interacts on a personal basis with 

Christians, and so their problem is not one of the bad taste of realistic art 

but rather the bad history of portraying Jesus as an effeminate male. (197) 

Cloninger presents no threat to the status quo image of Jesus that is fixed in most 

evangelical minds (and hearts). Moreover, if Cloninger’s portrayal works for evangelical 

audiences, it is undoubtedly for many of same reasons that Sallman’s portrait does. 

Prothero posits:  

Sallman’s Jesus engaged the viewer directly, and he did so in a way that 

was inviting, reassuring, comforting, and intimate. Severing Jesus from 

the Bible stories reinforced the image of Jesus as friend. It also advanced 

the cause of solus Jesus.  Depicting the baby Jesus at his mother’s breast 

evokes in many viewers the doctrine of the incarnation; representing Jesus 

suffering on the cross evokes the doctrine of the atonement. A head-and-

shoulders portrait, however, evokes Jesus alone. Although Sallman was a 

Bible-believing evangelical, his Jesus stood apart, even from the Gospels 

themselves. (119).  

Cloninger believes that his portrayal of Jesus—who was relatively young, approximately 

thirty three, when he died—in Red Letter has been somewhat diminished by his current 

age (Cloninger). It is likely, however, that most evangelical audiences are forgiving of 

Cloninger’s grey hair so long as he embodies an expected masculinity. Similarly, it is 

difficult to imagine a scenario where a woman could have been as successful portraying 
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Jesus during the evangelical theatre phenomenon. Undoubtedly, if the Jesus of the New 

Testament world were alive today, he would probably receive suspicious looks from the 

TSA. Regardless of this historical incongruity, evangelical audiences have little problem 

with dramatic portrayals of him as a virile white man. It is another thing, however, to ask 

them to think of Jesus as being feminine (or queer). As with Sallman’s portrait, that leap 

may be too difficult for many audiences to accept.  

Despite what Cloninger’s performance of Jesus reveals about evangelical gender 

politics, his gospel message in Red Letter is noticeably different from his other plays. In 

Witnesses and Celebrate the Child, for example, Cloninger presents his audience with the 

testimonies of imagined characters. He does not, however, directly ask them to “believe” 

anything about Jesus. This is not to suggest that these plays do not present Jesus as the 

divine Messiah, nor does it suggest that Cloninger is not interested in proselytizing others 

through his drama.  Rather, in Red Letter, Cloninger unapologetically presents his own 

beliefs about Jesus and intentionally keeps the aim of his proselytizing confrontational.  

The Jesus of Red Letter is aggressive and preachy, but there are no acts of miracles, and 

no plot that drives the action of the play. No one crucifies Jesus at the end of Red Letter 

and the audience is unsure about who are Jesus’ enemies. Because Jesus’ gospel is 

relentlessly presented in the show, Cloninger has kept that play the shortest of his 

repertoire. In the video version of the play, Cloninger better succeeds in achieving his 

goal of presenting a dramatic conflict. In the film, Cloninger included non-speaking 

actors to portray Jesus’ modern disciples and hostile audiences. The play is set in a 

church, outdoors, and in homes. By including these actor’s responses, the viewer is able 

to see, through faces of agreement, disgust, and confusion, how Cloninger wants Jesus’ 
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message to affect listeners. In effect, the non-speaking actors become the lens through 

which Cloninger challenges the audience to either believe in or reject Jesus. Despite the 

good intentions behind Red Letter, the play is limited by how much the audience already 

believes about Jesus. It is doubtful (though not entirely unlikely) that someone totally 

unfamiliar with him would come to faith by watching Red Letter because the show still 

requires the same sort of insider understanding that makes all of Cloninger’s plays work. 

An outsider unfamiliar with Jesus will only learn about sagely teachings in Red Letter. 

They will not, most likely, learn about a Messiah who took an active part in humanity 

through kind deeds and miracles, died on the cross, and conquered death. For those who 

already believe those things about Jesus, Red Letter can be a devotional experience that 

affirms affection for Jesus.  

The Gospel According to Max McLean 

In contrast to Cloninger, Max McLean and Tom Key have been more active in 

taking Jesus to secular audiences. Additionally, their plays (especially Key’s show) are 

driven by clearer dramatic action. Their work can also be viewed as an evangelical 

response to the Jesus plays produced on Broadway in the 1970s—specifically Godspell, 

Jesus Christ Superstar, and Alec McCowen’s St. Mark’s Gospel.50 Although their shows 

play well before evangelicals, their off-Broadway productions illustrate how some artists 

found success in reaching outside the boundary during the evangelical theatre 

phenomenon.  

                                                 
50In 1978, McCowen’s Saint Mark bridged two theatre genres on Broadway, passion plays and 
monodramas. To be more specific, the show involved McCowen reciting the King James translation of 
Mark’s Gospel. Saint Mark first premiered at Riverside Studios, Mermaid Theatre, and the Comedy 
Theatre in London before coming to New York’s Marymount Manhattan and Playhouse theatres. 
McCowen was nominated for a Tony for his performance in the show and wrote about the experience in his 
memoir, Double Bill.    
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Unlike Cloninger, Max McLean has sustained a career of performing known 

Christian literature.  McLean is a New Jersey-based actor, but was born in Panama City 

into a military family (Figure 5). Consequently, he spent much of his life living 

throughout North America, Europe, and Asia. After McLean finished college at the 

University of Texas as a history major, he completed post-graduate theatre studies in 

London and worked professionally in Great Britain, New York and other regional 

theatres throughout North America during the late 1970s.  In 1983, McLean began 

performing Mark’s Gospel while also maintaining a full-time job with the National 

Religious Broadcasters “selling advertising for the trade magazine sponsored by the 

NRB” (McLean 24). Around 1987, he began extensively touring his Mark show. In 1992, 

he created the Fellowship for the Performing Arts (FPA).This non-profit organization 

eventually allowed McLean to continue his acting career but travel less. Indeed, at the 

height of his touring career, McLean estimates he performed nearly 200 nights a year 

(24). The FPA also allowed him to expand his repertoire to include performances of the 

New Testament book of Acts, Paul’s epistle to the Philippians, and the Old Testament 

book of Genesis. Through the FPA, McLean released the Listener’s Bible audio line and 

began producing a daily radio program entitled Listen to the Bible (which airs on over 

700 radio affiliates). Additionally, through the FPA, McLean produced a series of audio 

works entitled Classics of the Christian Faith.51  

McLean’s most commonly performed solo shows include The Screwtape Letters, 

from C.S. Lewis’ fictional short story and adapted by McLean and playwright Jeffery 

Fiske; Mark’s Gospel, for which McLean received Chicago’s Jeff Award in 2009, and 

                                                 
51 These include McLean’s readings from notable Western Christian writers and thinkers such as Saint 
Augustine, Martin Luther, John Bunyan, Jonathan Edwards and George Whitfield. 
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Genesis. Of all his shows, however, McLean only portrays Jesus in Mark’s Gospel. Some 

evangelicals recognize McLean more for his radio work rather than his stage career. 

Thus, at least among evangelicals, McLean is a voice for the convinced. Despite this, 

however, Hedy Weiss at the Chicago Sun-Times and Chris Jones at the Chicago Tribune 

gave McLean’s production of Mark’s Gospel in Chicago strong reviews. Likewise, critics 

at the Associated Press, The New York Times, The New Yorker, and the New York Post 

also had a positive response to McLean’s Screwtape show (25). 

McLean’s performance of the Bible is motivated by his conversion experience. 

Not long after he finished college, McLean became involved with other Christians 

(including his eventual wife) while living in West Germany and was “born-again” after 

reading John’s Gospel in one sitting. Soon after his conversion, McLean pursued theatre 

studies in London, eventually married, and began his acting career. Within a few years, 

however, McLean quit acting and began graduate studies at Alliance Theological 

Seminary in New York. While in seminary, McLean returned to his performance interests 

by fusing his acting experience with his nascent Bible education. Inspired by seeing 

McCowan’s performance of Saint Mark, and with the encouragement of Alliance’s Ravi 

Zacharias (an Indian-born evangelist and, arguably, one of the most respected Christian 

apologists and seminary professors among evangelicals), McLean began his 

monodramatic career by performing readings of the Bible. McLean writes: “Like most 

people in seminary, I had a passion to know God and to share God with others. Now I 

was finding that the act of reading the text was itself a homily to the congregation. Maybe 

that was my calling (23)?” McLean indeed found his “calling” by retelling familiar Bible 

stories. He notes: 
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The first time I presented the Bible as a dramatic reading, the impact was 

immediate and profound. Since that time, God has provided me with 

opportunities to present the Bible to people of all ages, across the religious 

and cultural spectrum, through live presentations, on radio, and on 

television to hundreds of thousands—perhaps millions of people. (25)  

Since McLean’s career has spanned nearly thirty years, it is likely his estimates are more 

moderate than they are exaggerated.  

 

 

Figure 5: Photo of Max McLean, used with permission. 
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More than nearly any other form of theatre done by evangelicals, McLean’s many 

dramatizations of the Bible are closer to what the early Christians experienced when they 

heard the first gospel stories about Jesus. After all, long before Jesus’ believers read 

gospels, they heard them. Scholars such as Norman Bert, David Rhoads, Holly Hearon, 

and Joanna Dewey have contributed to a better understanding of how the first Christians 

came to believe that Jesus was the Messiah through oral traditions and theatrical 

conventions. When the New Testament was written (and canonized in the second 

century), for example, literacy was a privilege reserved for the wealthy, but oral 

performances were accessible to all. This was indeed fortunate for Christians since most 

of them were among the poorest citizens of the Roman Empire. As Dewey observes, 

“Storytelling was ubiquitous in the ancient world, so it would certainly have been part—

an important part—of early Christian experience” (498). But to what extent did theatre 

impact early Christianity?  

According to some scholars, theatre had a significant impact on the first gospel 

accounts of Jesus. Although it is widely accepted among most scholars that Mark was the 

first gospel written (circa 70 C.E.), few seem to agree upon its origin.52 Bert argues that 

because no one had previously written a gospel about Jesus before Mark, the author had 

no model to follow. Thus, Mark based his story of Jesus, Bert further argues, on 

“Aristotelian and Horatian principles” that presented Jesus as a “tragic hero in the Greek 

epic tradition” (“Mark and Aristotle,” 149). If Bert’s theory is true, this means that the 

first known Gospel came out of a theatre tradition familiar to first century Christians. In 

slight contrast to Bert’s position, Dewey argues that Mark was originally “an orally 

                                                 
52 Christians have traditionally taught that John Mark, a wealthy Hellenistic Jew who traveled with the 
Apostle Paul, wrote Mark’s Gospel.   
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composed narrative” (499). Dewey concedes, however, that even if Mark was not 

“composed orally,” at the very least it was “undoubtedly transmitted through oral re-

performance” (500). Hearon offers a synthesis between Bert and Dewey’s claims by 

observing that the reading aloud of the first Christian texts was, “if not the exclusive 

practice in the ancient Mediterranean world, at least the normative practice” (97). These 

three scholars all agree that Mark’s Gospel can be recited in a time frame consistent with 

the traditions of Greek drama. Indeed, McLean’s (and McCowen’s) performance of Mark 

demonstrates the validity of this theory. Although Bert and Dewey offer substantial 

arguments for their differing claims about the origins of Mark’s Gospel, both make a 

compelling case that early accounts of Jesus were transmitted through dramatic 

conventions. Even McLean recognizes that his shows “recreate elements of what people 

in first-century culture would have experienced” (27).  

If it can be argued that the main focus of Curt Cloninger’s work is Jesus, it can be 

equally asserted that the Bible is the center of Max McLean’s world. This is not to 

suggest that McLean is any less devoted to Jesus than Cloninger or that he deifies the 

Bible over Jesus. Instead, McLean clearly found in Mark the same thing McCowen did 

when he wrote in Double Bill: “The construction of St. Mark’s Gospel is amazingly 

suited to the theatre” (122). Likewise, just as McCowen recalled encountering an 

inspirational Jesus through his performance of the book (136), whenever McLean 

performs the Bible, he also hopes his audiences will experience the same spiritual 

transformation he did when he first read the Gospels.    
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The Gospel According to Tom Key 

Tom Key never saw McCowen’s performance of St. Mark, but when he learned 

about it, he too was inspired to stage a gospel story about Jesus (Figure 6). In 1981, Key, 

along with Russell Treyz (director and co-writer) and the late folk song writer and activist 

Harry Chapin (music and lyrics), created the Cotton Patch Gospel. 53 Key and his 

collaborators based their show on Clarence Jordan’s (pronounced Jerdan) “cotton patch” 

translation (or version) of the New Testament Gospel of Matthew. The Cotton Patch 

premiered off-Broadway in the fall of 1981 at the Lamb’s Theatre only a few months 

after Chapin died in an automobile accident. It won two Dramalogue Awards for 

Outstanding Achievement in Theatre.54 In 1982, Dramatic Publishing produced the script 

as an ensemble musical. In 1988, Alpha Omega Publications and Bridgestone Multimedia 

produced a video of the Cotton Patch, which included performances by Key and the 

original “Cotton Pickers” (a four-piece bluegrass band that performed Chapin’s music 

during the original show and interacted non-verbally with Key during the play). 55  A 

DVD of that video became available in 2006. In Key’s solo performance of Cotton Patch, 

                                                 
53 Treyz is a graduate of Princeton and Yale School of Drama, and has many regional directing credits from 
his work with the Orlando Shakespeare Festival, Alabama Shakespeare Festival, Playwrights Horizons 
(New York), Utah Shakespearean Festival, Alabama Shakespeare Festival, and the Actors Theatre of 
Louisville. During their early careers, Key and Treyz had worked together at the Alabama Shakespeare 
Festival. In 1974, Chapin “Cat’s in the Cradle” became a number one Billboard song.  In 1987, Chapin was 
posthumously awarded the Congressional Gold Medal for his work with world hunger. Chapin’s 
humanitarian influence continued long after his death. Chapin’s manager Ken Kragen was one of the 
principal leaders responsible for organizing the anti-hunger projects USA for Africa (which produced the 
song “We Are the World,” 1985) and Hands Across America (1986). 
 
54The Dramalogue Awards were started in 1977 by the Drama-Logue company, an LA-based trade 
magazine that began as a casting hotline in 1969. The annual awards were decided by the theatre critics 
who wrote for the newspaper. In the late 1990s, the publication merged with the New York-based Back 
Stage to create Back Stage West and the awards were changed into the Back Stage West Garland Awards. 
 
55 Alpha Omega is a curriculum-publishing house founded in 1977 based (formerly in Chandler, Arizona) 
in Rock Rapids, Iowa. Bridgestone Multimedia Group (or BMG) was formerly Omega Entertainment, an 
extension of Alpha Omega.  
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he performs a multitude of characters, including Jesus. By 2003, Key claimed to have had 

acted in at least ten different solo and ensemble productions of the musical for more than 

1,000 performances (Forward x). 

Similarly to McLean, Key has extensive experience in professional theatre. Since 

1995, he has been the Executive Artistic Director of Atlanta’s Theatrical Outfit.56 He 

received his Actor’s Equity card in 1974 and also has a master’s degree in theatre from 

the University of Tennessee. From 1991 to 1997, he was an artist in residence and guest 

lecturer at Emory University (GA). His professional television credits include 

performances in I’ll Fly Away, In the Heat of the Night, and Dallas. Feature film credits 

include a performance in Walt Disney’s Gordy (1995).  In addition to the creating the 

Cotton Patch, Key has also toured many other solo shows, including C.S. Lewis on Stage 

(his first touring solo show which preceded Cotton Patch),57 Screwtape in Person (à la 

McLean’s Screwtape Letters), The Revelation of John, and most recently, Christmas 

Memories (based on Truman Capote’s titular short story).  

                                                 
56 According to Theatrical Outfit’s web-site, the company operates “as an SPT-8 (Small Professional 
Theater) under Actor’s Equity Association, the union of actors and stage managers in America” (Theatrical 
Outfit). Although Theatrical Outfit is not an evangelical theatre organization per se, under Key’s 
leadership, the mission of the company is to “tell stories that stimulate thoughtful discussion and to create a 
rich theater experience for everyone who sees, stages and supports our production.” Likewise, one of the 
core values of Theatrical is to “tell consistently high-quality, soul-stirring stories, often from great classic 
and contemporary literature, with themes that are relevant and revelatory” (Theatrical). Key has staged 
productions of the Cotton Patch at Theatrical, but the company has also produced notable plays such as 
John Logan’s Red (2012), Horton Foote’s The Young Man from Atlanta (2011), Alfred Uhry’s Driving 
Miss Daisy (2009), and Athol Fugard’s Blood Knot (1998).      
 
57Most recently, Bradley Armacost performed C.S. Lewis on Stage at Chicago’s Royal George Theatre in 
2007 and 2008. The production, directed by Tim Gregory (founding Artistic Director of Chicago’s 
Provision Theatre Company), received positive reviews and Armacost was nominated for a Joseph 
Jefferson Award (a prestigious award given to Chicago-based theatre companies for outstanding Equity and 
non-Equity productions). Since 2003, Provision Theatre has been staging religious-themed plays such as 
the Cotton Patch Gospel (2003), The Gospel of John (2006), and Godspell (2010). Despite the company’s 
preference for religious-themed materials, Provision has been nominated for several Jeff Awards.  
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Key was inspired to create a solo show about Jesus after hearing about Alec 

McCowen’s success with Saint Mark’s Gospel. Knowing that McCowen was British, 

however, Key envisioned a version of Jesus that would sound distinctly American.  

Additionally, Key was mindful of the influence that Godspell and Jesus Christ Superstar 

had on audiences. In contrast to these shows, however, Key wanted to create a play that 

would address Jesus’ resurrection “in a significant way” (Wingfield). As Key began to 

explore source material for such a show, a pastor referred him to Clarence Jordan’s 

“cotton patch” writings. Jordan was an activist Baptist minister, farmer, and Greek 

scholar noted for starting the Koinonia Farm near Americus, Georgia in 1942.58 The 

“Farm,” as it came to be known, was a Christian commune infamous to locals for its 

racial integration (white and black farm hands ate together and were paid equally) and 

pacifism (during World War II, conscientious objectors were welcomed to the Farm). 

From the late 1950s through the civil rights movement, the Farm faced many challenges, 

including a long economic boycott from the citizens of Americus and continual acts of 

intimidation (including beatings, bombings, shootings, destruction of property, and verbal 

harassments) by members of the Ku Klux Klan.   

Jordan had written a colloquial translation of most of the New Testament (with 

the exceptions of the Gospel of Mark, Book of Revelation, and completed Gospel of 

John) before his death in 1969.  He wrote them “to help the modern reader have the same 

sense of participation in [the New Testament] which the early Christians must have had” 

(1970, 9). Jordan considered the ancient historical context of the Bible to be a barrier for 

those in his region who lacked biblical literacy. To address this disparity, he attempted to 

                                                 
58 Jordan’s work was brought to national attention with PBS’s EMMY award-winning documentary, Briars 
in the Cotton Patch: The Story of Koinonia Farm (2005).   
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recapture the “original feeling and excitement of the fast-breaking news—good news—

rather than musty history” (10). It was not always easy for Jordan to find contemporary 

parallels with the original gospel stories. “Matching present day people, groups and 

settings with their biblical counterparts,” he wrote, “involves a good bit of guesswork and 

subjective interpretation, mingled with the best knowledge one has of both the modern 

and ancient situation” (2004, xviii).  In the cotton patch versions of the Gospels, Jesus 

Davidson is born in Gainesville, Georgia rather than Bethlehem. The Chattahoochee 

replaces the Jordan River, and Atlanta substitutes for ancient Jerusalem. Rather than 

opposing Pharisees (one of the leading Jewish religious groups during Jesus’ time) and 

Roman officials, Jesus (much like Jordan) aims his criticism at crooked southern 

politicians, Catholics, Protestants, church people, theologians, the Klan, and Baptists.  

 

Figure 6: Photo of Tom Key, used with permission. 
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After finishing C.S. Lewis on Stage, Key visited Koinonia and read Jordan’s 

original writings. In 1980, he developed and toured an early version of the show based on 

these readings. After about fifty performances, Key presented his work to Harry Chapin. 

Key was able to get an audience with Chapin because both men had both worked 

professionally with Russell Treyz. Chapin was impressed with Key’s show and agreed to 

produce twenty-six songs for a revised production. In the original off Broadway version, 

four bluegrass musicians played Chapin’s music and accompanied Key on stage. The 

original “Cotton Pickers” included Scott Ainslie, Pete Corum, Jim Lauderdale, and 

Michael Mark. Key and the Pickers sang the Chapin songs that were interspersed 

throughout the drama, but only Key spoke the play’s dialogue. Chapin’s musical numbers 

include such titles as “Turn it Around,” “Miracle on Stone Mountain,” “Jubilation,” 

“Jud,” and “One More Tomorrow.” In addition to performing as the main character, 

Matthew (traditionally believed by Christians to be one of Jesus’ disciples and the author 

of Matthew’s Gospel), Key also performed all the other characters: Jesus, Pilate, angels, 

disciples, to name a few.  

The first act of the Cotton Patch tells of Jesus’ birth (also taken from Luke’s 

Gospel) and early ministry activity, including miraculous acts, parables, and the training 

of the twelve disciples. Although Cotton Patch Jesus is a worker of miracles, he has 

difficulty accessing and understanding his power when he initially begins using it. For 

example, Jesus fumbles through turning water into wine at a wedding (but ultimately 

succeeds in the task to even his own amazement). Indeed, throughout the first act, Jesus is 

meek about his power and message, reaching his followers with a gentle and empathetic 

charisma. Jesus also displays a child-like devotion to God, referring to him often as 
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“Daddy.” Key’s Jesus is whimsical at times, but no less determined in other scenes. The 

first part of the show concludes with the anticipation of Jesus’ enclave going to Atlanta; 

the second half briskly tells the events of Judas’ betrayal and Jesus’ Passion.  

In the second act of the play, Jesus is more demonstrative and outspoken in his 

teaching but no less fragile in his demeanor (at least in Key’s performance). In contrast to 

the first act, much of the dialogue comes from Jesus. He briefly withdraws from his 

biological family and disciples, frustrated that no one seems to understand his mission or 

message. He also becomes increasingly emotional over the thought of his impending 

death. Rather than dying by crucifixion, however, he is set-up by Governor Pilate during 

the annual Sunday School Teacher’s Conference and lynched by the Klan while being 

transported from Atlanta to a prison outside of Leesburg.59 Although the play takes a dark 

turn, it concludes with Jesus’ resurrection and heavenly ascension on a mountain in 

Alabama. Jesus returns from his harrowing ordeals with the same verve and exuberance 

he demonstrated earlier. Chapin’s spirited final songs “I Wonder” and “Somethin’s 

Brewin’ in Gainesville” (reprise) conclude the show on an upbeat note.  

More so than any other portrayal of Jesus done during the evangelical theatre 

phenomenon, Key’s Cotton Patch works well on stage because of its nostalgic sensibility 

and regional appeal. It is indeed a quintessential example of religious Americana theatre. 

                                                 
59 Among Western Christians, the historical issue of “who murdered Jesus” has often resulted in deadly 
anti-Semitic backlash. Did Jews kill Jesus or Romans? Under less violent times, Christians have given 
more careful attention to the role the Romans played in his death. Regardless, the debate of culpability is 
perennial. When Mel Gibson released The Passion (2004), for example, critics scoured the film for anti-
Semitic themes. Even though Gibson removed subtitles of dialogue that accused the Jews of deicide 
(referred to as the “blood curse”), his interpretation of Pilate suggested that the Roman governor was 
sympathetic to Jesus’ dilemma. Gibson’s film suggests that Pilate was forced to execute Jesus to quell 
political unrest. In contrast to these images, the Pilate of Key’s Cotton Patch is clearly in charge of Jesus’ 
murder. Indeed, Key removes the tension between Jews and Christians from the play in favor of the tension 
between Jesus and what Jordan often referred to as the hypocrisy of “southern justice.” The religious 
leaders that Jesus fights in Cotton Patch are “Christian,” and there are very few references to Jewish culture 
in the show.   
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For instance, there is a noticeable difference between the portrayals of Jesus by Curt 

Cloninger and Tom Key. Especially in his youth, Key’s clean-shaven face and dancer 

like physique tapped into the same iconic qualities that endeared audiences to twentieth-

century actors such as Jimmy Stewart and Gregory Peck. Key’s Jesus evokes an 

American underdog, full of faith, loyalty, virtue and religious devotion.  When Key 

performed in New York, Mel Gussow of The New York Times gave the show a positive 

review. Gussow described the play as a “kind of cracker-barrel turnabout of Alec 

McCowen’s St. Mark’s Gospel” (Gussow). Gussow was particularly impressed with 

Chapin’s music. Gussow also likened Key’s performance to watching Dick Van Dyke. 

He further described the opening night as “cute as calico and as sweet as sorghum. A 

little of it goes a very long way” (Gussow). By putting Jesus in a distinctly American 

context, Key invites audiences into a familiar world. By keeping that world in a “distant 

past,” however, Key’s show becomes potentially antiquated over time. The show’s 

exploration of the racial issues Jordan faced at the Farm is also mixed.   

Although Key kept the show consistent with Jordan’s writings, he did not delve as 

deeply into one of the most important values that Jordan preached: racial reconciliation as 

essential to Christian living. The primary source of Key’s show came from Jordan’s 

version of Matthew’s Gospel, but Key also incorporated other cotton patch writings for 

the script. For example, Key includes Jesus’ well-known parable of the Good Samaritan. 

In that parable, found only in Luke’s Gospel (10.25-27), Jesus tells the story of a 

traveling Jewish merchant who is robbed and beaten by bandits. Two Jewish priests pass 

by the dying man with little regard for his suffering. A Samaritan (or half-Jew in Jesus’ 

time) eventually rescues the dying merchant and spares no expense at recovery. 
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According to Luke, Jesus used the parable to illustrate to his crowd that in order to love 

your neighbor as yourself (a recurring theme in Key’s play), acts of compassion must 

extend to those “neighbors” from other social and racial classes (Jesus often insisted to 

his followers that they must also love their enemies too or they would have no part in his 

Father’s “kingdom”). In Key’s version of that parable, Jesus recasts the merchant as a 

white insurance salesperson, the priests as Christian celebrities and the Samaritan as a 

black truck driver. On the one hand, the inclusion of this parable addresses the racial 

themes found in Jordan’s writings. On the other hand, it only addresses them at a surface 

level.  

This is not to suggest that Cotton Patch’s racial message was lost on all 

audiences. Key’s comments made during his 2007 Keynote Address at the Southeastern 

Theatre Conference, and in an interview with Mark Wingfield in 2003 (the Baptist 

Standard), indicate that the racial references in the show (i.e. the lynching of Jesus and 

the Good “black” Samaritan as a hero) gained  attention from some productions. For 

example, in a story during his keynote, Key related that members of the Klan once made 

death threats against a touring company that was about to perform the Cotton Patch at an 

outdoor theatre in Montgomery, Alabama. The company’s stage manager phoned Key to 

find out if he would allow them to remove language that implicated the Klan in “the 

lynching of Jesus.” Key noted:  “I’ll skip ahead to a high point: The next day it rained, so 

the performance was cancelled” (“Making Theatre”). Key also related to Wingfield that 

some “theatergoers still walk out in protest of the play’s inference of racial equality as a 

gospel cause” (Wingfield). While Key believes that the racial themes in Cotton Patch are 
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“still essential” to the show (Wingfield), he has been more perplexed by the responses to 

of the play from his spiritual peers.  

Some evangelicals have criticized Key’s Cotton Patch. Key notes that the play “is 

a story Christians like to see in the secular theatre but won’t let in their churches because 

that endorses a theology.” Wingfield notes: “As evidence, [Key] cites the fact the show 

continues to be a theatrical hit and has been performed in both professional and amateur 

theatres across the country and into Canada. But a movie version intended to draw heavy 

use in churches did not fare nearly so well” (Wingfield). Key also shared in his keynote 

that the North Carolina-based Billy Graham Association once threatened him with legal 

action over posters for the show that were endorsed by one of the Association’s vice-

presidents. They informed Key that if he did not remove the endorsement from the 

posters, the Association was going to sue. According to Key, others had convinced the 

unnamed vice-president that the play was too “blasphemous” (“Making Theatre”). 

Although Key does not suggest it, it is also possible that the Association took issue with 

the racial ideas presented in the show. To conflate the short-lived controversy, Key 

continued, “This was not long after seeing a Billy Graham Crusade start with the opening 

number and title song of Jesus Christ Superstar” (“Making Theatre”). What seemed 

obvious to Key—that Superstar was not a show that ultimately promoted the evangelical 

gospel of Jesus—went ignored or overlooked by the Graham Association.  

Conclusion 

 The gospel monodramas of Curt Cloninger, Max McLean, and Tom Key illustrate 

that when people are deeply devoted to their religious beliefs (not just those held by 

evangelicals) they must hold their desire to maintain status quo in tension with their 
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desire to experience revival. Religious experiences cannot be divorced from moments of 

stasis and change. All religious belief systems challenge devotees to evaluate if their lives 

are matching up with spiritual teaching. For evangelicals, religious devotion to Jesus 

requires a willingness to change. It is easy for them to claim to love Jesus because he was 

so kind and loving in the gospel stories. It is much harder to live the life of selflessness he 

promoted. The potential to “become” like him, however, has a strong appeal to 

evangelicals because, as James Livingston argues, all humans have a strong need to 

answer the existential questions of life. Livingston defines these as “moral obligation, 

guilt, injustice, finitude, and what endures” (11). He expands his argument thusly:   

We as human beings need sets of coherent answers to our existential 

questions as well as archetypal patterns of behavior and frames of 

reference because our lives, unlike those of other animal species, are not 

definable solely in terms of the satisfaction of the basic biological needs of 

food, shelter, and sex. While a fully human life obviously includes the 

satisfaction of these drives, they are not sufficient to satisfy such a life. 

We have other moral, aesthetic, and religious needs that, strangely, have 

no limits and cannot easily be satisfied. We are a union of nature and spirit 

and our consciousness of the tension between our spiritual or religious 

aspirations and our finitude and creatureliness—that we are both free of 

nature and yet bound by nature—leads to our existential anxiety but also 

our spiritual quests. (12)     

It is important for evangelicals to maintain status quo beliefs about Jesus because their 

faith offers them the possibility that a higher power—namely Christ—is more capable of 
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answering these existential questions to life than they. American evangelicals may come 

across to the mainstream as if Jesus has given them certainty about humanity’s existential 

questions, but when people get to know evangelicals on a personal level, it is clear that 

most born-agains have just as many anxieties about their own “finitude and 

creatureliness” as everyone else.  The evangelical theatre movement was crucial because 

it revealed the anxieties inherent in evangelical belief.   

Theatre may indeed give religious people a venue to work out their anxieties (at 

least at an emotional level) and establish status quo, but it also provides people with an 

opportunity to change perspective and experience personal renewal (or at the very least, 

challenge the status quo).  Put another way, ideologies—even those informed by religious 

traditions and dogmas—are fluid because they are susceptible to a multitude of 

influences. In the United States, those influences are magnified (among other things) by 

the freedoms afforded by democracy and consumerism.  

Politics and commercialism, however, have never been able to fully satisfy 

everyone. In his extensive research about the making of the “Christian Right” during the 

twentieth century, Daniel Williams argues that the origin of American evangelical 

activism was started in the 1920s by fundamentalists who had a “vision for reclaiming 

America’s Christian identity through politics” (3). Williams’ detailed historical account 

concludes with the observation that evangelicals have yet to achieve this goal, despite the 

fact that by the end of President George W. Bush’s second term, they had come to make 

up over forty percent of the GOP constituency (8). He writes: 

But the Christian Right’s political power did not produce the substantive 

legislative gains that evangelicals had expected. At the end of Bush’s 
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presidency, abortion was still legal and school prayer was not. Same-sex 

marriage and civil unions were legal in a few states, and Americans were 

more supportive than ever of gay rights. The majority of Americans did 

not want to turn back the clock to a prefeminist era when abortions were 

illegal, gays were closeted, and premarital sex was taboo. Conservative 

evangelicals found that they could win elections, but not change the 

culture. They had captured a party, but failed to reclaim a nation. (8)  

Those involved in the evangelical theatre phenomenon participated in the successes and 

failures of this politicization, but it would be overstated to say their theatre activities were 

only motivated by political gain. The monodramas of Cloninger, McLean, and Key also 

contributed to the spiritual edification of evangelicalism as well. Their solo plays 

certainly maintained status quo beliefs about Jesus and encouraged “believers” to love 

God by dramatizing the life of Jesus.  

Although Cloninger, McLean, and Key were interested in using their plays to tell 

people about Jesus, their shows work best in affirming and dramatizing the faith of the 

already convinced. They certainly put a renewed emphasis on the Bible and the oral 

traditions of early Christianity. Reading portions of the Bible is one thing, but the Bible 

“sounds” very different when books of it are recited before a congregation or audience in 

one setting. Verses can be taken out of context or misunderstood in isolation. Hearing an 

entire book of the Bible (i.e. Genesis, Mark, etc.), however, provides a greater 

understanding of how parts (i.e. verses) fit the whole (i.e. books). Thus, the ritual 

dynamic to the dramas of Cloninger, McLean, and Key have the potential to open the 

ears of evangelicals in new ways. The “lost” may never convert to Christianity because of 
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the Jesus they see performed by Cloninger, McLean, and Key, but if a believer is deeply 

affected by such performances (and inspired to pray more, read the Bible more often, 

etc.), then for them, the evangelical theatre phenomenon is indispensable. Indeed, one of 

the core beliefs in evangelicalism is that God wants to have a “personal relationship” with 

people. Theatre critics, for example, may not have considered Key’s Cotton Patch to be a 

ground-breaking theatre experience, but they could not ignore that Key’s Jesus was more 

of a boy-next-door than a beatified divinity. As Key and his peers declare to outsiders 

(and remind insiders), the stage is just one of many venues where Jesus can be 

experienced anew.  
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION: THE RISE, FALL, AND FUTURE OF  

EVANGELICAL THEATRE  
 

In this final chapter, I briefly discuss the reasons why I wrote about evangelical 

theatre in the United States. I also offer a few final observations, address the limitations 

of my study, and suggest future investigations in evangelical theatre. Writers are often 

encouraged to write about what they know; scholars, however, should never take 

familiarity with a topic for granted. The personal connection I have with evangelical 

theatre began in childhood. I grew up in the late-1970s, 1980s, and early-90s attending a 

large Baptist church in Indiana that was very interested in using drama to proselytize 

friends and neighbors. When I left home after high school to train for the pastorate at a 

small college in northeast Pennsylvania, I was comfortable thinking about religion in 

theatrical terms. I also, naively, assumed that all born-agains thought about the theatrical 

aspects of Christianity, and, I believed that all non-Christian theatre people understood 

and appreciated the religious dynamic of theatre even if they did not agree with my 

particular views on God and Jesus. Obviously, I had much to learn about religion and 

theatre.  

When I started my Master’s degree a few years later and decided I wanted to 

pursue a career in theatre instead of continuing my training for vocational Christian 

ministry, I became aware of my narrow view of religion and theatre. I was an insider to 

evangelicalism but an outsider to mainstream theatre discourse and intellectualism. I was 

especially ignorant of theoretical models such as feminism, Marxism, post-colonialism, 

queer theory, and many others. When I came to Texas Tech in 2005 to pursue a doctoral 

degree in theatre, I wanted to close that gap with a dissertation that would challenge me 
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to put all that I understood about religion and theatre under a critical lens. Thankfully, 

Dorothy Chansky, my dissertation chair, encouraged me to write about evangelical 

theatre. When we began this project, Dr. Chansky reminded me that the goal was not to 

defend or condone evangelicalism, nor to throw it under the bus, but, rather, to seriously 

consider why evangelicals did theatre. Because of my familiarity with and participation 

in evangelical theatre, it was important to make every effort to engage in the sort of 

responsible critical thought a dissertation requires.  

Benefits of Studying Evangelical Theatre and Final Observations 

 A study about evangelical theatre provides an exploration in how religious beliefs 

are expressed through theatrical performances. Because religious practice and theatre 

performance share so many common features—performers, stages, texts, 

spectators/participants, rituals, props, garments, etc.—evangelical theatre warrants 

historical, critical, and theoretical analysis. Among some of the evangelicals I know, I 

occasionally sense a suspicion against intellectual inquiry. Likewise, among some of my 

non-evangelical colleagues and friends, I also sense a suspicion against religious beliefs. 

Perhaps both of my suspicions are unwarranted; perhaps they are not. Regardless, as a 

result of my research, I have come to understand that religious beliefs do not need to be 

exclusive from intellectual discourse. Furthermore, I have come to believe more strongly 

that for theatre scholars, historical consideration, critical analysis, and theoretical 

examination can improve discussions about the role of religion in this country’s public 

square.  

Although my dissertation is specifically about theatre, there is a socio-political 

dynamic to it that is important to acknowledge because theatre is never created in a social 
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vacuum. As I argue throughout the dissertation, I view evangelical theatre as an activist 

attempt to change society. Evangelical popular culture permeates the United States. This 

is not by accident. This reality should be obvious to everyone; it is certainly obvious to 

political candidates. At televised sporting events throughout the country, fans hold up 

posters before cameras that reference John 3.16 (a famous verse among evangelicals 

about the need for personal salvation). There are several “Christian” radio stations that 

can be found in most cities and towns. Many American adults are familiar with the 

portmanteau, televangelism. Evangelicals post their mottos (“Jesus Saves”) on highway 

billboards and church signs throughout the country. Similarly, images of Jesus—usually 

as a well-groomed white man—are ubiquitous in film and kitsch art. Evangelicals are 

certainly not the only religious people in the United States who influence popular culture, 

but politicians, journalists, corporations, and other religious leaders must, nevertheless, 

take them seriously.  

I took on this dissertation because I believe scholars should also take evangelical 

theatre seriously. Typically, evangelical theatre is not found on or off Broadway—with 

some noted exceptions, as I explain in Chapter Five by examining the work of Tom Key 

and Max McLean. Likewise, it is rare for theatre programs in public universities to stage 

plays written by evangelicals. Ironically, many evangelicals insist that Jesus’ disciples are 

to go out into culture and make converts, but in the case of evangelical theatre—which is 

often used to proselytize—prospective converts are asked (or invited) to come and see 

these shows on evangelical turf, often times in a church settings. This aspect of 

evangelical theatre strikes me as an interesting departure from the mission to go out into 

the world and make converts. I am not entirely sure what to make of this observation, but 
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it deserves attention. On the other hand, two other observations better summarize my 

thoughts about evangelical theatre: it has been a movement with a particular momentum, 

and a movement that draws attention to the latent sense of fear that often motivates and 

animates the larger evangelical community. 

My dissertation considers a movement that had a particular momentum; however, 

that momentum has noticeably diminished in recent years. In 1974, evangelicals 

interested in theatre had limited networking resources. In the early years of their 

endeavors, there were few publishing houses producing original evangelical theatre 

scripts, and many of the evangelical resident theatre companies were just being 

established or yet to be established. Similarly, it is clear that during the 1970s and early 

80s, evangelical theatre people sensed (or were plainly told) that church leaders were 

suspicious of Christians doing theatre. As evangelical theatre people established 

themselves and forged networks with each other, they gained cultural momentum and 

were eventually accepted by most evangelical leaders. By 2004, many born-agains were 

familiar with and supportive of evangelical theatre, especially church drama. In short, 

many evangelical theatre endeavors went from the fringes to becoming institutionalized. 

That so many evangelical church leaders have looked to Willow Creek (discussed in 

Chapter Three) as a model of how to conduct church services, for example, validates the 

position of prominence that evangelical theatre found among many born-again Christians.  

Likewise, the scholarship of Chansky (outdoor passion dramas), John Fletcher (Hell 

houses), Laura Collins-Hughes (evangelical theatre and the American stage), Mark 

Blankenship (evangelical theatre and the American stage), and others, demonstrates that 
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evangelical theatre eventually established itself visibly enough to draw the critical inquiry 

of “outsiders.” But what about the future of evangelical theatre?  

Over the course of my research, it became evident that the momentum has 

significantly waned since 2004.  There can be little doubt that some of this lost energy 

has come as Baby Boomers have begun retiring from university teaching positions, 

church drama leadership positions, and other theatre activities. For example, after a 

recent phone conversation with a staff person at Willow Creek, I learned that Steve 

Pederson retired from his drama director position at Willow Creek, and now the church 

rarely performs seeker dramas. Similarly, Nancy Beach is no longer in charge of Willow 

Creek’s art’s programming and only speaks occasionally at the church (although she does 

work for the Willow Creek Association). Similarly, as I note in Chapter Two, the 

declining influence of Lillenas Publishing and Christians in Theatre Arts is evident. In a 

recent conversation with a friend I made at CITA some years ago, my colleague confided 

in me—off record—that he was no longer confident that CITA was fulfilling its purpose 

to network evangelical theatre people and lacked clear organizational direction. The 

declining attendance numbers at CITA conferences clearly indicates that networking 

relationships are either strained or no longer viable to evangelical theatre people. 

Regardless of how people interpret the current state of Lillenas and CITA, it is difficult to 

ignore that neither organization has the influence it once did. Likewise, it is unclear how 

the Jesus plays of Curt Cloninger, Max McLean, and Tom Key will live on after these 

men have “retired” from performing them.  

Certainly, The Cotton Patch Gospel will enjoy what Jonathan Miller refers to as 

“subsequent performances” because it has been published and is still being performed by 
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other companies and university theatre departments. About these subsequent 

performances Miller explains:  

By submitting itself to the possibility of successive re-creation, however, 

the play passes through the development that is its birthright, and its 

meaning begins to be fully appreciated only when it enters a period that I 

shall call its afterlife. In the case of Shakespeare’s plays, for example, 

what is often disputed is the form that their continued existence takes (and 

who should determine that form) when the plays have outlived their 

original creation and performance. There is a tendency to forget that for a 

playwright like Shakespeare the written script was not intended for 

publication but as an aid to performance without any view to a distant 

posterity. (23) 

The difference between Miller’s observations about Shakespeare’s works and Key’s 

Cotton Patch is that the latter was published with an intentional “distant posterity.” Will 

that distant posterity interpret Key’s show through the same evangelical lenses that 

existed between 1974 and 2004? Probably not. Has Key’s play been fully appreciated or 

is it yet to be? I do not know. Miller argues that the afterlife concept refers to how “other 

works of art [not just plays] survive the period in which they were conceived and first 

realized” (23). Cotton Patch offers an interpretation of Jesus from a distinctly American 

evangelical perspective. That perspective may or may not exist in 100 years. It would be 

interesting to see if an audience in 100 years understands Key’s religious beliefs and the 

imagined evangelical community he was part of when he first premiered the Cotton 
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Patch in New York. It is likely there will be conservative Christians in 100 years, but 

what will the Cotton Patch mean to them in subsequent performances?  

I posit that eventually, The Cotton Patch will undergo the same sort of 

transformation that Miller observes in other works of art from antiquity. About this 

transformation Miller writes that if works of art are “rediscovered after a long period of 

being lost or neglected, it is as if they are perceived and valued for reasons so different 

from those held originally that they virtually change their character and identity” (24). 

These rediscovered works, Miller observes, become appreciated for “features that would 

have been regarded as faults by the artist of antiquity” (24). I am not advocating that it is 

important the Cotton Patch carry the evangelical gospel into the future or avoid 

transformation. The play is not just a cultural artifact, but it is an example of how one 

evangelical—Tom Key—interpreted and expressed his faith in theatrical terms. The play 

also attests historical evidence that American evangelicals existed and attempted to be 

active participants in popular culture. On the other hand, I am concerned that the history 

of a theatre movement will be lost in time if more scholarship is not aimed at evangelical 

theatre. I am not certain if the reality of Miller’s artistic afterlife matters to evangelical 

people or causes them to ask: Was it worth it to create theatre?  Such questions can only 

be answered individually. There is another question related to the value of evangelical 

theatre: Does it reveal an element of fear among evangelicals?60   

It would be simplistic to suggest that religious people are only motivated by fear. 

Would it not also be disingenuous to ignore that fear factors into nearly all religious 

beliefs? In the broadest sense, religious beliefs look to answer humanity’s fear of the 

unknown. Most often, people are made aware of these unknowns when they come to 
                                                 
60 This observation was first made by Tina Fuentes.  
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grips with their own finitude. James Livingston observes that people such as Richard 

Alpert, Sigmund Freud, Karl Marx, and Plato all recognized and probed the “human 

problem” (252). The human problem, Livingston argues, is that people have, “over the 

millennia, sensed a tragic flaw, a falling short of our potential, a missing the mark of life 

as it was meant to be or should be” (253). These flaws, Livingston continues, manifest 

when people sense their ignorance, estrangement, moral guilt, and anxiety. The human 

problem certainly evokes fear. Religions—not just evangelical Christianity—offer 

humans answers to these fears. They present people with the possibility of 

“enlightenment, reconciliation, salvation, or atonement” (253). Religions, however, do 

not just offer individuals alternatives to fear. They also help communities face the reality 

and fear of death. 

Arguably, the greatest unknown to humanity is death because it poses an 

existential dilemma that is both terrifying and fascinating. The fear of death is central to 

evangelical doctrine. Born-agains believe that Jesus rose from the dead and conquered 

death to address all of humanity’s fears. A fear of death without Jesus motivates 

evangelicals to make converts and gives energy to their proselytizing efforts. Those 

outside evangelical Christianity may cringe at how born-agains go about winning souls 

for Jesus, but they cannot deny that evangelical proselytizing is motivated by a strong 

desire to do good by others. Fear—of death and an impending damnation in hell for not 

accepting Jesus as personal savior—may be an uncomfortable, problematic, and 

questionable motivator, but it is no less effective. On the one hand, it gives gravity to the 

evangelical mission to make converts. On the other hand, it holds much of human culture 
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suspect. My research indicates that during the thirty year period of my study, evangelical 

theatre people challenged this suspicion. 

There was a period in American history when evangelicals feared that if they did 

not push back on secular culture—particularly during the 1960s and 70s—they would 

either be consumed by it (at worst) or remain social outcasts (an equally negative 

alternative to being consumed by society). As part of this pushing back, evangelicals also 

expressed a fear—in print, broadcasting, and other popular communication forms—that if 

they did not intervene in the mainstream (both politically and culturally) the United 

States would lose its “Christian” heritage. Those fears still remain and become battle 

grounds for politicos, but in the early twenty-first century, evangelicals have more ways 

of pushing back than they did decades ago. I view evangelical theatre as one effort to 

push back on secular popular culture and establish an evangelical voice in the 

mainstream. That McLean’s shows have been performed off-Broadway, for example, 

either indicates that mainstream society was not entirely the threat evangelicals supposed 

it to be, or that born-agains were stronger and more influential than they imagined. There 

is also another dynamic to the fear factor that speaks directly about the people involved in 

forging evangelical theatre. Evangelical interested in theatre had to overcome resistance 

by some evangelical church leaders and face potential criticism from secular theatre 

people for the religious content of many evangelical plays.  

Despite the antitheatrical prejudice of some church leaders that evangelical theatre 

people overcame, and the perceived disrespect of evangelical religious values by the 

secular, mainstream theatre community, born-agains established their publishing houses, 

churches, networking associations, resident theatre companies, higher education 
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programs, and other theatre endeavors. Surely these efforts can be commended as 

courageous stances against internal opposition. From 1974 to 2004, evangelical theatre 

people also followed their passions despite external opposition. It is not clear if the 

opposing forces to evangelical theatre were actual or illusionary. What is clear is that the 

people and organizations in this study exerted great energy in establishing evangelical 

theatre in the United States. These efforts warrant historical, critical, and theoretical study 

because for born-agains, drama was more than just a hobby; it was a necessity they felt 

deserved a place both among the larger evangelical community and among mainstream, 

secular theatre people. Despite their courage, some of the comments by evangelical 

theatre people in my study suggest an intellectual fear of doing “evangelical theatre.” It is 

likely there are those leery of being associated with the larger evangelical community. 

This may be why some evangelical theatre people—as discussed in Chapter Two—reject 

the term “Christian theatre.” The parity of academic writing by evangelical scholars also 

suggests that some born-agains are comfortable teaching theatre at an evangelical college 

or university (Chapter Four), but uncomfortable sharing the religious dynamic of their 

pedagogy with their non-evangelical colleagues. It is unclear if evangelicals represent a 

political majority or minority in America, but at least among theatre scholars, they surely 

represent a minority perspective. Perhaps this dissertation will eventually help some 

overcome intellectual fear.  

Scholarly Limitations and Future Investigations in Evangelical Theatre 

While I found many answers about evangelical theatre in my research, there are 

many more questions I continually think about even after drafting this document. It was 

difficult to think about the chapters in this dissertation because there are other aspects to 
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the movement that warrant investigation. By no means do I think of this study as 

definitive, but I do offer chapters that present a larger picture of some of the important 

aspects to evangelical theatre. In setting out to draw attention to my subject matter, I felt 

that I could not write a critical study without considering a historical narrative; hence, the 

bookend dates of 1974 to 2004 were chosen to provide a useful framework. Similarly, it 

seemed to me that a historical study required both critical and theoretical consideration. 

Thus, instead of focusing my dissertation chapters on one aspect of evangelical theatre—

for example, performances of Jesus by evangelicals—I believed it was important to look 

through many windows. In choosing my particular case studies about publishing houses, 

networking conferences, megachurch dramas, theatre programs in higher education, and 

monodramas about Jesus, I wanted to think of evangelical theatre in broader terms. As 

my bibliography demonstrates, there are few articles and books about evangelical theatre, 

and yet, evangelical theatre continues even as it wanes. I hope this dissertation 

contributes to the literature about evangelical theatre and causes future investigations. 

Hopefully, this dissertation encourages other scholars to investigate the personal histories 

of evangelical theatre people while many of the early founders of evangelical theatre are 

still living. But there were other things I did not aim to contribute when writing about 

evangelical theatre.  

 For example, I never intended to write a dissertation that set out a specific 

evangelical theory of theatre. Such a study could and should eventually be done. As I 

note in several chapters, there are feminist theories of theatre that are recognized and 

respected by theatre scholars. But why have evangelicals not developed their own 

theories?  Conversely, if they have, why have they not put them out there in more theatre 
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journals and books? When I asked some of these same questions at a theatre conference 

in New Orleans a few years ago, someone from the audience insisted to me that feminist 

theories were valid but evangelical ideas should be dismissed. Evangelical views are 

about violence, he insisted, but feminist theories were not. Presumably, the violence he 

spoke of refers to the sort of patriarchal and colonial values and social mores that many 

theatre scholars—especially feminist scholars—challenged in the twentieth century when 

they drew attention to the body as the “center of the theoretical and political debate” (60). 

Feminist theory certainly challenges many evangelical values and beliefs; but in the 

twenty-first century, are evangelicals to be dismissed because of stereotypes? Do they 

hold true in every evangelical organization, institution, and church? In hindsight, I 

wonder if his response—especially his inability to expand what he meant by violence—

was an example of intellectual snobbery or religious exclusivism. Was the comment 

made to make scholars fearful of putting out evangelical theatre theories? What group of 

theatre scholars has the authority and privilege to dictate which perspectives and theories 

get approved and which are banished? How is a feminist theory of theatre, for example, 

to be refined and expanded if it is never allowed to be compared against dissenting 

theories? Is it not a disservice to all theories to demand that they be accepted in an 

intellectual hierarchy that favors some over others? Clearly evangelicals are not the only 

people in the world who have a propensity to maintain the illusion of status quo. 

 The political dimension of status quo is clearly evident in evangelical theatre. For 

example, I recognize that my study was limited to the predominantly white, masculine 

constituency of evangelicalism. Although white evangelicals are usually—though not 

exclusively—supportive of Republican candidates and black evangelicals typically—
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though not always—support Democrats, black and white evangelicals share devotion to 

many of the same doctrinal points. Hence, it would be misleading to think about 

American evangelicalism as only defining a certain political group of white Protestants. 

Latinos and blacks have vested interest in evangelical Christianity—so do other global 

citizens. It is also misleading to think that only white evangelicals were interested in 

making theatre during the period my study examines. Among many black evangelical 

(and non-evangelical) audiences, for example, there is an interest in touring urban theatre 

that presents gospel themes through song and drama. Tyler Perry, for example, perhaps 

best known for his Madea films (Diary of a Mad Black Woman, Madea Goes to Jail, and 

Madea’s Family Reunion, etc.), began his career in Atlanta by presenting Christian-

themed plays about urban, black families. Campbell Robertson of the New York Times 

notes that urban theatre has grown in popularity, at least commercially. Robertson writes: 

The plays, which typically take place in contemporary settings, are often 

sprinkled with R&B solos and duets, and tend to be a mix between 

melodrama, and farce, with clownish archetypes, like churchy grannies 

and two-bit entrepreneurs. And they all have uplifting plots, usually about 

a woman torn between a glamorous philanderer, whose speech is laden 

with double-entendres, and a humbler, more dependable man, whom she 

eventually chooses. (The more muscular actors also have a tendency to 

take off their shirts.) (Robertson) 

Although Robertson is no fan of urban theatre, he recognizes the significance of these 

plays. On the one hand, many urban theatre dramas prove to be commercial successes—

especially Perry’s. On the other hand, they are often panned by critics. Regardless of their 
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place among mainstream theatre audiences and critics, gospel dramas by black 

evangelicals warrant more scholarly consideration, especially within the context of 

Christianity in the United States. Similar to the types of dramas Willow Creek once 

favored, urban gospel dramas explore how dysfunctional families come together and face 

challenges familiar to the religious and irreligious. I believe a study about these types of 

dramas—and other dramas performed by evangelical minorities (Asians, Latinos, and 

others)—would provide a broader understanding of evangelical Christianity in the United 

States and expand research in how doctrinal beliefs and political differences play out 

through religious theatre.  

 Another area to explore concerns the role women played in evangelical theatre. 

For example, in Post, Texas, at the Ragtown Gospel Theater, audiences can see 

performances of Mary, Mother of the Lord and Magdalene. In 2000, two brothers, Glenn 

and Chip Polk, started Ragtown. In most of the shows, stories focus on men of the Bible. 

In Mary and Magdalene, however, the shows offer portrayals of women. Women 

contributed significantly to evangelical drama and I have little doubt there are many 

instances where their work greatly influenced other born-again audiences by providing a 

feminine perspective to a religious system of belief that largely supports a masculine 

image of God. A study about female evangelical theatre artists will open dialogue about 

how gender politics play out among evangelicals. More research should be done about 

the domestic values promoted in many evangelical plays. When it comes to religion, 

gender politics present an interesting examination of religious doctrine, belief, and 

practice.  
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There are many more thoughts about evangelical theatre that need to be 

challenged, and more questions to be explored. This dissertation is hardly the final word 

(nor the beginning), but it does represent an attempt to address the polarizing issues that 

come from examining religion, politics, and art. Non-evangelical theatre scholars 

contribute to understanding evangelical theatre because they can evaluate it as outsiders. 

It is imperative that insider scholars also focus their attention on evangelical theatre so 

that other perspectives can be considered. The caution, of course, is that insiders avoid 

writing propaganda and engage in the sort of critical inquiry necessary for substantial 

conversations about religious theatre. The same caution should be regarded by outsiders 

too. It was certainly the aim of this study.  
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APPENDIX A: Minivan Farm by Mark Demel 
 

Minivan Farm 
By Mark Demel  
Edited and directed by Steve Pederson 
(Reprinted with permission by Willow Creek) 
 
(Scene is the office of a car dealership’s finance officer, a place where the tension of the car sale is eased a 
bit, price has been decided before people walk in here. A young man is sitting behind a desk which has 
come papers, some files, a computer. He is on the phone talking to his wife. To the left is a small table with 
two chairs. Car brochures are on the table.) 
 
LARRY: Okay. I’ve only got one more deal to wrap up here and then I’ll be home…. I will. See 

you soon. (speakerphone) Okay, Tom, I’m ready for your…minivan. (cleans up some 
paperwork from prior customer, gets things ready so he can leave quickly when he’s done 
with last customer) 

 
  (man enters) 
 
  Hi, Larry Williams. (looking at paperwork) You must be Mr. Breener? 
 
ALLEN:  Hi, Allen Breener, yes. 
 
LARRY: So, you’re getting a Windstar this evening? 
 
ALLEN:  I guess so. 
 
LARRY: You don’t sound too excited. 
 
ALLEN:  I’m not! Twenty eight grand for a minivan? 
 
LARRY: It is a lot of money, I know…. 
 
ALLEN: (looking at brochures on the table) I can’t talk my wife into one of these Expeditions so I 

guess this is it—I’m officially over the hill. 
 
LARRY: Well, if it’s any encouragement—it’s the best minivan out there. 
 
ALLEN:  I’m doing back flips. 
 
LARRY: Do you have a driver’s license? 
 
ALLEN:  Yeah. (crosses and hands to him) 
 
LARRY: We’re going to need your wife’s signature, too. 
 
ALLEN:  Yes—she ran to the bathroom—she’ll be right out. 
 
LARRY: So, you got kids? 
 
ALLEN:  Three. 
 
LARRY: Three! 
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ALLEN:  Girl—boy—boy. You? 
 
LARRY: My wife just took a home pregnancy test last week! 
 
ALLEN:  And? 
 
LARRY: Houston, we have lift-off! 
 
ALLEN:  Congratulations. 
 
LARRY: Thanks! We’re going out tonight to celebrate. 
 
DAVID:  (enters) Dad—Mom said she’s not coming out if you’re gonna debate her about  

it! 
 
ALLEN:  (sigh) Tell her we need to have her signature. 
 
DAVID:  I want to look at the cars! 
 
ALLEN:  Tell her, then you can look at cars—(pushing him out) check out the yellow one  

out there. 
 
DAVID:  Fine. (exits) 
 
ALLEN:  He’s our oldest boy, great kid but puberty is like riding a bucking bronco! 
 
LARRY: I’d love to have a son. 
 
ALLEN:  Girls tend to be more compliant. 
 
BRENNA: (entering) Dad, is Kyle in here? 
 
ALLEN:  No. Brenna, he was your responsibility. 
 
BRENNA:  (furious) I know. The little rat’s hiding from me—I’m gonna pull out all his fingernails! 
 
ALLEN:  (Brenna exits) (to Larry) Of course, girls have their moments, too. 
 
LARRY: I can see why you need a minivan. 
 
ALLEN:  That or choke collars. By the way, the Windstar doesn’t have anything like a canine  

patrol option? 
 
LARRY: “Canine patrol….?” 
 
ALLEN:  You know, one of those cage separators between the front and back? 
 
LARRY: (Laughs genuinely) No. 
 
ALLEN:  Too bad—you ever want more business, you should add that as an option. 
 
KYLE:  (enters, obviously hiding from his sister) Dad, can I have a dollar? 
 
ALLEN: (starts to get money out of his wallet) (to Larry) And this is the amazing disappearing 

number three. (to Kyle) Where were you? 
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KYLE:  (defending) I was out there.  
 
ALLEN:  Your sister was looking for you. 
 
KYLE:  She’s blind—I was there the whole time. 
 
ALLEN:  (before he’ll hand over the money) What’s this for? 
 
KYLE:  I want some candy. 
 
ALLEN:  You shouldn’t have candy now, it’s 8:30 at night. 
 
KYLE:  Thanks, Dad. (he takes it and runs off) 
 
ALLEN:  (calling after him) Nothing chocolate! 
 
DAVID:  (sticks head in) Mom still won’t come out. 
 
ALLEN:  Tell her I promise I won’t debate it any more. 
 
DAVID:  Dad! 
 
ALLEN:  Go! (David exits) 
 
LARRY: So you wanted the bench seat in back rather than the captain’s chair? 
 
ALLEN:  Whatever, as long as it seats six. 
 
LARRY: It’ll seat eight. I thought you had a family of five. 
 
GAIL:  (enters about ready to “pop”) Five and three quarters. 
 
LARRY: Oh! Oh! Oh! Please—have a seat! (helps her to a seat) 
 
ALLEN:  Gail, this is Larry—the finance guy. 
 
GAIL:  Hi Larry the finance guy. 
 
LARRY: Hi. I see why you need the room. 
 
GAIL:  (teasingly taking offense) Thanks a lot! 
 
LARRY: I mean the baby… 
 
GAIL:  (to Larry) Has he complained to you about getting a minivan? 
 
ALLEN: (out the door of the office) Brenna—I don’t want you in the waiting room. Where is 

Kyle? 
 
BRENNA: (OS) In there—pretending to be a suitcase. 
 
ALLEN:  (to OS) Get out of the trunk Kyle!  Brenna… 
 
DAVID:  (entering) Did you buy it yet? 
 
ALLEN:  Not yet—I’ve been waiting for your mother. 
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DAVID:  (David is licking a Snicker’s wrapper) I want to go. 
 
ALLEN:  Just sit down. (He sits right of table.) 
 
BRENNA: (enters) Why can’t I watch TV? 
 
ALLEN:  ‘Cause you’re too bright and beautiful to waste your time in front of that box. 
 
GAIL:  David, knock it off!  “Larry the finance guy” is gonna think we live in a barn. 
 
KYLE:  (enters) Moo. 
 
ALLEN: (to Kyle) Thank you. Where did you get this? (referring to David’s wrapper which he 

takes to deposit in waste can right of desk) 
 
DAVID: I bought it. 
 
GAIL: With what? 
 
DAVID: My own money. 
 
KYLE: Liar! 
 
GAIL: (to Larry) Okay, so where do we have to sign? 
 
KYLE: Dad, can I have another dollar? 
 
ALLEN: I think one is enough. 
 
KYLE: Mom, can I have a dollar? 
 
GAIL: That doesn’t mean “go ask your mother.” 
 
KYLE: But David stole the last one. 
 
ALLEN: (to David) You’re so grounded young man. 
 
DAVID: (to Kyle) You’re so dead. (he goes after Kyle.) 
 
ALLEN:  (to David) hey! Sit down! (David does.) (to Kyle, giving him another dollar) Here you 

go. (Kyle runs off) 
 
GAIL: (automatically without conviction)…and no chocolate! (Allen points to Brenna.) 
 
BRENNA: Oh, you’ve got to be kidding me! (She leaves.) 
 
GAIL: So, where were we? 
 
ALLEN: We’re standing on the brink here, there’s no turning back. 
 
GAIL: Here we go. 
 
ALLEN: My life is flashing before my eyes, and it’s not pretty. 
 
GAIL: You said you were done debating. 
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ALLEN: I’m not debating—I’m appealing to you sense of humanity…come look, come look (tries 

to entice her to the showroom floor) there are such nice cars out here, curves and pretty 
and…it doesn’t have to be a Mustang…I’d settle for a Taurus. 

 
GAIL:  You don’t have to drive it if you don’t want to. 
 
ALLEN: It could be another twenty years ‘till we buy a new car! 
 
GAIL: It’s the only practical option and you know it. 
 
ALLEN: They have SUV’s! 
 
GAIL: Too expensive. You are married and have 3.9 children! 
 
ALLEN: Don’t rub it in! 
 
GAIL: (taking him aside) Why are you doing this? You know the minivan is the only option. 
 
ALLEN: I know, I know. But I’m warning you, don’t be surprised when someday I pull into the 

driveway with a little red convertible. 
 
GAIL: As long as it’s not with a little redhead. (they both catch themselves and look at Larry and 

smile) 
 
BRENNA: (entering) Kyle’s writing his name on the side of the car with a candy bar. 
 
GAIL: (shouting OS) Kyle! 
 
ALLEN: Clean that off there. 
 
GAIL: Don’t lick it off! Oh, I live with the Iguana family. (to Larry) I’m so sorry. Can we just 

finish this? 
 
LARRY: Sure thing.  If you’ll just sign here and here. (Gail signs) 
 
ALLEN: (preparing to sign) Here it is—you’re witnessing the top of Allen Breener’s head going 

over the crest of the hill. (Kyle enters) You’re witnessing him becoming an automobile 
eunuch right before your eyes. 

 
GAIL: Don’t be so dramatic. 
 
KYLE: What’s a eunuch? 
 
GAIL: Never mind. (wiping chocolate off his face; Kyle “escapes” and exits again) 
 
LARRY: So what color are you getting? 
 
ALLEN: Pink—do you have pink, ‘cause that would be, like the finishing touch right there. 
 
LARRY: No pink, you got black, blue… 
 
ALLEN: It would be appropriate—can you mix them like that—black and blue? 
 
LARRY: Aspen green pearl, Salsa red pearl. 
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GAIL: Red! 
 
DAVID: Black! 
 
BRENNA: Blue! 
 
ALLEN: Fuchsia! Why not? 
 
BRENNA: Hey, where’s Kyle? 
 
GAIL: Allen? 
 
ALLEN: Brenna!!! (SFX: Beeping car alarm) 
 
BRENNA: Kyle!!! (all run out to the showroom area, leaving Larry and Allen in the office, car alarm 

shortly stops beeping) 
 
ALLEN: Don’t worry, it’s not always like this. 
 
LARRY: Does seem pretty…busy. 
 
ALLEN:  Yeah, it’s not just busy—some days it’s out of control. And sometimes I think I’ve gone 

completely crazy, and I wonder how we’re gonna pay for everything and what the next 
emergency is going to be. 

 
LARRY: So, did you plan on having four kids? 
 
ALLEN: Well, yeah. Just didn’t plan on all the craziness. But you can’t send ‘em back! 
 
KYLE: (from OS) Dad, a minivan with a TV in it!! 
 
ALLEN: Really. (beat) You know, I wouldn’t have it any other way. Be right back. 
 
LARRY: (Beat. Larry picks up phone and dials) Hi honey…listen, this last customer is going to 

take more time than I thought….sure, that’s fine with me—Chinese okay?...Oh, and I’ll 
stop and get another pregnancy test too…yeah, just to make sure. 

 
 
Fadeout 
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APPENDIX B: Richard 1992 by Donna Lagerquist 
 

Richard 1992 
By Donna Lagerquist  
Edited by Steve Pederson 
(Reprinted with permission by Willow Creek) 
 
(Living room. Richard, in his mid-forties, enters eating a piece of left-over quiche on a plate. He’s barefoot, 
with shirttails out. The news is on TV. It’s 10:15 p.m.) 
 
ZACH: (enters with duffel bag) Dad? 
 
RICHARD: Zach? (shocked) What are you doing here? 
 
ZACH:  Can I come in? 
 
RICHARD: (awkward) Uh, yeah…have a seat…I was just having a little late night snack…You want 

something? 
 
ZACH:  Quiche? You’re eating quiche, Dad? 
 
RICHARD: Uh, yeah…you want a sandwich? Coke? 
 
ZACH:  I didn’t know you could cook! 
 
RICHARD: There’s not much to fixing a sandwich. How ‘bout it? 
 
ZACH:  Nah, I just finished a large pepperoni. 
 
RICHARD: Everything OK? (no response) Does, uh, your mom know you’re here? 
 
ZACH:  (sarcastic) Do you want her to? 
 
RICHARD: Well…. 
 
ZACH:  Be a nice slap in the face, huh? “Mom? I decided to move in with Dad cuz you make me 
crazy!” 
 
RICHARD: Is that why you’re here…to move in? 
 
ZACH:  Is that a problem? 
 
RICHARD: Well…. 
 
ZACH:  (starts to leave) Forget it… 
 
RICHARD: No, Zach, wait…Can we talk about this? 
 
ZACH:  So, it is a problem… 
 
RICHARD: Hey, the problem is I haven’t seen you or your…ear ring in, what …a couple of months? 

You haven’t spoken to me in weeks, and I believe the last thing you told me was where I 
could go. Not exactly a great premise on which to welcome you into my apartment! 
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ZACH:  “Premise”? “Welcome”? I thought I was your kid, not some business partner. 
 
RICHARD: (pause) Look, Zach, I’m sorry. 
 
ZACH:  And the ear ring stays! 
 
RICHARD: I’m not saying things the way I want to…You just caught me off guard. It’s good to see 

you…ear ring and all. Now, will you please sit down and talk to me? (reluctantly, he 
does) What’s the deal? 

 
ZACH:  Mom kicked me out. 
 
RICHARD: What happened? 
 
ZACH:  She walked in on me and Krista…in my bedroom…in bed. 
 
RICHARD: Who’s Krista? 
 
ZACH:  Guess. 
 
RICHARD: Hey, look, can we cut out the sarcasm and have a normal conversation? 
 
ZACH:  “Normal”? What’s that? I haven’t known “normal” my whole life. 
 
RICHARD: Why did you have a girl in your room? 
 
ZACH:  Gee, Dad. 
 
RICHARD: You know the rules, Zach. 
 
SUZANNE: (enters in bathrobe, drying her hair in a towel) Richard? Is everything OK? I heard (stops 

when she sees Zach) 
 
RICHARD: (embarrassed) Everything’s fine, Suzanne. (no choice but to introduce him) This is my 

son, Zach. 
 
SUZANNE: (very uncomfortable) Oh…um, nice to meet you…sorry to interrupt…(to Richard) Sorry. 
(exits) 
 
ZACH:  (pause) So, why do you have a girl in your room? 
      
RICHARD: It’s my house, Zach. 
 
ZACH:  So the rules are different? 
 
RICHARD: That’s right. You seem to be forgetting, I’m your father. 
 
ZACH: Oh…so is now the time when you give me a talk on safe sex? Or, did you want to borrow 

a condom? (Richard grabs Zach, forces him on his back on the couch.) 
 
RICHARD: Why you little… 
 
ZACH:  Go ahead! (as in “hit me”) 
 
RICHARD: (still holding on to him) Who do you think you are? 
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ZACH:  (daring him) Go ahead! (Richard stops, crosses away.) 
 
RICHARD: (pause, gets control of himself) Zach, look, I’m sorry you had to find out about Suzanne 
like this. 
 
ZACH:  I knew a long time ago. Even before the divorce. 
 
RICHARD: You knew what? 
 
ZACH: I’d listen in on your phone conversations. I wasn’t like Mom. I didn’t buy the fact that 

they were business calls at night. 
 
RICHARD: (defensive) I did get business calls at night… 
 
ZACH: (angry) Dad, I saw you guys coming out of Daytona’s arm in arm. (pause, he’s hurt) I 

never saw you touch Mom like that. (Richard looks at him.) 
 
RICHARD: It’s a long story… 
 
ZACH: I really don’t want to hear it, Dad. (crosses to leave, picks up duffel bag, stops, very 

angry, throws it, sinks to the floor) I don’t know what I want. 
 
RICHARD: (long pause, trying to shift to a less volatile topic) How’s school going? How are your 
classes? 
 
ZACH:  I dropped out. 
 
RICHARD: Zach, I thought we decided that… 
 
ZACH:   I decided college isn’t worth it! Look where your horticulture major got you—selling 
insurance! 
 
RICHARD: (defensive and angry) It hasn’t been a bad career. It bought us a house, a boat, vacations, 

your car…college….if you want it… 
 
ZACH: Yeah, Dad, it did buy us a lot, but we sure don’t have much…do we? (Zach leaves: after 

a moment, Suzanne enters.) 
 
SUZANNE: You OK? 
 
RICHARD: I’m not sure. 
 
SUZANNE: Sorry I had such poor timing. 
 
RICHARD: No, I’m the one who has bad timing….my whole life. 
 
(Lights slowly fade) 
 
(Note: For a bit more poignancy it also works well to end after Zach’s last line.) 
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APPENDIX C: Witnesses by Curt Cloninger 
 

Excerpts from the Abe and Peter monologues from Witnesses. 
By Curt Cloninger  
(Reprinted with permission by Curt Cloninger) 
 

Abe 
 
(A very earthy fellow. Brooklyn accent. Sock hat, untucked shirt. A bit of a slob. He eats bananas 
all during this scene…the more, the better. The laughter will build, exponentially, as he keeps 
pulling out another banana to eat. He comes down to the audience, mixing it up with them 
throughout the scene, getting in their face as much as possible) 
 
(Speaking to the Tailor) Ah, shut up, will yah? (to the audience) The guy will talk your ear off, 
you know what I mean?  So…you guys wanna hear about Jesus. What? You got some sort of 
Jesus convention going here or something. I’ll tell you something about Jesus. Short and sweet. 
How about like…like that Last supper. Did you hear about that Last Supper, what Jesus had with 
his twelve buddies. Yeah, well…I wasn’t invited to that. Don’t’ get me wrong. I couldn’t have 
come anyway. It was a holiday. I usually have to hang out with my relatives on the holiday. Let 
me tell yah, though. I didn’t go to that Last Supper, but I sure did go to the Second to Last 
Supper.  
 
That was one primo party. What happened was this. There was a bunch of us hanging out in town 
for the holiday…the Passover. So we hear that Jesus is coming into town, with his buddies, for 
the holiday. So…a bunch of us get together, and we figure, “Hey great, let’s go out and meet 
him.” Let me tell you, Pal…about a zillion other people had that exact same idea. We got this big 
parade, right. People going nuts throwing their raincoats on the road. I lifted two of ‘em. Except 
Jesus, he made me give ‘em back. So, here comes Jesus, riding right down the middle of this 
parade, on this stupid little donkey. You should’ve seen this. Little donkey. Big guy, dragging his 
feet on the pavement. Hilarious.  
 
 So…the first thing Jesus does…he drives this donkey into town, goes to the big church 
house…what do they call that thing? The Temple. Yeah…that’s it. The Temple. He goes into the 
temple, and gives all them religious stuffed shirts the what-for for a couple of days. You’ve [sic] 
should’ve seen them guys. All of them uptight religious guys with the coats and ties, they was 
squirming supreme. Primo. 
 
…. 
 
So anyway….we got this great party going. Lots to eat. Lots to drink. Jesus, he’s kind of quiet, 
but he’s having a good time. I could tell. So, about ten o’clock that night we all start telling jokes 
and stuff. Finally, Jesus stands up on this chair and tells this stupid Knock-Knock joke. How’d it 
go…Oh, yeah. Knock-knock? (prompting the audience) Who’s there? Israel. Israel who? Is real 
nice to meet yah.  Lame joke, right. So, everybody’s unloading on Jesus. “Hey Jesus. Heal that 
joke, Pal.” 
 
…. 
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Peter 
  

(He comes bursting to center stage, almost delirious, and screaming with excitement. He’s a 
lovable, knucklehead, Red-neck. This should be a very “fleshy” and joyful monologue, but not 
heavy. It should be fun) 
 
THOMAS!!!! THOMAS!!!! (sees Thomas out in the distance. Shouts for him to come closer) 
Thomas, come here, Bubba! Come here! (Thomas comes closer) You ain’t gonna believe this, 
Bubba!  Guess who I just saw. Go on…guess!  (waits for a response) Wrong! 
 
I just saw Jesus! And he’s alive and kicking! We was running down the road, and there he 
was…right there…alive and kicking! Thomas !  Come here.   I ain’t drunk!  Come here!  I’m 
gonna tell you what happened! We was on our way to the graveyard—(in response to Thomas) I 
ain’t making this up, Thomas! I ain’t smart enough to make this up! Just shut up and listen! I’m 
gonna tell you what happened. I AM CALM, THOMAS! (obviously not) I’M CALM! (trying to 
calm himself down) Okay…okay…I’m gonna tell you what happened. (getting excited again) 
There he was, bigger than life, alive and kicking!!!! (getting hold of himself again) Okay….I’m 
calm. 
 
Okay…we was at the house…after you went to go for your walk…you know, to go pout and 
everything. And Mary, and them other gals said they thought that was a good idea you had about 
flowers. They wanted to go do flowers at the graveyard. So we told ‘em they could do, but just 
don’t make a scene.  
 
Well, they come running back with some wacko story. We calmed ‘em all down…told ‘em to 
quit being hysterical women. John and me, we decided to just go to the graveyard to check 
everything out. We told everybody else to stay in the house, keep it dark and don’t let nobody in 
the door. So John and me…we was running to the graveyard—John’s gonna tell you he was 
ahead of me. That ain’t true. I’m quicker than he is, and you know that!  Anyway…we was 
running down the road, and we was going around that big curve…you know where all them big 
bushes are? (waits for response) Yeah! That’s it. And there was a guy….he just popped out the 
bushes. And he was blocking the road. 
 
He kept going, “Hey buddy, where ya going? What’s the trouble? Where ya going?” I said, “I’m 
looking for a dead friend, of mine, Pal!  That’s the trouble. Now get out of the way before I bust 
your head open!” So he moved, ‘cause I’m (indicates with a gesture what a big tough guy he 
is)…you know. So, I shoot off down the road. John’s way back there. He’s slow. Well, somehow 
or other this guy catches up with me on the road, and he tackles me. He’s on top of me, but got 
my hands free. And I’m punching at him. “Get off me, man! Quit giving me trouble! Quit giving 
me trouble!” And the guy is dodging my punches. Then he says, “Hey, Pal. Why don’t you just 
let the day’s own trouble be enough for the-” 
 
“Where’d you hear that?” 
 
“Hey, Petey…it’s me! Surprise!” 
 
It’s him, Thomas! It’s him!  He ain’t dead no more! It’s him. I’m telling you, Thomas, we could 
do something with this! You kill that guy, and turn your head, and he just pops right back alive 
again! We could do something with this! 
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Thomas, I’m telling you, I ain’t making this up, Bubba! It’s the honest-to-God truth. And 
Thomas….he ain’t even mad at us!  He still likes us—well…maybe not you. 
 
I’m telling you, Thomas. He ain’t dead no more. He ain’t dead. I just saw him. I saw him! 
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APPENDIX D: Red Letter by Curt Cloninger 
 

Excerpt from Red Letter with instructions for including a section for a longer 
performance. 
By Curt Cloninger  
(Reprinted with permission by Curt Cloninger) 
 
[The stage is set with a table, and a stool.  On the table is a bottle of wine, a wine glass, a loaf of 
bread, and a large Bible. The actor walks up to the table, looks at the bread, the wine, and the 

Bible.  He picks up the Bible, leafs through it to find the scripture, then read it to the audience.]  
 
"The Spirit of the Lord is … on me, because he has anointed me to 
preach good news to poor folks. He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives, recovery of 
sight to the blind, to let the broken victims go free, and to announce the year of God’s favour."   
 

[Looking out at the audience, by way of proclamation] 
 
Well … Today, in your hearing, this scripture here just came true.  
 

[He slams the Bible shut] 
 

You know … you folks study these scriptures because you think in these scriptures you’re gonna 
find eternal life.  But, it’s these scriptures that talk about me, and some of you absolutely refuse to 
come to me so you can have life.  
 

[He breaks off a big chunk of bread and eats it while he talks] 
 
I am the bread of life.  If anyone comes to me he'll never be hungry.   If anybody believes in me, 
he'll never be thirsty.  In fact, I’ll tell you a secret: I came down from Heaven.  Not to do what I 
want to do, but to do what my Father wants me to do.  I'm the living bread, come down from 
heaven.  If anybody eats this bread, he'll live forever.  
 
So, come on, folks.   Come hitch up with me.  Is anybody here worn out?  Anybody here tired of 
trying to be religious all the time? .  You hitch up with me and I’ll guarantee you, you’ll get some 
rest.  I mean, you’ve probably seen what I’ve been doing around here lately … saw it on the 
news, read it in the paper.  Blind people reading the paper.  Cripple folks getting up and dancing.  
Dead folks popping up alive again, frustrating the tar out of the undertakers.  You’ve probably 
heard about all that.  …. It’s true.  You’d do well to remember that.  
 

[He’s uncorking the wine and pouring himself a glass of wine] 
 
Oh, and also remember this:  "How happy are all of those folks who are not  offended  by  me" 

 
[He toasts with the wine glass and drinks a big swallow] 

 
.......  Ah,  but  you  are ... offended.  [after a beat]   What am I gonna do with you folks?  Some 
of you are like little kids, who absolutely refuse to get happy.  Some of you live to pout.  John the 
Baptist came and he was a vegetarian and a tee-totaler, and you say, “Why, just look at him!  
He’s crazy!”.  Now, I come, and I eat bread, and I drink wine, and you, say,   [As a “Southern 
church woman”]   “Martha, just look at him.  He’s a drunkard and a glutton.  You know what I 
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heard, don’t you Martha?  I heard that he goes to dinner … with sinners.  [after a beat, and a 
raising of the wine glass]  Yep.   
 
Let me ask you something.  Does anybody in here have sheep.  [finds an audience member and 
addresses this to him]   Alright ... let’s play you’ve got a hundred sheep.  And you out to field to 
count ‘em all.   [mimicking counting the sheep]  Ninety-seven, ninety-eight, ninety-nine --- [to 
the audience member]  You can’t find Snowball.  Which one of you wouldn’t leave ninety-nine 
sheep standing in the field and go look for the one you lost.  Snowball!  [he runs into the 
audience and finds a small kid, throws him over his shoulder, as Snowball, and, as he’s running 
to the front of the audience, says the following]    Snowball!  When you find that sheep, you 
throw him over your shoulder and come running home, yelling, “Come on, everybody!  I found 
Snowball!  I found my sheep!  Come one!  Let’s have a party!!!”    I’m telling you, there’s gonna 
be more joy … more excitement in heaven over one person who’s lost his way and then turns 
around comes home again, than there is over ninety-nine self-righteous, religious people who 
don’t think they need to turn around and come home again.   
 
So, you’re right.  I admit it.  I go to dinner with sinners.  They’re my friends.  You know who 
goes to the doctor, don’t you?  Folks who know they’re sick.   See, I didn’t come to invite self-
righteous folks to my party.  I came to invite sinners.  So, if don’t think you’re a sinner, you’re 
not invited.  ..... Which actually reminds me of a story.   

 
[During this story he fetches two men out of the audience to portray the two characters in the 

story.  He just manipulates them, basically as mannequins, to illustrate the story] 
 

One day there were these two guys who went to the church house to pray.  One of ‘em was a T.V. 
Preacher, and the other one was … a Bookie.  The T.V. Preacher stood up in the church house 
and he prayed like this.   [In a good “T.V. Preacher” voice] 

 
“God.  I thank thee that I’m not like other fellows … politicians, crooks, adulterers … or even 
like that little Bookie that I passed on the street corner coming in here today.   I fast … not once, 
but two times a week.  And I give to the Lord, not five, but ten per cent of everything I make.  
Thank you, God, that I’m not like other people.  Amen, GOD!”   
 
Meanwhile, the Bookie wouldn’t even come into the church house.  He stood outside the church, 
on the street corner.  He wouldn’t even lift his eyes up.  And he prayed like this,   “Oh, God, 
please have mercy on me.  You know, I’m a sinner.” 
 
You want to know who went home “right” with God?  It was ….. the Bookie!  And not the T.V. 
Preacher!  ‘Cause the fellow who makes himself out to be a Hot-shot in God’s eyes will get 
humbled.  But the fellow who knows he ain’t a Hot-Shot in God’s eyes will be made a Hot-Shot 
in God’s eyes! 
 
So … You folks wanna be “Hot-Shots” in God’s eyes?  You wanna be the Greatest in the 
Kingdom … the Greatest of God’s People?  Here’s how you do it.  Turn around and become like 
a little kid.   If you can’t do that, then you won’t even get into God’s Kingdom. 
 
The Kingdom of Heaven…the Kingdom of Heaven is…There was this guy walking along the 
road. He sees a field with a “For Sale” sign in it. He walks around the field…looks around a bit. 
In the very back of the field he kicks a rock, and Lo and Behold!  Up from the ground comes a 
bubbling crude…black gold, Texas Tea…Oil that is!  He rushes home, hocks everything he has, 
goes out and buys the field. The Kingdom of Heaven…you gotta buy the field. 
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Did you get it? Thank you Father for showing these things to the folks who know they don’t have 
it all figured out…and hiding them from the folks who think they do. 
 
But, now let me tell you folks something. Unless your “Rightness with God” goes beyond just 
being “Good, Religious People” you’re never gonna be in God’s Kingdom.  You’re never gonna 
be one of his people. 
 

(Longer version can insert this section) 
 
You need to watch out for these religious people. So much of what they do is just for show. But 
they are like well-tended graveyards. Proper and right on the outside, but inside full of dead 
men’s bones. Don’ t be like them. They’re hypocrites. Loading up people with rules and laws, but 
not lifting one finger to lighten their burdens. Isaiah had ‘em pegged. “These people honor me 
with their lips, but their hearts are far from me.” Don’t be like them. 
 
So much of what these religious folks do is just for show. But I don’t want you to be like that. For 
example, when you give money away, don’t be like the show-offs. They love to get their name in 
the bulletin, or on some stained glass window. They want their tax deduction. They want people 
to “oooh” and “ahhh” over them. You know what the Show-Offs get? 
 

(he applauds a few times) 
 
This. But guess who ain’t clapping? My Father. When you give money away, don’t make a big 
deal or a big show out it. 
 
And when you pray don’t be like the Show-Offs. They love to stand and pray in their church 
houses so that they may be seen by men. I’ll tell you the truth. They already got what they were 
looking for.  
 
When you pray, go into a room, shut the door and pray to your Father in secret. And your Father, 
who sees in secret, will reward you.  And listen, when you pray, you don’t have to heap up a 
bunch of fancy-schmancy words like the Show-Offs do. 
 
They think they’ve got some sort of “in” with my Father because they use all these words, words, 
words. Don’t do that. My Father knows what you need before you even ask him. Pray, then like 
this… 
 
Our Father, in Heaven 
We honor your name. 
Your Kingdom come, Father…your will be done 
On earth…just the way it is in Heaven. 
Give us this day the food we need. 
And forgive us our sins, just as we forgive those who sin against us. 
And do not lead us into temptation, Father, 
But deliver us from the Evil One. 
Because to you belongs the Kingdom, and the power and the glory 
Forever and ever. Amen. 
It’s simple, really…praying. 
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